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PC -CONTROLLED DOT MATRIX DISPLAY

Electronics and Computing

Projects for the Future

Electronics Principles 5.0
CCMPLFE 1--)

BASED ELECTRONICS COURSE

If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or
improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you.
Now includes the PIC16F84 & PIC16C71 hardware and instruction set,
EP5.0 is a significant upgrade of
our popular electronics software
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Electronics Principles software is currently used in
hundreds of UK and overseas schools and colleges
to support City & Guilds GCSE, A -Level. BTEC and
university foundation courses.

Telephone for a list of the 560 topics included.
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1. DC Principles
£19.95*
2. AC Principles
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3. Transistor & Op -Amp Principles
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5. Digital Principles
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6. Microprocessor Principles
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EPT Educational Software. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.
Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. sales@eptsoft.demon.co.uk http://www.eptsoft.demon.co.uk
*UK and EC countries add £2 per order for post & packing. VAT should be added to the total.
Outside Europe £3.50 for air mail postage by return.
Switch, Delta, Visa and Mastercard orders accepted - please give card number and expiry date.
Cheques & Postal Orders should be made payable to EPT Educational software.
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Power Management for
the Global Green Cat 10
Planned as the First Solar
Circumnavigator, the Global Green
Catamaran is designed to circumnavigate
the globe in a (45ft) catamaran powered
only by the output of photovoltaic solar
panels and with one woman at the helm.
Tony Howarth describes how the Cat will
"keep going" without sails even on a
cloudy day.

Professional PC Controllable 4 -Line Dot

Computer Aided Design
on a Shoestring
60

Matrix Display (Part 2)34

John Howden has developed a method
of using an everyday spreadsheet to
simulate component interactions in a
circuit design, applying the spreadsheet's
ability to do instant calculations.

The second of three articles describing
Robert Coward's modular display
system with four multicoloured 24 character display lines and a display
management board. This month:
choosing suitable power supplies, and
making any changes required to the
display panels and control board.

Getting MORE out of PICs
(Part 6): Arithmetic
Routines
42

The Versatile Diode

55

Robert Penfold's MIDI processor takes a
MIDI signal, processes it in one of a
variety of ways, and re -sends it under
PIC control. The receiver is sent the input
signal via a fast opto-isolator that
provides a UART with logic -level signal.
Sample software is included.

Circuits for Music
Lovers (Part 1)
Some circuit ideas including vocal
presence and guitar Waa-waa, with a
Byrd's-style "Ricky Sound" effect to
build. By James Scott.

26

65

The International Model Show and The
Model Engineer Exhibition will be held at
the Grand Hall, Olympia, from 29th
December to 3rd January 1999.

49

Timing in Electronics (Part
5): Starting and Stopping

19

Show

In the last part of this series on advanced
PIC programming, Robin Abbott looks at
a number of routines for arithmetic on 32
bit numbers.

Diodes do other things besides rectifying.
Keith Garwell has designed a
temperature probe and two mains
control applications for diode circuits.

PIC-Controlled MIDI
Processor

International Model

This month Owen Bishop covers timer
gating circuits to start and stop the
clock. This includes a design for a
reaction timer with an accuracy of 1/100
second.

Versatile Loop Alarm

66

Terry Balbirnie's alarm was originally
designed for his caravan, but can be
used for any number of articles that can
be "looped" with the alarm wire that
detects a broken circuit.
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Terry Balbirnie describes to achieve a
required value for a variable resistor by
using one of a higher value.
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Biometric Conference In London
Still backing the hunch that in the future human data will be
implanted in machines, rather than machines implanted in
humans, the biometrics industry (See The Eye That Never
Sleeps, ETI Issue 8 1998, and The Finger Than No-one
Forgets, ETI Issue 9 1998) is holding the first UK conference
to focus on the practical applications of biometrics on a global
basis. The conference, Biometrics '98, is organised by the
industry newsletter Biometric Technology Today and will take
place at the London Heathrow Hilton Hotel on 17th, 18th and
19th November 1998.

Cybernetics Professor Becomes
Cybernetic Man With Transponder
Implant
Professor Kevin Warwick, Professor of Cybernetics at the
University of Reading, has furthered the cause of
research into human/machine interaction by having an
electronic transponder implanted in his forearm under
local anaesthetic.
The transponder, around 23mm long and 3mm in
diameter, is a commercial unit made up of a glass
capsule containing a coil of fine copper wire and a
number of chips. When the transponder encounters an
appropriate RF signal, current generated in the coil
powers the circuitry, which transmits a unique 64 -bit data
signal. This is designed to be received by a receiver
connected to an 'Intelligent Building' network. A
computer on the network recognises the individual code
(and the human attached to it) and responds according
to the pre-programmed instructions associated with that
code.
The computer can operate devices such as doors,
lights, heaters or other computers, depending on how
the individuals transmitting the signals have set up their
requirements in the system (or had them set up for
them).

So, the tea machine would always serve you with
exactly the right amount of sugar, whitener and artificial
tea substitute, your room and desk lights, fan/heater and
soldering/extraction station would switch on at precisely
the right setting each time you returned to your desk,
your personal computer folder would boot up at any
workstation where your presence was detected, and the
nearest telephone extension would automatically pick up
your calls and direct them to you.
On a more personal level, the implant could replace
your Access, Visa or Bankers cards, supermarket loyalty
cards, petrol points account cards, library cards and
electronic point of entry keys, to name but a few. The

For more information, contact Vicky Morland, SJB
Services, tel 01458 253344 Fax 01458 243366 email
vmorland@sjb.co.uk, or access the Conference website
a www.sjb.co.uk/bio98.

biometrics

EXHIBITION AND CONFERENCE
implant could carry data such as your National Insurance
number, medical number and blood group, and update
the data automatically where necessary. It could contain
information on your medical problems, qualifications,
prior convictions and even speeding fines. There is
comparatively little danger of losing an implant or having
it stolen. Security in banking would therefore be higher,
and it would be difficult to falsify records.
On the other hand, are we facing a future of muggers
armed with knockout gas and surgical scalpels instead of
blunt instruments and knives?
Prof. Warwick's transponder is being tested in situ in
Reading University, where the departmental intranet has
been configured to respond to the transponder's
presence in a number of ways. His personal staff are
pleased with the results. His secretary, Mrs. Liz Lucas,
told the university website: "It was often very hard to find
Professor Warwick when he had a telephone call or a
meeting, but since the implant we always know where he
is.

Kevin Warwick is clearly taking a personal risk in
having a glass capsule implanted in his arm, quite apart
from the stresses imposed by living so intimately with a
building control system. He reports: "As I walk around
the building, lights go on and computers burst into life
every time I scratch my head. It can be quite scary."
Does this innocent statement conceal an unreported
on/off switch implanted in the professor's scalp, for use
when the flow of machine interactions becomes
overwhelming?
This is the future: until now, only straying pets, the
occasional wrongdoer and a few government employees
have been electronically "tagged". Soon, it could be
everybody. Prof. Warwick is both a prophet of
technological doom and and also, having brought in over
£2 million in new research contracts to the University
over the last two years, an agent of its steady advance.
Perhaps, after these personal experiences, he will be
able to tell us what to do about it!
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Low -Loss Co -ax Cables At A Good
Price

AMD Fastest 1.8 -Volt Flash Memory
Device To Date

Well-known Radio and RF dealers Nevada are now
distributing a new range of low -loss co -ax cables from
Italian cable manufacturer Siva.
One of the range is the economical very low loss
9.77mm-diameter semi-airspaced double screened
RH100. The RH100 cable gives a screening efficiency of
greater than 80 percent and is suitable for frequencies up
to 1GHz. It can be used with standard connectors, and
costs 80p a metre +VAT. The specification of this low -loss
cable gives losses per 10 metres as .35dB at 100MHz,
.83dB at 400MHz and 1.22 dB at 860MHz, with velocity
rating 84 percent.

AMD has announced a new unit in its 1.8 -volt flash
memory family. The Am29SL800C 8MB device has read
access times of 100 ns, making it industry's fastest 1.8V
flash memory device to date.
The chip is announced as two to three times faster than
competitive 1.8V devices with a speed comparable to most
3V devices. Projected applications are digital cellular
handsets and other handheld applications such as pagers,
personal information devices and GPS (global positioning
systems). The family comes in a 1.8 -volt -only version for
read, program and erase, which reduces costs by
removing the need for extra power supplies, and a 1.8V to
2.2V operating range version allowing longer battery cycles
in a wide range of industrial applications.

For more details about the RH100 and the full
range of Siva cables, contact Nevada at 189 London
Road, North End, Portsmouth, Hants P02 9AE. Tel

For more information contact AMD UK Tel 01276
803100 Fax 01276 803102 Web http://www.amd.com

01705 698113 Fax 01705 690626.

RH100

Maplin Mitigates Modem Muggings
Internet users: how many times have you been in the middle of
a "surf" when your tenuous contact with cyberspace has
crashed because somebody else in your home/office dialled
out from another extension? Or, worse, cut in on the modern
from another Internet connection or a fax machine, causing
both to disconnect.
Maplin Electronics have an answer in the form of a "privacy
adaptor" which allows two devices, such as a fax, phone or
modem, to share a single line. As soon as one outlet is in use,
the other is automatically shut off, preventing interruption and
disconnection (and even eavesdropping). The adaptor is very
similar to an ordinary double socket adaptor, and has LED
indicators to show which socket it in use. The adaptor is selfcontained and needs no batteries. The retail price if 28.509 ex VAT one-off (29.99 inc VAT), 27.651 ex VAT per unit 5+ -off, etc.

Great Northern Hamfest in Barnsley,
November 1st
The Great Northern Hamfest takes place on Sunday
November 1st at the Metrodome Leisure Complex,
Queen's Road, Bansley, S. Yorks. The Metrodome is a few
minute's walk from Bamsley bus and train stations and less
than two miles from M1 junction 37. Follow the brown
Metrodome signs.
Doors open at 10 am. The venue is all on one level with
excellent disabled facilities and plenty of free parking. There
will be the usual trade stands, special interest groups,
repeater groups and bring and buy. The RSGB will be there
with Morse testing on demand from noon until 3pm. Talk -in
will be on 145.550.

For further details contact Ernie G4LUE Tel 01226
716339 Mobile 0836 748958 from early evenings 6pm
to 8pm.

Contact Maplin's mail order line on 01702 544000 or
one of their 48 stores nationwide quoting order code
NL66W.
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New User -Friendly 20MHz
Oscilloscope At A Reasonable Price
Waugh Instruments of Glyn Ceiriog have produced a new
low cost 20MHz oscilloscope "with all the common pitfalls
designed out", according to proprietor Peter Waugh.
The scope boasts HELP button which restores all
traces to the display screen, a flashing warning light that
operates when the trigger source is not the channel being
displayed and a single button on the front panel for
selecting the different operating modes. The level/slope
function switch is graphically marked on the front panel to
show its function (bottom right in the photo).
The A & B channels have sensitivity of 5mV/div to
10V/div and accuracy of +/- 3 percent. The DC coupled
bandwidth is 20MHz and the AC coupled bandwidth is
3Hz to 20MHz. Input impedance is 1Mohm +/-2 percent
30pF approx. Risetime is 18 nanoseconds. Internal trigger
sensitivity gives 3mm of trace from 3Hz to 10MHz. External
trigger sensitivity is 300mV over the same range.
The scope is advertised as using common and well -tried
components to provide an extremely reliable instrument at a
price competitive far Eastern imports. Power requirements
are 220-250 VAC. The scope will operate from a 12 -volt
battery.

The Waugh DB20 currently costs £318. For more
information, contact Waugh Instruments Ltd., Glyn
Ceiriog, North Wales LL20 7PB. Tel/fax 01691 718597

Swiss Victorinox goes into wallets
The makers of the Original Swiss Army Knife, Victorinox,
are entering the plastic -packed world of wallet -sized
accessories with the Swiss Card, a wafer-thin credit -card sized toolkit that won't pull your pockets out of shape.
The card is more of a laptop than a toolkit accessory,
but it contains various useful items, including spring
scissors, tweezers, a flat -blade screwdriver incorporated
into a nail file, a mini -ruler, a miniature ballpoint pen,
toothpick, pin and letter -opener quality blade with a short
handle.

Unfortunately, handy items which are absent are a really
sharp cutting blade or clippers, which would have upped
its usefulness around the workshop. But penknife -quality
scissors are a good emergency substitute, and the Card
would clearly be useful to anyone with the habit of trying to
use a thumbnail as a substitute screwdriver, or dropping
small items into computer keyboards. And it fits into
purses, handbags and wallets with ease. When your
dearest says "Have you got a screwdriver on you?", you
can come right back with 'What about that one I gave you
for Christmas, then?"
The Victohnox Swiss Card will be available from some retail
stockists, or in bulk quantities as a branded business gift.

For prices and information, contact Burton McCall
(distributors) on 0116 234 0800.

MODMODMODMODMODMOD
Issue 7 1998
In Timing In Electronics Part 2: in Figure 13, page 61. IC2 pin 14 should be connected to the +9 V strip, and the wire
link from pin 12 of IC2 should go to pin 9, not to pin 8. Apologies from author and editors.
Issue 10 1998
In the Professional PC -Controllable 4 -Line Dot Matrix Display (Part 1) last month, we have some small errors
reported. Most important, in Figure 1, page 42. the QUICC-10M circuit diagram, resistor R18 (330R)should be shown on
the line between pin 2 of PL10 (bottom centre) and LED4. The Reset switch SW2 (botton left hand corner) should go to
ground between the switch and PL4 pin 2. These are shown correctly on the overlay in figure 2. In figure 2, page 44. Pin 1
of connectors PL2, PL3 and J1-4 should be marked on the left hand end in each case. In the case of J104, pin 1 goes to
the anodes of the LEDs connected. Also in figure 2, the annotations intended for PL4 have migrated in order but in error
to the adjacent IC4. The caption says IDM instead of 10M (and has sprouted a clone under the photo of the display on
page 41) but is otherwise correct.
These have also been included at the end of this month's instalment.
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Microcontroller Development from Forest

411111111111111

LOOK AT OUR NEW MICRO BASIC AND 32 BASIC DE
FED's PIC BASIC products - straightforward. capable, powerful, rapid
development. Operating in a Windows Development Environment our
modules need no assembler or UV eraser to program your PIC's, and operate
from a serial link to your PC. The 16C74 module features - 8k EEPROM, up to
2000 lines of BASIC, 27 lines of programmable I/O, 8 A/D inputs, Interrupt
driven serial RS232 interface, Peripheral I2C bus interface, LCD display driver
routines, up to 178 bytes for variables and stack, extendible with optional
external RAM and all the standard 16C74 features. 16C57 version still
available - ask for details.

NEW ! ! -- PIC BASIC MICRO MODULE
Run 16C74 FED PIC BASIC on a module which is only 65x27mm and is
plug compatible with the 16C74 device
Uses Surface Mount techniques and includes power supply, serial interface
and oscillator. Operate as a standalone module, or plug the module as a
daughter card directly in place of a 16C74 into your application circuit.

32 Bit Development environment. Our PIC BASIC development environment
is now supplied as a 32 bit Windows version with code highlighting and
improved facilities. and makes use of long filenames and W95/98 controls.
Supplied free of charge with any of our BASIC products or upgrade for
£5.00.

COMPILER HALF PREVIOUS PRICE 1 -The FED PIC BASIC compiler for the
16C74. It produces hex code to program your 16C74 directly with no need for
external EEPROM. Compatible with the EEPROM versions of PIC 16C74
BASIC modules - develop on an EEPROM based module then compile and
program your PIC chips directly.
PIC BASIC Micro -Module Pre -Built (8K EEPROM) 4MHz, £35.00, 20MHz £40.00
16C74 Module Kit (8k EEPROM. 4MHz) £35.00, Pre -built £42.00
16074 Module Kit (8k EEPROM. 20MHz) £40.00, Pre -built £46.00
Compiler - £30.00

Forest Electronic Developments
60 Walkford Road, Christchurch, Dorset, BH23 5QG.
http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/robin.abbott/FED

01425-274068 (Voice/Fax)

PIC & AVR Microcontroller Programmers
PIC Serial - Handles newer PIC devices in a 40 pin multi -width ZIF socket.
16C55X, 16C6X. 16C7X, 16C8x, 16F8X, 12C508, 12C509, PIC 14000 etc.
Also In -Circuit programming. Price : £40/kIt or £45 built & tested.
PIC Introductory- Programs 8 & 18 pin devices : 16C55X. 16C61. 16C62X.
16C71, 16C71X, 16C8X, 16F8X, 12C508, and 12C509 etc. Price £20/kit.
AVR - Programs all current DIP devices in a 40 pin ZIF. Price : £35/kit £40 built
& tested.

All programmers operate on PC, using standard RS232 serial interface. No
hard to handle parallel cable swapping ! Programmers are supplied with
instructions. Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, and programming software for the AVR
or PIC.

AVR, PIC, & HC11 Windows Based Development:
Simulator allows assembly and simulation of your AVR, PIC or HC11
projects in one Windows program. Incorporate multiple files. view help file
information directly from code, edit within project, build/track errors directly in
source, then simulate. Simulator has many breakpoint types, follow code in
source window. set breakpoints in source. Run, single step, or step over.
Logic Analyser Display ! Track variable values and trace for display on the

Trace Analyser. Input stimuli includes clocks, direct values and serial
data. Profiler - examine and time frequently called routines use the
information to optimise out bottle necks. PIC Version Simulates up to 50
times faster than MPSIM !

Cost £20.00. Specify W3.1, or W'95/98 (32 bit) and AVR/PIC/HC11
version

AVR & PIC devices
PIC16C74/JW Erasable 20MHz

£18.00

PIC16C558

£5 00

Prices are inclusive. Add £3.00 for P&P

and handling to each order. Cheques/POs
payable to Forest Electronic
Developments, or phone with credit card
details.

VISA

MEMORY MASTER

£99.95 DELUXE SMARTCARD PROGRAMMER
£79.95
Read/Write/Copy ALL types of Smartcard ISO, Memory, PIC. GSM, VideoCrypt,
Hand Held Serial Memory' Management Unit. Read, Write, Copy. Edit & Store
24C01,02,04,08.16,32,65.93C06,26.46.56.66 Found in Car Radios & Dashboards, Satelite, Telephone, D2Mac. Mondex etc. Supplied with interesting Card information, and software.
Television, Video and D2Mac Cards. LCD Screen 16 Key keypad. Internal 128kb
MEGAPROM EPROM PROGRAMMER
£69.95
memory.
Programs up to 8 Meg devices (32pin), including EEprom, FLASH and 24X series. Built
UNIVERSAL PIC PROGRAMMER
£49.95 in Ram tester. Universal quality ZIF socket, free software updates.
Read/Write/Copy PIC's 52. 54+A. 55, 56, 57+A, 58A, 61. 62, 64, 65, 71, 73+A, 74, 83,
PIC ICE I
£59.95
84. 554, 558, 620, 621, 622, 14000, 12C508/9. Memory 24C01. 2. 16. 32, 65.
In Circuit Emulator for 54/55/56/57/71/84 PICs. A/D emulated for 16071.
Universal ZIF socket, best value on the market. FREE Software upgrades.
Supplied with leads, manual and hardware projects.
GAL PROGRAMMER
£49.95 PICI2C508/9 ICE and PROGRAMMER
£59.95
Read/write/ copy SGS / NSC / Lattice etc 16V8A/B/D/Z AND 22V10 standard JEDEC
In Circuit Emulator and programmer. Supplied with Software. Data sheets Manual, leads.
files. Smart case with Z1F..Supplied with PSU, Manual & Compiler software.
10 breadboard cirucits which include DVM, Stopwatch. Smoke Alarm, Sound & Light.
STANDARD ISO SMARTCARD PROGRAMMER
£25.00 CODEMASTER
£99.95
Hand Held D2mac / VC2 programmer 32 Char LCD screen & Keyboard. Store up to 7
Read. Program IS07816 Cards (GSM, VC, Mondex etc). Supplied with ISO card
Cards in unit. Supplied with Latest D2mac, VC2 Codes.
information & operating software.
£59.95
£34.95 117/C51/52 PROGRAMMER
Read/Write/Copy all makes of 87C51/52 including ATMEL 89 Flash types. Supplied with
Read/Write all 8 pin Serial EEproms. 24, 93, 85 series. 12C. MicroWire etc. Found in
Assembler, and BASIC compiler (produces 80551 M/Code). Smart case, 40 pin ZIF.
Satellite. Digital Dashboards & TVs. Centronics port self powered.

SERIAL EEPROMMER

EPROM EMULATOR

£59.95
128k by 8 bit or 2 x 64k by 8 hit. Software to Read/Write when connected to target board.
CPU's or Car EM Systems.

ALL PRODUCTS REQUIRE AN IBM PC OPERATE UNLESS 01 HERM' ISE STATED.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEE OUR WEB S11 1E OF TELEPHONE/FAX.

All products manufactured in MALTA and carry 12 months Parts & Labour guarantee.

We also manufacture DASH MASTER the handheld Digital Dashboard tool.
Always in stock: D2Mac 27 Channel Wafer Cards £19.95.

http://LET.cambs.net/

Johnmorr@maiLkeyworld.net

(-DISTRIBUTORS
Telephone
UK CROWNHILL
01353 666709
SPAIN COELMA
00341 3290523
WHITE ROSE HOUSE, XINTILL STR, TARXIEN PLAll MALTA
P/P UK, EEC £4.00 NO VAT PAYABLE
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED \,...FRANCE MULTTPOWER 003316930137V

LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY LTD
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Very Lightweight Compact Power
Supplies with Safety Approval

Artesyn Technologies is one of the largest providers of power
supplies and power systems in the world.

For further information, contact Jackie Day, Artesyn
Technologies, Springfield Industrial Estate, Youghal, Co.
Cork, Ireland. Tel +353 24 25272 Fax +353 24 93510 email
Jackie.day@artesyn.com

Artesyn Technologies have introduced a series of external power
supplies for desktop and mobile applications such as network
adapters, xDSL moderns, cable moderns, liquid crystal displays
and external storage devices. The SSL20 series is a 15- to 20W
universal input AC/DC external Class II 4.5 ounce (120g) power
supply in a compact 107 x 57 x 25 mm plastic enclosure, with a
choice of four single output versions and two multiple -output
versions.

The single -output converters provide total line and load
regulation with within +/-0.2 percent. The dual and triple output
versions provide total regulation output of +/-0.5 percent on the
auxiliary outputs. Over -voltage and short circuit protection are
standard features on all models.
Meeting EN55022, EN55011 and FCC conducted and
radiated emission level b, it is pm -approved for a wide variety of
domestic and residential appfications. The series provides
Pre -approved Safety Extra Low Voltage (SELV) outputs without
the need for further safety approval or mechanical integration into
the application system.

Multi -Channel 4 and 8 -Port Serial
Comms Boards

The Digi-4Port and the Digi-8Port provide an easy way to
connect multiple peripheral devices to a PC via the serial bus.
The series supports Windows95/98 and WindowsNT
operating system platforms.
The boards can be used to interface to high speed
modems, printers, networks, or other peripherals over a serial
port. They are welt suited for high speed remote LAN access
and Windows multi-user communications.
Each board has a 16 -bit Intel 12.5MHz 80186 onboard
processor that undertakes serial I/O processing, saving the
host PC's own CPU those tasks. Four 8 -bit registers facilitate
communications with the onboard microprocessor. The
onboard Digi-Port firmware includes a high-level shared
memory interface for optimal performance as well as
extensive diagnostic capabilities. The handling of I/O tasks on
board enhances response time, throughput and overall
performance. The Digi-Port series supports full modem
control and hardware handshaking on all channels.
The boards allow serial communication up to 4000 feet
and at data rates up to 115.2 Kbaud - significantly higher
than direction connections to the PC's standard
COM1/COM2 ports.

Keithley Instruments has announced its MetraByte Digi-Port
Series of four -and eight -port power serial communication
boards for use with ISA-bus-equipped PCs. These boards
provide asynchronous, intelligent, high-speed multi -channel
serial communication with a microprocessor for onboard
serial I/O processing.

For more information, contact Keithley Instruments
Ltd., The Minster, Portman Road, Reading, Berks RG30
1EA. Tel 0118 9575666 and fax 0118 9596469.

OVERSEAS READERS
To call UK telephone numbers, replace the initial 0 with your local overseas access code plus the digits 44.
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TELNE T
8 CAVANS WAY,
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773

Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastern -by-pass in Coventry with easy access
to Ml, M6, M40, M42, M45 and M69)

OSCILLOSCOPES
Beckman 9020 -- 20MHz - Dual Channel
Cossor 3102 60MHz Dual Channel
Gould OS 245A/250/255/300/3000/3351/4000
Hewlett Packard 160A/180C/181A/182C
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 1744A, 100MHz dual Ch
Hewlett Packard 5410013 - 1GHz Digitizing
Hewlett Packard 54200A - 50MHz Digitizing
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing
Hitachi V650F - 60MHz Dual Channel
Hitachi V152FN3028N302FN353FN55013/1/650F
Intron 2020 - 20MHz Digital Storage (NEW)
lwatau SS 5710/SS 5702 - 20MHz
Kikusui COS 6100 - 100MHz, 5 Channel, 12 Trace
Klkusul 5100 - 100MHz - Dual Channel
Meguro - MSO 1270A - 20MHz Digital Storage (NEW)
Nicolet 310 - L.F. D.S.O. with twin Disc Drive

£150
£250

from £125
from £200
from £350

t2995
£650
£1500
£350

from £125
£650

from £125
£475
£350
£650
£550

Nicolet 3091 - L.F. D.S.O.£900

Lecroy 9450A - 300MHz/400 Ms/s D.S.O. 2 Ch
£2250
Philips PM 3211/PM 3212/PM 3214/PIA 3217/PM 3234/PM 3240/PM 3243/PIA 3244/PM 3261/
PM 3262/PM 3263/PM 3540
keen £125
Philips PM 3295A - 400MHz Dual Channel
£1750
Philips PM 3335 -. 50 MHV20Ms/s D.S.O. 2 ch
£1500
Philips PM 3055 - 50 MHz DUAL Timebase
£450
Tektronix 434 - 25MHz -2 Channel Analogue Storage
£250
Tektronix 454 - 150MHz -2 Channel
£400
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz D.S.O
£750
Tektronix 2213 -- 60MHz Dual Channel
£425
Tektronix 2221 - 60MHz Digital Storage 2 Channel
£1500
Tektronix 2215 - 60MHz Dual trace
£
Tektronix 2235 - 100MHz Dual trace
£60040
Tektronix 2335 - Dual trace 100MHz (portable)
£750
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch
£450
Tektronix 2440 - 300 MHz/500 Ms/s D.S.O. 2 Ch
£3750
Tektronix 455 - 50MHz Dual Channel
£350
Tektronix 464/466 - 100MHz An storage
from £350
Tektronix 465/4658 - 100MHz dual ch
from £350
Tektronix 4751475A - 200MHz/250MHz Dual Charnel
from £475

Tektronix 485 - 350MHz -2 channel
Tektronix 5403 - 60MHz -2 or 4 Channel

Tektronix 7313, 7603, 7613, 7823, 7633, 100MHz 4 ch
Tektronix 7704 - 250MHz 4 ch
Tektronix 7904 - 500MHz
Trio CS -1022 - 20MHz - Dual Channel

Other scopes available too
SPECIAL OFFER
HITACHI V212 - 20MHZ DUAL TRACE
HITACHI V222
20 MHZ DUAL TRACE + ALTERNATE MAGNIFY

£900

from £250
from £300
from £650
from £850
£125

£180
£200

SPECTRUM ANALYSF
Advantest 41338 - 10KHz - 200Hz (60GHz with external mixers) + Ext. KeybOard
£7250
Advantest 413161 - 10KHz - 3.5GHz
£4950
Ando AC8211 - Spectrum Analyser 1.7GHz
£2950
Anritsu MS610B - 113fOlz - 2GHz - (Mint)
£4750
Anritsu MS341A + MS3401 B - (10Hz - 30MHz
13625 + £4995
Anritsu MS62B - 10KHz - 1700MHz
£2500
Avcom PSA65 S - 1000MHz - portable
£1500
Hewlett Packard 3580A - 5Hz-5OKHz
Hewlett Packard 1827 with 8559A (10MHz - 21GHz
£3£7500
99
Hewlett Packard 35601 A - Spectrum Analyser Into
£1000
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser
£7500
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser
£7500
Hewlett Packard 853A f 8558B - 0.1 to 1500MHz
C3250
Hewlett Packard 1827 + 85586 - a 1 to 1500MHz
£2750
Hewlett Packard 8754A - Network Analyser 4-1300MHz
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8591A - 9KHz - 1.8GHz
£4995
v
Hewlett Packard 8594E - 9KHz - 2.9GHz
£7000
Hewlett Packard 3582A - 0.02Hz - 25.6KHz (dtral ch.)
£2000
Hewlett Packard 3585A -20Hz - 40MHz
£4995
Hewlett Packard 8754A (opt H26) -4MHZ - 2.60142
£2950
IFR 7750 10KHz - 1GHz
£3250
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz
£995
Marconi 2371 - 30KHz - 2000MHz
£ 1250
Meguro MSA 4901 -1 -300GHz (AS NEW)
£1500
Meguro MSA 4912 - 1-1GHz (AS NEW)
£1995
Poked 641-1 - 10MHz - 18GHz
£1500
t
Rohde 8 Schwarz - SWOB 5 Polyskop 0.1 - 1300MHz
£1800
Takeda Riken 4132 - 1.0GHz Spectrum Analyser
Tektronix 7L18 with mainframe (1.5-60GHz with external mixers)
£
£2205gg
Tektronix 495P - 100Hz - 1.8GHz programmable
£4950

MISGELLANEOW,
Adret 740A - 100KHz - 1120MHz Synthesised Signal Generator
ANRITSU ME 4626 DF/3 Transmission Analyser
Danbridge JP30A - 30KV Insulation Tester
Anritsu MG642A Pulse Pattern Generator
Dranetz 626 - AC/DC - Multifunction Analyser
EIP 331 - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 545 - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 545A - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 575 - Frequency counter 18GHz
Farnell AP70-30 Power Supply (0-70v/30A) Auto
Famell TSV-70 MKII Power Supply (70V - 5A or 3115aVn!11A)
Farnell DSG-1 Synthesised Signal Generator
Famell ESG-1000 Synthesised Signal Generator 1GHz (as new)
Flure 5100A - Calibrator
Guildline 9152 - T12 Battery Standard Cell
Hewlett Packard 331A - Distortion Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3336C - Synthesised Signal Generator (10Hz -21MHz)
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital multimeter
Hewlett Packard 3488A - Switch/Control Unit
Hewlett Packard 35600A Dual Ch. Dynamic Signal Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3711 A/3712A/3791 B/3793B Microwave Link Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3325A - 21MHz Synthesiser/Function Gen
Hewlett Packard 3488A - HP - 18 Switch control unit (various Plug -ins available)
Hewlett Packard 3455A 6,5 Digit WMeter (Autocal)
Hewlett Packard 3478A - Multimeter (5/I Digit) + HP - 18
Hewlett Packard 3586A - Selective Level Meter
Hewlett Packard 377611 - PCM Terminal Test Set
Hewlett Packard 3779A/3779C - Pnmary Mux Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3784A - Digital Transmission Analyser
Hewlett Packard 379000 - Signalling Test Set (No 7 and ISDN)
Hewlett Packard 4262A -- Digital LCR Meter
Hewlett Packard 4275A - LCR Meter (Multi -Frequency)
Hewlett Packard 4-338A - Millionmeter (As New)
Hewlett Packard 4342A 'a Meter

£800
£1500£3°
£C1850500

£700
£1500
£1600
£1750
£750
£250
££161505
2

£2500
£550
£300
£13005(0)

£350
£850
£200
C650

£3750
£2250
£1500
£650
£750
£550
£1000
£1500

from £600
£4995
£6000
£1350
£3950
£200(a

Hewlett Packard 435A or B Power Meter (with 8481A/8484A)
from
Hewlett Packard 4279A - 1MHz C -V Meter
Hewlett Packard 4948A - (TIMS) Transmission impairment M/Set
£1500
Hewlett Packard 4972A - Lan Protocol Analyser
Hewlett Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyser
£350
Hewlett Packard 5335A - 200MHz High Performance Systems Counter
1600
Hewlett Packard 5314A - (NEW) 100MHz Universal Counter
£250
Hewlett Packard 5316A - Universal Counter (IEEE)
£500
Hewlett Packard 5183 - Waveform Recorder
£1750
Hewlett Packard 5238A Frequency Counter 100MHz
0250
Hewlett Packard 5370A - 100MHz Universal Timer/Counter
£450
Hewlett Packard 5384A - 225 MHz Frequency Counter
£650
Hewlett Packard 5385A Frequency Counter - 1GHz - (HP113) with OPTS 001/003/004/005
£995
Hewlett Packard 6253A Power Supply 20V - 3A Twin
£200
Hewlett Packard 6255A Power supply 40V - 1.5A Twin
£200
Hewlett Packard 6266B Power Supply 40V - 5A
£220
Hewlett Packard 6271B Power supply 60V -3A
£225
Hewlett Packard 6622A - Power Supply, Dual 0/P
£1650
Hewlett Packard 6623A - Power Supply, Triple 0/P
Hewlett Packard 6652A - Power Supply (0- 20V, 0
£1
Hewlett Packard 62648 - Power Supply (0 - 20V, 0 - 25A)
£400
Hewlett Packard 7475A - 6 Pen Plotter
£250
Hewlett Packard 7550A - 8 Pen Plotter A3/A4
£450

-25A)£127505°

HEWLETT PACKARD 6261B
Power Supply 20V -50A £450 Discount for Quantities
Hewlett Packard 83555A - Millimeter - Wave source Module 33-50GHz
£4250
Hewlett Packard 8015A - 50MHz Pulse Generator
£750
Hewlett Packard 8405A - Vector Voltmeter
£350
Hewlett Packard 8165A - 50MHz Programmable Signal Source
£1650
Hewlett Packard 83508 - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (various Plug -Ina available) (1)&11
£2650
Hewlett Packard 8152A -- Optical Average Power Meter
£1250
Hewlett Packard 81588 - Optical Attenuator (OPTS 002 + 011)
Hewlett Packard 8180A - Data Generator
Hewlett Packard 8182A - Data Analyser
Hewlett Packard 835013 - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (various plug-in options available)
£2500
Hewlett Packard 83554A - Wave Source Module 26.5 to 40GHz
Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oscillator mainframe
Hewlett Packard 8656A - Synthesised Signal Generator (990MHz)
Hewlett Packard 86568 - Synthesised Signal Generator
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normalises
C29
£37550
Hewlett Packard 8756A - Scalar Network Analyser
£1500
Hewlett Packard 8757A - Scalar Network Analyser
£2250
Hewlett Packard 8903A - Audio Analyser (201-1z -100KHz)
£2600
Hewlett Packard 8903E - Distortion Analyser (Mint)
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8958A - Cellular Radio Interface
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8901A - Modulation Analyser
£3400
Hewlett Packard 892011 - R/F Comms Test Set
£6000
Hewlett Packard 8922b - GSM Radio Comms Test Set
£9995
Hewlett Packard P382A Venable Attenuator
E250
Hewlett Packard 163013 - Logic Analyser (43 Channels)
£650
Hewlett Packard 16500A - Fitted with 16510A/16515A/18530A118531A -Logic Analyser
£4000
Hewlett Packard 117298 - Carrier Noise Test Set
£2000
Krohn -Hite 2200 Lin/Log Sweep Generator
£995
Krohn -Hite 4024A Oscillator
£250
Krohn -Hite 5200 Sweep. Function Generator
£350
Krohn -Hite 6500 Phase Meter
£250
Leader 3216 - Signal Generator (100KHz - 140KH'z) AM/FM/CW with buill-in FM stereo
modulator !melt)
£995
Marconi 2019 - 80KHz - 1040MHz Synthesised Sig. Gen
£1450
Marconi 2019A - 80KHz - 1040MHz - Synthesised Signal Generator
£1600
Maroon! 2022A - 10KHz - 1GHz AM/FM Signal Generator
Marconi 2041 - (10KHz - 2.7GHz) Low Noise
£7; 004)°
Marconi 2305 - Modulation Meter
Marconi 2610 -True RMS Voltmeter
Marconi 2871 Data Comms Analyser
Marconi 2955 - Radio Comma Test Set
£3000
Marconi 6960 - Power Meter & Sensor
front £950
Philips PM 5167MHz function gen
£400
Philips 5190 L.F. Synthesiser (GPIS).
1800
Philips 5193 Synthesised Function Generator
£1500
Philips 5518 Synthesised Function Generator
£1500
Philips PM5519 - TV Pattern Generator
£350
Philips PM5716 50MHz Pulse Generator
£525
Philips PM6652 - 1 5GHz Programmable High Resolution Timer/Counter
£900
Philips PM6673 - 120MHz High Resolution Universal Counter
£430
Prema 4000 6's Digit Multmeter (NEW)
£450
Race 1992 1.3GHz Frequency Counter
£800
Race Dana 9081/9082 Synth. sig. gen 520MHz
from £500
Race Dana 9084 Synth sig. gen 104MHz
£450
Race Dana 9303 P/F Level Meter 8 Head
£650
Race Dena 9917 UHF frequency meter 560MHz
£175
Race Dana 9302A R/F muttivoltmeter (new version)
£375
Race Dana 9082 Synthesised am/tm sig gen (520MHz)
£500
Race 9301 A - True RMS FVF Multivoltmeter
£300
Raca 6111/6151 - GSM Radio Commis Test Set
£POA
Rohde & Schwarz LFM2 60MHz Group Delay Sweep Gen
£1600
Rohde & Schwarz Scud Radio Code Test Set
£300
Rohde & Schwarz CMS 54 Radio Comms Monitor
£6250
Rohde & Schwarz CMTA 94 GSM Radio Comms Analyser
£7500
Schaffner NSG 203A Line Voltage Variation Simulator
£950
Schaffner NSG 222A Interference Simulator
£850
Schaffner NSG 223 Interference Generator
£850
Schaffner WSG 431 Electrostatic Discharge Simulator
£1250
Schlumberger 4031 1GHz Radio Comms Test Set
£4995
Schlumberger 2720 1250MHz Frequency Counter
£500
Schlumberger 7060/7065/7075 Multimeters
from £350
Schlumberger Stabllock 4040 Radio Comms Test Set
£3500
Solartron 1250 Freq. Response Analyser
£2500
Stanford Research DS 340 - 15MHz Synthesised Function (NEW) and arbitrary
wave'orm generator
£1200
Systron Donner 6030 - Microwave Frequency Counter (26.50Hz)
£2500
Telequipment CT71 Curve Tracer
£250
Tektronix TM5003 + AFG 5101 Arbitrary Function Gen.
£1500
Tektronix 1240 Logic Analyser
£500
Tektronix DAS9100 - Series Logic Analyser
£500
Tektronix - Plug -ins - many available such as SC504, SW503, SG502,
P0508. FG504, FG503, TG501. TR503 + many more
EPOA
Tektronix AM503 +711501 + P6302 - Current Probe Amplifier
£995
Tektronix PG506 + TG501 a SG503 + TM503 - Oscilloscope Calibrator
11995
Tektronix AA5001 8 T/A5008 INF - Programmable Distortion Analyser
£1995
Tektronix 577 - Curve Tracer
£1150
Time 9811 Programmable Resistance
.2400
Time 9814 Voltage Calibrator
£550
Toellner 7720 - Programmable 10MHz Function Gen (AS NEW)
£700
Valhalla Scientific - 2724 Programmable Resistance Standard
Wendel 8 Gottermann PFJ-II- Error/Jitter Test Set
E£P1.2°500.A.
Wendel & Golterrnann PCM4
£11000
Wendel & Golterrnann PCM4 (+ options)
.£99,400
Wayne Kerr 4225 - LCR Bridge
Wayne Kerr 6425 - Precision Component Analyser
£275
Wayne Kerr 8905 - Precision LCR Meter
£850
Wavetek 171 - Synthetised Function Generator
£250
Wavetek 172B Programmable Sig Source (0.0001Hz - 13MHz)
£13.0.A.
Wavetek 184 - Sweep Generator - 5MHz
£250
Wavetek 3010 - 1-1GHz Signal Generator
£1250
Wlltron 6409 - RF Analysers (1MHz - 2GHz)
£POA
Wittron 6620S - Programmable Sweep Generator (3.6 - 6.5GMz)
£E1"45°1000995

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT
ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE.
PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE
ORDERING - CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED
TO ALL GOODS

Power management on
the Global Green Cat
Designed to be the First Solar Circumnavigator, the Global Green Cat project is the
bold attempt by a thirty-four year old woman, Karen Howarth, to circumnavigate
the globe in a 13.9 -metre (45.5 -ft) catamaran powered only by the output of
photovoltaic solar panels.
Tony Howarth
his objective is attainable and it certainly should be
timely. There is now little doubt that within twentyfive years, solar power will revert to its traditional
place by becoming the new 21st -century icon for
energy, in the same way that oil became symbolic
of modern energy early in the 20th century.
The large oil companies are already the major players in the
technology and production of photovoltaic modules. That
should tell us something.
But, regardless of the future strength of photovoltaic (PV)
based industry, Karen's ambition is currently right on the
margin, as befits any worthwhile record attempt. In the context
of a solar -electric circumnavigation, the term 'power
management' is almost an oxymoron. With not even 2.000
watts (less than 3 horsepower) available round the clock, and
that only with clear sunny weather, one could reasonably ask:

"What power is there to manage, anyway?"

The parameters
The calculations for Karen's
project start with the route
and the weather.
A boat designed for
continuous solar electric
operation must be extremely
light in weight to compensate
for the scarcity of power and
for the considerable weight
of the drive system. For
safety the route and weather
window for the voyage must
include the minimum
possibilities for gales and no
chance whatsoever of
tropical storms or hurricanes.
Equally, a solar boat
needs good direct sunshine every day. Cloud will reduce
power by 60 percent to 90
percent and, although
Karen's boat has no sails,
she still prefers fair winds and
currents to help her progress
around the globe.

So there is only one route and one weather window
combination completely suitable for Global Green Cat. Starting
from the UK in late March or early April, Karen must
circumnavigate via Panama and have the capability to return
within 200 days.
The required average speed for over 26,000 nautical miles
is therefore about 6 knots. This is a seriously fast and
punishing circumnavigation. The last two women who have
tried to break the East-West and West -East single-handed
circumnavigation records under sail (by the more difficult but
considerably shorter southern ocean routes) each took over
300 days.
90 percent of the voyage will be between 40 degrees north
and 10 degrees south during the Northern Hemisphere
summer. The most difficult parts of the voyage are, without
doubt, the first and last 750 miles out of and back up the
English Channel. This is allowed for, and average speeds on
some days as low as 2 to 3 knots are expected. Even an
occasional day going backwards can be accepted!

Figui, 1. Global Green Cat under construction
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The solar drive options
There are three distinct types of photovoltaic drive systems
suitable for boats: direct drive, battery driven and continuous
operation.

charge for the batteries. If normal travelling time is less than
parking, time the PV array can be appropriately smaller than is
required for direct drive. A not -very -well-known but very
workable example is my own much -used 'solar' dinghy.

1. Direct drive.

3. Continuous drive

In direct drive, the output of the PV modules is matched
directly to the drive motor requirements. The use of a limited
battery capacity provides a buffer. A well-known example of
this method is the Trans -Australia solar racing cars.

With continuous drive, the PV array is powerful enough to drive
directly during daylight hours while producing enough surplus
to recharge a bank of batteries of sufficient capacity to drive
through the night. The example I am going to talk about is,
naturally, the Global Green Cat.
I must add that in practice, all solar drive systems tend to
blur the edges of these categories. Few attempt, as Global
Green Cat does, to conform so rigorously to Category 3, day
after day after day for six months or more.

2. Battery driven

Where batteries are a major part of the system, the drive motor
runs off storage batteries and the PV modules provide all the

Drive motor options
The normal installed capacity
includes three motors in each hull
with a basic output of about 220 lb

.1.11.111

PORT I

STARBOARD 1

or 100 kg thrust for a draw of 220
6 BATTERIES
PARALLEL

6 BATTERIES
PARALLEL

12V

PORT 2

12V

MASTER
SWITCH
PORT
BATTERIES

STARBOARD 2

MASTER
SWITCH
STARBOARD
BATTERIES

amps. (These are our own
measurements. The manufacturers
claim and insist on 250 lb thrust for
216 amp draw at 12.8 volts.
Hopefully they are right; no doubt
the discrepancy is due to test
conditions.)
In addition another two motors
can be mounted quickly in wells in
the cockspit, turning Global Green
Cat into effectively a direct drive
boar with a thrust of perhaps 336 lb

or 153 kg for a draw of 288 amps;
well within the approximate 340
amp maximum capacity of the PV
array.

6 BATTERIES
PARALLEL

6 BATTERIES
PARALLEL

12V

12V

(2)SHUNT

This is another part of the design
balance, and offers, for safety
purposes, still water speeds
possibly as high as 10 to 12 knots
on a sustained basis in sunlight.

AMMETER
150A

PV output

EMERGENCY/RESERVE

EMERGENCY/RESERVE
MOTOR

MOTOR

PORT DRIVE MOTORS

STARBOARD DRIVE MOTORS

Figure 2: power available from the batteries to the drive motors
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Apart from direct sunlight the two
most critical factors for good PV
performance is that there should be
absolutely no shading whatsoever
of even part of one cell in the
module, and the module should be
orientated towards the sun. Global
Green Cat has its communications
mast on the south (port) side for a
summer season westerly
circumnavigation and the panels are
tilted 5 degrees northwards.
The modules should peak at
21.25 watts, but each module has
to be protected by a locking diode
which reduces output under
standard test conditions to a little
over 20 watts. At sea on the

chosen route the air is generally very clear compared to any
sea level land -based situation. This is reflected in an enhanced
PV performance at sea at all latitudes.
From experience in the tropics, all panels are expected to
exceed manufacturer's peak claims by about 10 percent for 2
to 3 hours before and after noon. The anticipated 8 hours at
manufacturer's peak are averaged to include this bonus (see
figure 2). Dawn and twilight are, of course, very short in the
tropics.
PV modules are temperature sensitive. Performance in the
tropics can be enhanced by not laminating them or gluing
them to a surface like the deck or cabin. Instead, there should

be clear air flow past the backs of the modules.
In higher latitudes the output in summer is surprisingly
similar to the tropics. The longer daylight hours and cooler air
temperatures compensating for much of the loss of the sun's
intensity (see figure 2).
The high output figures are forecast strictly for ideal
conditions in the tropics. As output falls off for reasons of
weather or locatOn, there are five fallback possibilities:

1. Absorb the surplus contingent output
2. Deploy additional modules in predetermined positions
above the cockpit, down the centre of the bridge deck and
on the hulls. This is completely practical in fair weather.
3. Reduce power for part of the night to two motors and 4
knots (still 5 knots in trade winds).
4. Reduce speed during the day.
5. Stop while keeping some battery reserve for manoeuvring
and wait for the sun! Or at least wait for the batteries to
accumulate enough power from the PV output, however
low, to be able to proceed.

Table 1: Global Green Cat - Main Drive Power
Budget
Power used during the 60 percent discharge cycle
expressed in watt-hours for a 24 -hour cycle:
3 motors overnight,
90 amps at 12.3V - 13 hr
3 motors 1st daylight neutral 1.5 hr
108 amps at 12.8V - 1.5 hr
3 motors 4 hr first -stage charging
100 amps at ay. 13.6V - 4 hr
4/5/6 motors 4 hr second -stage charging
190 amps ay. at 13.6V - 4 hr
Second neutral direct drive 1.5 hr
To house batteries 50W for 24 hr

Total

14,391 W/hr

It is not at all unusual for leisure boats powered by outboard
petrol motors to embarrassingly (and dangerously) run out of
fuel. It also happens to yachts with auxiliary engines, and to
serious power boats as well. They can only wait to be towed
in. At least a solar sailing boat can just wait to be recharged
and then proceed with dignity under its own "steam".

2,074 W/hr

5,984 W/hr
10,336 W/hr
2,074 W/hr
1,200 W/hr

The operating cycle
A typical daily cycle for most of the voyage will include about 8
hours of substantial PV output producing the charging surplus.
This will be followed by about 1.5 hours of neutral operation
with the motors running effectively on direct drive. Then 13
hours of twilight and darkness must be covered by the
batteries. There will be another neutral 1.5 hours after sunrise.
An important point is that PV modules lose efficiency at
higher temperatures so, in higher latitudes, cooler temperatures
and longer daylight hours compensate substantially for the
comparative lack of direct sunlight. My experience of working
with photovoltaics under real ocean conditions has taught me
two crucial lessons:

-34,859 W/hr

Power used during the 80% discharge cycle
expressed in watt-hours for a 24 -hour cycle
4 motors overnight,
120 amps at 12.2V - 13 hr
19,032 W/hr
4 motors 1st daylight neutral 1.5 hr
144 amps at 12.8V - 1.5 hr
2,765 W/hr
4 motors 5 hr first -stage charging
150 amps at ay. 13.6V - 5 hr
10,200 W/hr
5/6 motors 3 hr second -stage charging
180 amps ay. at 13.6V - 3 hr
7,344 W/hr
Second neutral direct drive 1.5 hr
2,765 W/hr
To house batteries 50W for 24 hr
1.200 W/hr

Total
Power generated in a 24 -hour cycle:
1.5 hour neutral (direct drive), say
8 hour 20 watts per module
288 modules
1.5 hour neutral (direct drive)

Total generated

1. That balance is essential and is the essence of an effective
PV powered system.
2. That whereas solar electric systems may still be marginal as
far as power is concerned, they are far less delicate and
sensitive than we had expected. The hardware is much
tougher and more mature than the fledgling state of the 'solar
industry' suggests.

-43,306 W/hr

2,500 W/hr

46,080 W/hr
2.500 W/hr

Originally, I began 'doodling' with a catamaran of about 9 m
and a crew of two. I ended up with a good balance based on
known equipment and known PV performance on a 13.9-m
(45.5 -ft) by 7-m (23 -ft) catamaran to be sailed single-handed!

+51,080 W/hr

Power used 60 percent discharge cycle -34,859 W/hr
Contingent surplus
+16,221 W/hr
Contingency as percentage
32 percent

A well known ship design software package confirmed that the
fine hulls could be driven at about 6 knots by a thrust of 120 lb
(55 kg) at the propellers, and that 90 to 100 lb thrust would
provide 5 knots in still water increasing to 6 knots or more
down wind and 'down' current in the trade wind belt.

Power used 80 percent discharge cycle -43,306 W/hr
Contingent surplus
+7,774 W/hr
Contingency as percentage
15 percent

The hardware
Choice of hardware is always a thorny subject, and especially
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Figure 3: power generated by the PV array over 24 hours compared with the power used by the motors

so in a field were industry standards are hardly established and
everybody is grabbing for a piece of something that does not
yet really exist. From the beginning, the hardware had to be 'off
the shelf' wherever possible due to budget constraints. (I found
myself asking: What budget?). It had to be known to be
reliable from our personal experience or the experience of other
PV powered boat crews. 26,000 nautical miles around the
world in a lightweight boat is no joke and no place to be
experimenting with unknown equipment.
This is especially important in the extreme salinity of the
seas in the tropical trade wind belt, a corrosive reality that has
to be experienced to be believed. It starts with the plastic zips
and goes downhill from there.

Batteries
I chose Sonnenschein Dryfit gel batteries for a number of
reasons:

* Excellent deep cycle capability for weight and cost even up to
80 percent discharge cycles
* They are completely sealed and will operate 'normally' even
upside down and under water. (A scary thought, but a comfort
too in the case of an inadvertent inversion, as Tony Bullimore
discovered.)

* My personal experience of a 35 amp/hr Dryfit gel battery
lasting five years as the single solar charged drive battery for a
very active electric -powered ship's dinghy.
* My personal experience of a bank of four 80 amp/hr Dryf it
gel batteries still operating satisfactorily after 7 years. These PV
charged 'house' batteries are in use 365 days a year.

Motors
I chose Minn Kota 42 series electric outboards because:
* After five years saltwater tropical use I cannot fault the Minn
Kota trolling motors and their amazing plastic weed -free
propellers.

Figure 4: the batteries installed in the structure of the catamaran

* The Minn Kotas are as efficient as most everything else
available off -the -shelf. Better than 1 lb thrust per amp at 12.8
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or, say, 24 x 80 amp/hr batteries.

(The current drawn from each battery is under 5 amps,
ensuring full amp/hr capacity.)
In the mornings the motors will be running at higher voltages
than at night and will use about 20 percent more current than
overnight. The first four hours of the day should bring the
batteries from about 60 percent to 20 percent discharge level.
That means replacing around:

40/100 x 1920 = 768 amp/hr.

Figure 5: the Green Cat's twin propellers

volts and nearly 3 lb thrust per net lb weight.
* The newer 12 -volt 42 series available in the United States is
up to 20 percent more efficient than other larger 24 -volt and
older models in the range.

This choice of drive motors has lead to a 12 -volt multi -motor
configuration with two motors attached to each hull and one
motor in each rudder, giving six motors providing six speeds
and great manoeuvrability.

Solar panels
I chose specially laminated MS30-lite Solarex PV modules
because of their light weight, suitable form and strength for
foredeck mounting and because they have no restriction of cell
efficiency. The modules also fit the boat's design well.
After the construction of the boat had started the
specification of the MS30 panel was changed, resulting in a 22
percent increase in weight, but alternative stock panels do not
fit the design well and are also all too heavy.
400mm x 400mm modules fit perfectly. Each module has
nine 125mm x 125mm mono -crystalline high efficiency PV
cells. Four modules in series will provide peak 4.75 amps at
17.5 volts under load, and up to 10 percent more in the
tropics.

Global Green Cat - Performance

or a charging current over four hours of 1920/10 = 192 amp.
So the total current required from the PV array is at least:

1.2 x 90 + 192 = 300 amp
We need, say, 288 of the 400mm x 400mm modules, total
weight less than 300 kg (compared to an insupportable 450 kg
for equivalent stock panels). The total panel area of 46 square
metres is comfortable for Global Green Cat. The panels fit
neatly and do not 'swamp' the boat as some earlier plans did.
After about four hours the regulators will start to cut in to
moderate the charging voltage. At this point, Karen must
become a 'power manager' by simply switching on, as
appropriate, more drive motors.
The simple power management process could be controlled
electronically as an adjunct to the regulator circuits and, no
doubt would be on a fully developed Solar Sailing boat. Our
problem with automatic electronic control is that Karen does
not want to be surprised by a sudden increase in power of
perhaps 50 percent while dodging a bevy of fishing boats or a
super -tanker.

Together the six main drive motors will provide at least 220
lb (100 kg) thrust and sustained over -the -ground speeds of 8
knots.
Plan 2: assuming an 80 percent discharge cycle.
An 80 percent discharge cycle potentially allows use of four
motors and 120 lb thrust all night and about 150 lb thrust all
morning. The rapid charge period would be extended by an

After conducting tank tests at full load for 14 hours to 80
percent discharge I conservatively consider that the chosen
motors will use, on average, 30 amps each for an average 30
lb of thrust throughout the hours of darkness.
Applying my own formulae, I came up with two plans both
within the capabilities of the gel batteries.

Plan 1: assuming a 60 percent discharge cycle.
Three motors provide an average 90 lb thrust overnight,
resulting in a speed close to 5 knots, increasing in the trade
wind belt to 6 knots or more.
The three motors will use on average 90 amps. The
overnight amp/hr requirement is:

13 x 90 = 1170 amp/hr
At 60 percent overnight discharge, the gross battery capacity
required is:

1170 x 100/60 = 1950 amp/hr

Figure 6: Global Green Cat's photo voltaic module
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Figure 7: the charging circuit for the master battery switches

hour or so and the finish charging period reduced. Again, we
have six motors and more than 220 lb thrust in the afternoon.
An 80 percent discharge cycle could mean, on average. an
extra knot of speed. The difference one knot makes in total
voyage length is 30 days. Returning one month earlier means
improved sunlight for the return up the Channel and 30 less
cycles for the batteries and frankly, for Karen, 30 less lonely
days at sea in a lightweight boat. The 80 percent discharge
cycle will probably be used in the trade wind belt. The 60
percent cycle may be more suited to higher latitudes.

Accuracy and safety margins
The amp/hr-based calculations are crude. They compare, for
instance, charging amps at charging voltages as high as 17.5
volts with battery amps at voltages as low as 11 volts. At this
stage of development this is not a bad technique, as it builds
in a considerable margin for less than efficient processes and
compensates for the unexpected. For cross checking with
gross watts generated to gross watts utilised I find a 32
percent surplus for the 60 percent discharge cycle, a total of
over 50 kilowatt/hours generated against less than 35 kW/h
used by the motors.
This margin must be set against system losses, variations in
panel angles due to wave action, inevitable salt accumulation
on the panels and, on the longer stages, underwater fouling of
the hulls. Equally, PV module over -performance in the tropics
could increase the margin. Any difficulties are likely to have
more to do with the relationship between the thrust generated
and hull performance in the truly chaotic systems of sea state
and weather.
Only after -the -fact analysis can attempt to create order and
predictable accuracy out of the chaos. That, of course, is a

major part of Global Green Cat's
mission. Before the fact we are
still working on a basis of theory
and instinct tempered by
experience and as much
redundancy as possible.
The wiring arrangement
provides an additional safety
margin. Its built in redundancy
allows for complex manipulation
of charge, storage and drive
motor combinations.
The solar panels are wired in
eight discrete banks each with a
50 -amp regulator. The batteries
are in four banks of six. There
are, in addition to the six installed
motors, two spare motors
mountable through wells in the
cockpit. Switching allows almost
any combination of panels,
batteries and motors to be used
or isolated as required. There are
also ten scheduled 24hr/48hr
stopovers on the route during
which the batteries can be
thoroughly floated off.
More than twenty watertight
compartments and a full
compliment of communication and
off -shore emergency equipment
completes the safety provisions.

House power and instrumentation
'House' power is something of a joke aboard Global Green
Cat. Facilities are minimal. The 'crew' is only permitted to
add the weight of a passport because the lack of one might
cause delays. Global Green Cat is definitely a "two pairs of
knickers only" boat - one to wear and one to wash. Books
must be changed at stopovers. Cooking is by a two -burner
canister -type alcohol stove (clean 95 -percent plus, not
methylated spirits). There are few luxuries, such as a small
25 -watt Electrolux refrigerator and a Discman CD player with
power amp and speakers and the inevitable small battery
operated Sony short-wave radio for the BBC World Service.
That is about it.
Navigation is by GPS (one installed, two portables as
back up). Use of communications equipment is as restricted
as possible. Charting, Weather -fax, Navtex and written log
are on PC laptop with a large colour screen, this will be
booted up only as required. A second low power notebook
will be available for continuous monitoring and recording of
all kinds of data.
Experience suggests that 'house' power for an efficient
ocean going boat can realistically amount to about 100
watts around the clock (see table 2). Including the
monitoring facility and daily communication with base and
the Internet, Global Green Cat may need an average closer
to 150 watts.
The two 80 amp/hr 'house' gel batteries are charged by
their own 170 watts of dedicated PV modules and a 50 -watt
wind generator. Any shortfall will be made up by trickle
charging via blocking diodes and suitable resistances from
the main battery banks.
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Early on, it was decided that Global Green Cat would be
purely a Solar Sailing boat. Wind generator assistance would
not be used for the drive system. But the use of wind
generation for the 'house' electrics also allows monitoring of
wind generated output in relation to PV performance over
the whole route.
There is a saying: "Apart from the sails, anything you put
on a boat makes is slower."
As Global Green Cat carries no sails at all, we are already
in trouble according to this yardstick, and every pound of
weight is a liability as is every milliamp drawn by the "house".
A first step is to disable almost all panel indicator or
warning lights. With DC circuits and incandescent bulbs at
0.06 amps of 0.75W each, these insignificant bulbs might
take an average of 15 to 20W or more continuously on a
boat our size. That is about twice what we are allowing for
the use of the navigational laptop computer.

PORT
MAIN
BATTERY
BANK 1

SUPPLEMENTARY
TRICKLE
CHARGE
CIRCUIT
PORT
MAIN
BATTERY
BANK 2:

DIODE

RESISTOR

FUSE
PORT
HOUSE
BATTERY

SWITCH

House battery and PV capacity
The house battery capacity is kept small to save weight. If
weight was not a consideration the capacity would be
increased to at least 400 A/hr and the number of house PV
modules would be increased to at least 24, with a capacity of
480 watts. The much lower installed capacities are designed to
provide essential power in an emergency and otherwise to be
continually topped up from the drove power system.
It is practice and important on boats to use dual wiring
throughout. Unlike cars or engines, chassis or blocks or hulls
or copper grounding strips should not be used as common
returns, nor is it good practice to locate common negative bus
bars around the boat.
The reasons are to do with serious corrosion probabilities
and the possibility of unwitting errors of accumulated
overloading of the common negative return. Thus, all circuits
should be assumed to be individual with matched negative and
positive wires both connected directly
back to the distribution boards or
master switches or batteries.
STARBOARD
Navigation area lights are split
MAIN
BATTERY
between
two breakers and the
BANK 1
computers are split between two
distribution boards. Nothing other than
monitoring equipment shares the
STARBOARD
distribution board with the monitoring
MAIN
BATTERY
computer.
BANK 2
The inverter takes up to 100A and
is accorded its own board. Bilge
pumps also take up to about 100A if
used together, and they have their
own separate board connected
STARBOARD
directly to the batteries.
HOUSE
BATTERY
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0
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REGULATOR

REGULATOR
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Figure 8: the House Wiring charging circuits

COMMS.
EQPT,

MONITOR
COMPUTER

Fire at sea is, if anything, more
frightening and deadly than fire on
land. It is normal on boats for every
primary circuit, every secondary circuit
and every single piece of equipment to
be separately fuse -protected. In the
case of Global Green Cat, with a
relatively massive battery capacity,
capable of producing thousands of
amps if shorted out and the solar
panel array capable on its own of
producing 300A, fusing and general
protection against short circuiting is
paramount.
The primary circuits will be double protected with trips on the positive
side and fixed fuses on the negative
dust in case the trip fails).
The individual fuses are often very
particular and so have, for the most
part, to be fixed glass fuses. However
I prefer to use trips for secondary
circuits and for lighting.
Glass fuses endlessly suffer from
corrosion. Plastic screw caps, however
often Vaselined, seize up. So do
bayonets. It is advisable to clean and
re -grease every glass fuse once a
week. Once a month can be too long.
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Table 2: Global Green Cat - House Power Budget
100A SUPPLY
FROM MASTER
SWITCH
SWITCH

Watts used continuously calculated by averaging usage over a 24 -hour period.

Cabin lights
Port cabin:

Load

Duration

Energy

2 x spot
1 x flood

2 x 10W
20W

01.0hr

01 OW/hr
01.7W/hr

Bunk area
1 x flood
1 x spot

20W

01.0hr

10W

02.Ohr

2 x spot
1 x flood

5W
10W
20W

12.0
02.Ohr

02.0hr

02.5W/hr
00.8W/hr
01.7W/hr

Storage area
1 x flood
1 x spot

20W
100/

01.0hr
01.0hr

00.8W/hr
00.4W/hr

05W
2 x 2W
20W

12.hr
12.Ohr

02.5W/hr
02.0 W/hr
00.8 W/hr
disabled

Galley area
02.Ohr

00.8W/hr
02.0W/hr

Starboard cabin:
Navigation area
1 x spot

Figure 9: the distribution board and inverter supply

Instrument lights:
Control panel
Compass
Inspctn light
Switch indicator lights

01.0hr

TO HOUSE
BATTERIES

100A SUPPLY
FROM MASTER
SWITCH

Navigation lights:
Emergency strobe
Emergency spotlight
Red/green/green
Stern light
Motoring light
Anchor light

5W
50W
25W
10W

25W

12.Ohr

12.0hr
12.0hr

10W

N/A
N/A
12.5 W/hr

05.0 W/hr
12.5 W/hr
N/A

Galley equipment
Shower pump
Refrigerator

12W

24W

00.1hr
24.0hr

00.1 W/hr
24.0 W/hr

Maintenance equipment:

0
0
0
0

STATIONARY PORT
BILGE PUMP
STATIONARY STARBOARD
BILGE PUMP
MOBILE PORT
BILGE PUMP
MOBILE STARBOARD
BILGE PUMP
12V SOCKET

Normally N/A

BUSS BARS

Navigation equipment
GPS (installed)
Radar
Autohelm

4W
4W
24W
4W

24.0hr
24.0hr
01.0hr
24.0hr

04.0 W/hr
04.0 W/hr
01.0 W/hr
04.0 W/hr

Large colour display laptop for:
Weather fax
Navtex
Charts
Written log
Printer

36W
10W

06.0hr

09.0 W/hr
N/A

120W
4W
4W
200W

01.0hr
04.0hr
01.0hr

05.0 W/hr
04.0 W/hr
00.7 W/hr
08.5 W/hr

20W

24.Ohr

20.0 W/hr

Communication equipment
Satellite communications:
TBD allow
VHF

SSB rec.
SSB trans.

24.Ohr

Monitoring:
Small
for re - cord,'

OHO

E7-4- (HIGH CURRENT)

Bilge pump
4x25OW
1000W inverter for power tools and other 240V
devices eg hair dryer but only when in port
N/A

Log and wind speed/
direction and depth

O

Total:

131.3 W/hr

"House" power summary:
(Watts used continuously while at sea)
Cabin lights
Equipment lights
Navigation lights

Navigation equipment inc. computer
Communication equipment
Monitoring computer
Contingency, say

18.9 W/hr
5.3 W/hr
30.0 W/hr
24.1 W/hr
22.0 W/hr
18.2 W/hr
20.0 W/hr
18.7 W/hr

Total:

150 W/hr

Average power available
Dedicated "House" PV output 170W peak
Wind generator average

60 W/hr
40 W/hr

Total

100 W/hr

Galley

If needed the shortfall of 50 W/hr is drawn from the main traction batteries.

SWITCHES

BREAKERS

Figure 10: the distribution board: to the bilge pumps

Conclusions
Putting aside the frivolous though laudable objective of setting a
record for a first 'solar' circumnavigation, there are more serious
objectives to the voyage of Global Green Cat. The idea of the
project has always been to collect relevant solar sailing data
from a wide range of latitudes and seasons. And then,
hopefully, to assist a suitable partner/sponsor with the
development of power and route management software for
solar sailing boat navigation.
For instance, a future solar sailing boat management system
should be able to scan satellite pictures for cloud cover and reroute the boat while taking note of trends and maintaining
battery reserves. Commercial shipping routes in the age of oil
powered cargo vessels are different from the shipping routes of
the age of sail, and different even from those of the age of coal.
There is little doubt that routes in an age of solar powered or
hybrid solar powered shipping will need to be different again.
It is hoped that Global Green Cat can contribute to an age of
Solar Sailing by collecting original data and by inspiration.

Endnote!
This article was written on a PC powered from solar panels on
board a boat in which the `house' power has been generated
by PV modules and a small wind generator since 1990.
An earlier version of this article appeared in Electronic
Engineering, Miller Freeman Plc, September 1998. Original
material by Tony Howarth and CMP Batteries Standby Division
Tony Howarth.
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Figure 11: views of the First
Solar Circumnavigator
design (c) Tall Poppy
Designs 1997
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Karen and Tony Howarth are still seeking sponsorship to complete the Global Green Cat's Odyssey. Potential sponsors can
contact them via ElTs editorial address (page 74 of this issue).
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PIC-Controlled
MIDI Processor
The purpose of this project is to take in a MIDI signal, process it in one of a
variety of ways, and retransmit it under PIC control. The functions are provided
by software.
Robert Penfold
he processing of the MIDI data is controlled by a
PIC processor (figure 1), and the functionality of
the unit is governed by the software rather than the
hardware. With the sample software provided, the
unit gives a kind of harmoniser action with the
pitch value of received notes being shifted up or down by
anything from zero to 15 semitones. One way of using the MIDI
processor is to connect it between a master keyboard and a
slave instrument. The slave instrument will then follow the
playing on the master keyboard, but with all the notes shifted
up or down by the selected amount. This will provide nice
harmonies or excruciating results depending on the amount of
shift selected.
With most single MIDI keyboards it is possible to take the
MIDI output signal, process it, and then feed it back into the
MIDI input port. The instrument then harmonises is with itself.
playing the normal and shifted notes each time a key is
operated.
There are numerous other MIDI functions that the unit could
provide with suitable software in the PIC processor. Messages
on one channel could be shifted to another, or messages on any
channel could be moved to the selected channel. The processor
could be used to provide MIDI filtering, with a certain type of
message being removed completely. The sample MIDI filtering
program provided here removes pitch -bend messages on any
MIDI channel. Within reason. the same hardware can be made
to provide practically any form of MIDI signal processing simply
by using a suitable program in the PIC processor.
It is not possible to provide a full range of programs to cover
all eventualities here, but most types of signal processing require
only quite simple software. Anyone with a reasonable knowledge
of PIC programming and MIDI coding should have little difficulty
in producing extra software for this device. Things are made

easier by having a UART to handle the serial to parallel and
parallel to serial conversions. The PIC processor therefore only
has to deal with bytes of parallel data that are easily processed.
It also has a few hundred clock cycles available to deal with
each byte of data, which means that there is plenty of time
available if some form of complex processing is required.

System operation
MIDI uses a form of serial signal coding that is in many ways like
the standard RS232C system used in computer interfacing.
However, rather than using positive and negative voltages to
represent the two logic levels, MIDI uses a simple current loop
system with a five-milliamp current being switched on and off.
This current is used to operate the LED in an opto-isolator at the
input of the receiving device. The opto-isolation helps to avoid
the problems with the hum and earth loops that can easily occur
when several pieces of audio equipment are connected together.
It also helps to prevent digital noise from finding its way out of
the logic circuits and into the audio signal path. MIDI operates at
a baud rate of 31250, which is higher than the normal maximum
RS232C rate of 19200 baud. This rate is still well within the
capabilities of any normal serial interface chip. In this case the
serial to parallel and parallel to serial conversions are performed
by an industry standard 6402 UART (universal asynchronous
receiver/transmitter). The receiver section is fed with the input
signal via a fast opto-isolator that provides the UART with a
signal at normal logic levels. The transmitter section drives
output by way of an inverter and an open collector switching
transistor. A clock signal controls the baud rate of the UART, and
this signal must be at 16 times the required baud rate. In this
case a clock frequency of 500 kHz is required. This signal is
provided by a 4 -MHz crystal clock circuit and a three -stage
binary divider circuit that provides a division by eight.
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MIDI I NO

BINARY
DIVIDER

Figure 1: the block diagram for the MIDI Processor

The PIC processor provides the control logic as well as
any data processing that is required. When a new byte of
data is received, the Data Ready (DR) output of the UART
goes high. This status output is monitored by the PIC
processor, and is reset by the processor supplying a pulse to
the Data Ready Reset (DRR) input of the UART. This input is
normally high, and is fed with a low pulse to reset the DR
input. Having read in the new byte of data, the PIC processor
must disable the outputs of the receiver section of the UART
so that it can place data onto the data bus itself. Although at
first sight this may seem to be pointless because data is
already present on the bus, bear in mind that some bytes will
be altered prior to transmission. Bytes that will remain the
same could actually be transmitted without being read into
the PIC processor first, but it is advisable to use a standard
routine that has all bytes read from the UART and then
output from the PIC processor. The outputs of the UART are
set to the high impedance state by taking the Receiver
Register Disable (RRD) input high. The PIC processor then
switches its eight -bit port to the output mode, writes the
appropriate data to the port, and then pulses the Transmitter
Buffer Register Load (TBRL) input of the UART low. Next the
eight -bit port of the PIC processor is returned to the input
mode, and then the RRD input of the UART is returned to the
low state. This takes things back to the beginning, and the
PIC processor then monitors the DR output of the UART until
the next byte of data is received. The whole process is then
repeated for the next and subsequent bytes of data.
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The main circuit diagram for the MIDI processor appears in
figure 2. 103 is the UART, and it can be used with any
normal serial data word format. The standard word format
for MIDI interfaces is one start bit, eight data bits, one stop
bit, and no parity checking. Setting the required word
format is just a matter of taking pins 35 to 39 to the
appropriate logic levels and taking pin 34 high so that this
information is loaded into the appropriate register of the
UART. The clock oscillator uses transistor Q2 in a

Ds

....

a

.--

X1

Circuit operation

T1 k5 mi 47,

1118

5k6
0c 1

For some types of processing this arrangement is all that is
needed. In others it is necessary for the user to input
information to control the way in which the data is processed.
The pitch -bend filter is an example of an application in which
the user does not have to supply any information. The MIDI
processor simply removes all pitch -bend messages and
passes all others through to output unaltered.
Things are different in the case of the harmoniser. The Unit
could simply raise of lower the pitch of all note messages by a
predetermined amount, but this arrangement clearly lacks
versatility. It is better if the PIC processor monitors switches
that enable the user to alter the amount and direction of the
shift in pitch. And eight -bit input of the processor is available
for this purpose, and on the prototype this monitors two hex
switches. Where necessary these can be replaced by other
types of switch, or simply omitted altogether. This aspect of
the design has to be tailored to suit your particular application.
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Figure 2: the main circuit diagram
for the MIDI Processor
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Figure 3: the circuit diagram for the mains power supply

conventional configuration. It drives IC1, which is a CMOS
4024 seven -stage binary counter, but in this application only
the first three stages of IC1 are actually used. Note that an
ordinary 4024 is not guaranteed to operate correctly at 4
MHz with a five -volt supply. Therefore, the high speed
CMOS 74HC4024 must be used for IC1. The 6402 UART
has separate clock inputs for the receiver and transmitter
sections, but in this case they are driven in parallel because
the reception and transmission baud rates are the same.
Opto-isolation at the MIDI input is provided by IC2,
which is a high-speed device that has a photo -diode
driving a common emitter switching transistor in the output
section of the device. This provides suitably fast switching
times, and the 6N139 can actually handle baud rates of up
to about ten times the 31250 baud used for MIDI
interfaces. Ordinarily opto-isolators are not fast enough for
use in this circuit, and only the specified device should be
used. At the MIDI output, transistor 01 acts as a combined
inverter and open collector output stage. Q1 must be
switched on when the serial output of the UART goes low,
and switched off when it goes high. Using an NPN output
transistor would require the use of an inverter in order to
obtain the required action, but by using a PNP transistor an

output signal of the correct polarity is obtained
without the aid of an inverter stage. D1 is an
optional LED indicator that flashes when the unit
outputs MIDI data. This is useful when initially
testing the unit, and can also be useful when the
device driven from the MIDI processor does not
seem to be functioning correctly. If LED D1
flashes you know that the unit is actually
transmitting MIDI data, and that the problem is a
lack of response from the receiving device. In
order to initialise correctly the UART must be
provided with a long positive reset pulse at
switch -on. This is provided by C4 and R11.
IC4 is the PIC processor, and this circuit will
operate using either a 16C55 or a 16C57. The latter has
more memory, but in other respects the two devices are
identical. A simple CR clock oscillator is used and this has
R20 and C5 as the timing components. Obviously IC4 must
be a version of the 16C55 or 16C57 that supports this type
of clock circuit. The clock frequency is typically a little over
1 MHz, which should be considerably more than adequate
for most applications. However, if necessary the clock
frequency can be boosted to about 4 MHz by reducing the
value of C5 to 33p. Port A of IC4 is a four -bit type that is
used here to control the UART. The following table details
the method of connection used.
In/Out
Output
Output
Output
Input

PIC Port
RAO
RA1

RA2
RA3

UART
RRD
TBRL
DRR
DR

Port B is an eight -bit type that connects to the bidirectional
data bus. It is connected to the UART by way of eight
current limiting resistors that protect both the UART and
the PIC processor if a programming error should result in
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Figure 4: the underside view of the stripboard
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Figure 5: the component layout for the stripboard panel
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Construction

both devices being set to the output mode simultaneously.
If the unit is only used with tried and tested programs these
resistors are not really necessary and the PIC processor
can then be connected direct to UART. Port C of IC4 is
used as eight inputs that read the two hex switches that
enable the user to input information to the device. These
inputs are normally held low by pull -down resistors R21 to
R28, but closing one of the input switches (SW1 to SW8)
results in the appropriate input being taken high.
The current consumption of the circuit varies from
around 10 to 25 milliamps depending on the states of the
input switches. A reasonably accurate and stable 5V supply
is required. The simple mains power supply circuit of figure
3 is more than adequate to power the unit, and should in
fact be capable of powering to of three MIDI processor
circuits if required. It is a conventional full -wave design
using monolithic voltage regulator 105 to provide a well
smoothed and regulated output. IC5 has built in output
current limiting, but additional protection against overloads
his provided by fuse FS1.

The main circuit and the power supply are built on a
stripboard which measures 73 holes by 39 copper strips. This
can be a length cut from a standard 300 by 100 mm
stripboard. Details of the numerous breaks in the copper
strips on the underside of the board are provided in figure 4.
The three mounting holes in the board are about 3.3 mm in
diameter and will accept either 6BA or metric M3 mounting
bolts. Figure 5 shows the component layout for the board.

Mains circuits can be dangerous if not correctly
constructed. If you are not experienced in mains
construction, seek the advice of someone who has the
necessary experience.
101,103, and 104 are all CMOS devices that require the
normal anti -static handling precautions. As neither the PIC
processor nor the UART are cheap it is advisable to be
particularly careful when dealing with these components. A
large number of link -wires are required, and these are made
from 24 swg (0.56 mm) tinned copper wire. Where long link wires run side -by -side it is advisable to insulate them with

NMSLK

O P0

B

A

*
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MAINS INLET
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41P0

S, -4

S5-8

Figure 6: details of the hard wiring
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SK2

FG

IN

11

OUT

THRU

!!! !! !!!
SYNTHESISER (MASTER)

I
IN

all. No switches are
needed if the unit is
used with the pitch THRU
IN
OUT
bend filtering
program. When used
11
with the harmoniser
program a hex switch
SYNTHESISER (SLAVE)
is needed for SW1 to
SW4, and this sets
the amount by which
the pitch is shifted.
SW5 can be a
miniature toggle
switch, with SW6 to
SW7 then being
Figure 7: two typical methods
of using the MIDI Processor
omitted. The pitch is
shifted upwards when
SW5 is closed and
downwards when it is open. If a hex switch is used for SW5
to SW8, odd numbers produce an upwards shift, and even
numbers (including 0) produce downwards movement. The
two hex switches used on the prototype do not have the
usual tags or pins, but instead have what can only be
described as small printed circuit boards. In common with
most switches of this type, one connection is common to all
four switches. Note that the switches must be of a type that
uses ON to represent logic 1 and OFF to represent logic 0.
Pin two of SK1 connects to the screen of the MIDI connecting
cable, and to the earth rail of the MIDI processor. Pin 2 of SK2
must not be connected to the earth rail of the processor as
this would circumvent the opto-isolation at the input of the

1

1

!!!

OUT

IN

MIDI PROCESSOR

r
OUT

THRU

!!! !! !!!
SYNTHESISER

IN

II

OUT

0

MIDI PROCESSOR

pieces of PVC sleeving so that accidental short circuits are
avoided. Be careful not to omit any of the link -wires, especially
the shorter ones that are easily overlooked. Fuse FS1 is
mounted on the circuit board via a chassis mounting fuse
holder. The holder is bolted to the board using a short 6BA or
M3 screw and fixing nut, which are not normally supplied with
the holder. The fuse holder is then hard wired to the
appropriate two points on the circuit board. Crystal X1 must
be a miniature wire -ended type having 5 mm (0.2 in) lead
spacing if it is to fit easily into this component layout. There is
little space available for the non -electrolytic capacitors, which
must therefore be miniature ceramic types. Make quite sure
that rectifiers D2 and D3 are connected the right way round
and that the breaks in the copper strips which isolate the
power supply circuit from the UART are all present and
correct. Mistakes here could prove to be costly.
The prototype MIDI processor is housed in a 19 -in rack mount case. This type of case was used because the
prototype was designed to fit in with other rack -mount
equipment, and a much smaller case will actually suffice.

!!!

unit.

In use
The MIDI processor is connected into the MIDI system using
standard MIDI leads. When initially testing the unit, connect its
input socket to the output of a MIDI keyboard or keyboard
instruments, and play some notes. If all is well there should be
some flashing from output indicator D1, although it will not
light up very brightly unless there is plenty of activity on the
unit's output.
The way in which the processor is connected into the
system will obviously depend on the function it provides, and
the exact way in which you wish to use it. Figure 7 illustrates
two basic methods of using the unit. In the two -synthesiser
system the processor is used to doctor the signal from the
master instrument before it is fed to the slave synthesiser. This
setup could be used with the processor providing either MIDI
pitch -bend filtering or a harmoniser action. If it is used to
provide filtering, the master instrument will respond to pitch
wheel adjustments but the slave instrument will not. Operating
the pitch wheel of the master synthesiser should not produce
any activity on the output indicator (D1). With the processor
providing a harmoniser action the slave instrument should
follow the master synthesiser, but with the notes changed by
the appropriate number of semitones. In the single
synthesiser setup any form of MIDI filtering is unlikely to do
anything useful. With processing such as harmonising, the
instrument should play the doctored notes received via its
MIDI input socket in addition to those played on the keyboard.
However, with some instruments (particularly older types) there
may be some limitations on simultaneous use of the keyboard
and the MIDI input, and this setup cannot be guaranteed to
operate properly with all instruments.

Because the unit is mains powered it essential to house
it in a metal case that must be reliably earthed to the
mains earth lead. Also, the case must be a type that has
a screw fitting lid or cover so that there is no easy
means of gaining access to the dangerous mains wiring.
The mains input should be via a 200mA slow blow
fuse, and all mains connections should be properly
insulated. This is not shown in the photograph of the
internal wiring, because this photograph was taken with
temporary wiring in place to test the unit.
The recommended method to feed in the mains is to
use a filtered IEC mains inlet, with switch and fuse. This
avoids the need for extra wiring and insulation for the
fuse and mains switch. If an IEC inlet is used, the
ground wire should be soldered to the ground terminal
of the inlet, and bolted directly to the metalwork, even if
the live and neutral connections are via crimp
connectors.
If a captive mains lead is to be used, it should be run
via a strain relief grommet.
Details of the hard wiring are provided in figure 6, which
should be used in conjunction with Figure 5 (point A in Figure
5 connects to point A in Figure 6, point B connects to point
B. and so on).
The wiring to switches SW1-SW8 must obviously be varied
to suit the particular switches you are using, if any are fitted at
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the filter program, but in the XOR instruction a value of 90 is
used, followed by a figure or 80 in a subsequent XOR
instruction. These instructions are used to detect note -on and
note -off messages respectively. If neither of the messages is
detected, the program continues around the main loop,
transmitting the received byte of data on the way. If either type
of message is detected, the program branches to the
subprogram called ATRANS2". This transmits the byte of data
just received, and then waits for the next byte which will be the
data byte containing the note value. When this byte is received,
the switches that supply the pitch shift value are read, and this
value is then added to or subtracted from the data byte,
depending on the setting of SW5. The modified data byte is
then transmitted, after which the program returns to the
beginning of the main program loop.
The program has no error trapping to prevent the modified
data byte cycling though zero, or going above EF. In most
cases this is not necessary anyway, because the master
instrument will not be able to get within 15 semitones of the
maximum and minimum valid MIDI note values. Where
necessary, you must be careful to stay within the limits of the
system. MIDI permits one note -on or note -off header byte to
be followed by several pairs of data bytes. This system is
apparently used more by sequencers than by MIDI
instruments, and is not used by any of my MIDI equipment.
The harmoniser program would require modification in order to
operate with equipment that does use this method of handling

Software
The pitch -bend filtering program (listing 1) is the more simple
of the two, and is the one I will consider first. The initial part of
the program sets RA0/1/2 as outputs but leaves RA3 as an
input. It also sets RA0/1/2 with the correct initial output states.
Next the main program loop is entered, and here the DR flag of
the UART is repeatedly monitored until a fresh byte of data is
ready and RA3 is taken high. A pulse is then generated on
RA2, and this clears the DR flag. The program must then
check to determine whether the byte of data is a status byte in
a pitch -bend message. The lower nibble of a status byte
contains the channel number, which is information we do not
require in this case, as the unit must remove pitch -bend
messages on any channel. The lower nibble is therefore
masked using a bitwise AND instruction and a masking value
of OF. Next the byte is exclusive ORed with a value of E0, and
this returns a value of zero only if the message is a pitch -bend
type, and the upper nibble is E (1110 binary). If the value
produced is zero, the program branches to the subprogram
ATRANS2". Here two further bytes of data are read from the
UART. after which the program returns to the beginning of the
main loop. This results in all three bytes of the pitch -bend
message being read from the UART, but none of them being
transmitted, and the required filtering is therefore obtained. If
the XOR instruction produces a result that is other than zero,
the program continues along the main loop, with the byte of
data being transmitted prior to the program returning to the
beginning of the main loop.
The harmoniser program (listing 2) has some similarities to

notes.

Listing 1: the Midi Pitch Bend Filter Program
;MIDI PITCH BEND FILTER PROGRAM
STATUS
PORTA
PORTE
PORT
STORE1
STORE2

START

MIDI control by PIC programming makes for
Harmoniser and pitch bend filter sample programs
Can be used in a master/slave configuration, or with
many single machines
Serial/parallel and parallel/serial is handled by UART to
simplify the function programming

Opto-isolation at the input of the receiving device helps
avoid problems with hum and earth loops, and also
helps to prevent digital noise
TRANS2

supply circuit is included on the stripboard layout

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
MOVLW
TRIS
MOVLW
MOVWF

03

BTFSS
GOTO

PORTA,3
START

BCF
NOP
NOP
NOP
BSF
MOVF
ANDLW

PORTA,2
PORTC,0
OxFO

BCF
XORLW
BTFSC
GOTO

STATUS,2
OxEO
STATUS,2
TRANS2

MOVF
MOVWF
BSF

PORTC,0
STORE2
PORTA,O

;Reads UART into W
;Stores value from UART
;Switches off UART
outputs

CLRW
TRIS
MOVF

PORTC
STORE2,0

;Sets Port C as outputs
;Loads transmit data
into W
;Loads data into Port C

05
06
07
OD
OE
08

PORTA
PORTA

MOVWF
BCF
NOP
HOP
NOP

PORTC
PORTA,1

BSF

PORTA,1

MOVLW
TRIS
BCF

OxFF
PORTC
PORTA,0

GOTO

START

BTFSS
GOTO

PORTA,3
TRANS2
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;Sets RA0/1/2 as outputs

06

;Sets initial control
line states

;Waits for data to be
received
PORTA,2

;Clears UART's DR FLAGS
;Loads data into W
;Masks channel number
(lower nibble)
;Detect Note on header

;Loads data into UART's
transmit buffer

;Sets Port C as inputs
;Switches on UART
outputs

;Waits for data to be
received

LOOP

BCF
NOP
NOP
NOP
BSF
BTFSS
GOTO
BCF
NOP
NOP
NOP
BSF
GOTO
END

PORTA,2

PORTA,2
PORTA,3
LOOP

;Clears UART's DR FLAGS

;Waits for data to be
received

PORTA,2

PORTA,2
START

;MIDI PROCESSOR PROGRAM
STATUS
PORTA
PORTS
PORTC
STORE1
STORE2

START

..... ************ ********** **
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

LOOP

OD
OE
08

MOVLW
MOVWF

06

BTFSS
GOTO

PORTA,3
START

BCF
NOP
NOP
NOP
BSF
MOVF
ANDLW

PORTA,2

PORTA
PORTA

PORTC,0
STORE2
STORE1,0
PORTB,4
STORE2,1

BTFSS
SUBWF

PORTB,4
STORE2,1

BSF

PORTA,0

CLRW
TRIS
MOVF

PORTC
STORE2,0

STORE1

;Sets RA0/1/2 as
outputs-RA3 as input

;Sets initial control
line states

MOVWF
BCF
NOP
NOP
NOP
BSF

PORTC
PORTA,1

MOVLW
TRIS
BCF

OxFF
PORTC
PORTA,0

GOTO

START

PORTA,1

;Reads and stores offset
switch value
;Reads UART into W
;Stores note data
;Adds value read from
switches to data
;Or subtracts value read
from switches
;Switches off UART
outputs
;Sets Port C as outputs
;Loads transmit data
into W
;Loads data into Port C

;Loads data into UART's
transmit buffer

;Sets Port C as inputs
;Switches on UART
outputs

END

;Waits for data to be
received

Resistors
R1

PORTA,2
PORTC,0
OxFO
STATUS,2

XORLW
BTFSC
GOTO
MOVF
ANDLW

90

R2,3,8,12 -19
R4,11,21 - 28

;Clears UART's DR Flag
;Loads data into W
;Masks channel number
(lower nibble)

R5
R6

;Detect Note on header

R7

STATUS,2
TRANS2
PORTC,0
OxFO
STATUS,2

R9,10
R20

XORLW
BTFSC
GOTO

STATUS,2
TRANS2

MOVF
MOVWF
BSF

PORTC,0
STORE2
PORTA,0

;Reads UART into W
;Stores value from UART
;Switches off UART
outputs

CLRW
TRIS
MOVF

PORTC
STORE2,0

;Sets Port C as outputs
;Loads transmit data
into W
;Loads data into Port

80

;Detect note off header

MOVWF
BCF
NOP
NOP
NOP
BSF

PORTC
PORTA,1

MOVLW
TRIS
BCF

OxFF
PORTC
PORTA,0

GOTO

START

MOVF
MOVWF
BSF

PORTC,0
STORE2
PORTA,0

;Reads UART into W
;Stores value from UART
;Switches off UART
outputs

CLRW
TRIS
MOVF

PORTC
STORE2,0

;Sets Port C as outputs
;Loads transmit data
into W
;Loads data into Port C

PORTA,1

PORTC
PORTA,1

MOVLW
TRIS
BCF

OxFF
PORTC
PORTA,0

BTFSS
GOTO

LOOP

PORTA,1

C1,7,8
C2,3
C4
C5
C6

2k2
5k6
470k
1k8
1k5
3k9

100n ceramic
22p ceramic plate
47u 25V radial elect
150p ceramic plate
1000u 25V radial elect

Semiconductors

;Loads data into UART's
transmit buffer

IC1

74HC4024

IC2
IC3
IC4

6N139 opto-isolator

IC5

78L05 +5V 100mA regulator
Red panel LED
1N4002 100V 1A rectifier

D1

;Sets Port C as inputs
;Switches on UART
outputs

D2, 3
01
Q2

6402 UART
PIC 16C55 or 16C57

BC559
BC549

Miscellaneous
4 -MHz wire -ended crystal
Dual hex switch (see text)
Rotary mains switch
5 -way 180 -degree panel mounting
DIN socket
Mains panel neon indicator
LP1
Standard mains primary, 9-0-9 volt
secondary rated at 100mA or more
FS1
100mA "quick -blow" fuse
Metal case, 0.1 -inch stripboard 73 holes by 39
strips, 8 -pin dil holders, 14 -pin dil holder, 28 -pin dil
holder, 40 -pin dil holder, chassis mounting 20mm
fuse -holder. control knob, mains plug with 2A fuse
d, IEC mains inlet, 20mm 200mA T fuse,
re, solder, etc.
SW1-SW8
SW9
SK1, 2

;Loads data into UART's
transmit buffer
;Sets Port C as inputs
;Switches on UART
outputs
PORTA,3
;Waits for data to be
received

PORTA,2

PORTA,2

820R
220R

Capacitors

X1

MOVWF
BCF
NOP
NOP
NOP
BSF

BCF
NOP
NOP
NOP
BSF

MOVF
MOVWF
MOVF
BTFSC
ADDWF

OF

(5 percent 0.25W carbon film)

BCF

BCF

TRANS2

03
05
06
07

MOVLW
TRIS

PORTB,0

;Clears UART's DR FLAGS

Listing 2: the Midi Processor Program

...... *

MOVF
ANDLW
MOVWF

;Clears UART's DR Flag
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Circuits for

Music Lovers
James Scott

Presence for singers, two Waa-waa circuits for guitarists, and the "Ricky Sound" to build.
he day comes when your plain, unvarnished
guitar sound no longer vibrates your creative
nerve. What do you do about that? Well, if you
are like me (and most of our friends) you get a
more powerful amp and a couple of distortion
pedals and go for the mega-rippup sound for an eon or two.
So what do you do when shattering the mirror no
longer entirely fulfils your creative urge? Look for

something new - or something old. A small amount of tone
processing can do wonders for a good guitar sound, and
the two sounds in this article, Waa-waa and "Ricky" (for
Rickenbacker), hark back to the classic period on the 60s
and 70s when the Byrds and Jimi had just pitched onto
the scene.
The presence circuit for singers is not an "effect" as
such but it will bring the singer's voice forward in the mix.
Why have a singer no-one can hear? You might as well get
a trombone player instead!

VARIATION OF RV1 POT.

- 5de -

GAIN (dB)
- 13dB

50Hz

Figure 1: the circuit of the passive Presence Control

C1

RV1b

680p

1M

2 3kHz

10kHz

FREQUENCY (log)

Figure 2: the Bode plot showing the increase in Q factor

1-1/11R1

500k
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R3
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500k
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Figure 3: the Presence Control using ganged pots

Figure 4: the Bode plot of the ganged pot Presence Control
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Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

Surplus always

wanted for cash!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS
THE AMAZING TELEBOX
IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES
19" RACK CABINETS

:on yens your colour monitor Into a QUALM/ COLOUR TVII

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER

caar

r,:

.

OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 21/2" - 14"

Virtually New, Ultra Smart

Less than Half Price!

For MAJOR SAVINGS - CALL OR SEE OUR WERMTE

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification
monitors you will ever see N' At this price - Don't miss it!! Jr%

"u TELEBOX Is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, contusing all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
'lade by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHIUPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite
rodeo output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing
'emotion of TV channels not normally receivable on most telev6 falbublahl IFAXISETXL 14" SVGA Mullisyne colour monitor with fne
028 do pitch tube and resolution of 1024 x 788. A
lion receivers' (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
variety cA *puts abuse comedian to a host of oomph
Panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television
ers noted rig BM PC's n OGA. EGA VGA & SVGA
-rannets. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies
modes, BBC, COMMODORE enclucing Amiga 12C0),
i'HF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE.
tenures: Etched
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
faceplate. text swicring end LOW
DON SIPR
tor direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
specification Fully guaranteed. supplied in EXCELvideo systems. For complete compatibility - even for monitors without sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi LENT Me used condition.
Order as
TIt Salmi BIM E4.75
audio output are provided as standard.
Only £1191E) MRS
-SVGA
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£36.95 VGA cable for BM PC includsd.
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker
£39.50 Exton* cables for other types or compliers CALL
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/CablarHyperband tuner £69.95
As New - Ex Demo
Far overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification.
'For cable / hyperband signal reception Telebox MB should be con17' 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro monitors
a cable type service. Shipping on all Teleboxe's, code (B)
Full multisync etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £325.00 (E)
Stets of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
Just in - Microvitec 20' VGA (800 a 600 res.) colour monitors.
with composite 1V pp video & NICAM hi fl stereo sound
outputs. Micro electronics all on one small PCB only 73 x
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Into
60 x 52 mm enable full software control via a simple 2 wire link
PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
to any IBM type computer. Supplied complete with simple working
program and documentation. Requires +12V & + 5V DC to operate.
BRAND NEW -Oyler as MY00.
Only £49.95 code (B)

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

6,000,000 items EX STOCK

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by

Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature

designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,

full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched

for any configuration of equipment mounting
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
socket switched mains distribution strip make
these racks some of the moat versatile we
have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays.
Overall dimensions are: 77W H x 3214' D x 22' W. Order as:
OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. £345.00 (G)
OPT Rack 2 Rack Less d
nets
£245.00 G

Over 1000 racks. shelves, accessories
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.

Available from stock !!.

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab
Made by Eurocrart Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,

rack features ail steel construction with removable
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with

five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door
colour monitor with Mb RGB end standard composite 15.625 is constructed of double walled steel with a
Khz video inputs vie SCART socket and separate phono jacks. 'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses. enable status Indicators to be seen through the
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all

panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack

video monitoring / security applications with direct connection features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
pigment prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
available) are pre punched for standard
Meted) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equip- used condition - fully tested - guaranteed
Only £99 (E) (extras
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internalment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a full 90 Dimensions: W14' x H1246' a 1514' D.
Illusive purchases of standard 514' and 3W drives enables us to

day guarantee. Call for over 2000 unlisted drives for spares or repair.
Psnaaonlc JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE
£24.95(6
314' Mitsubishi MF355C-L. 1.4 Meg. Laptops any
£25.95(B
314' Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
£18.
El
514' Tom FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
£78.95 B
5%." Tose FD -55F -03-U 720K40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE £29.9 8
514' BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF5018 360K
£22.95 B
"able top case with integral PSU for HH
Flopp or HD £29.95 8
I" Shugart 8001801 8' SS refurbished & tested
£210.00 E
s' Shugart 610 8' SS HH Brand New
£195.
E
r Shugart 851 8' double sided refurbished & tested
£280.00 E
8' Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW
£295.00 E
IV Mitsubishi M2696 -63-02U DS slimline NEW
£295.00 E
Dual El' cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb
£499.00(E

PHILIPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with standard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex -equipment
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In attrac-

utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by

fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
tive square black plastic case measuring W10" x H10' x 13W D. of
Integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
240 V AC mains powered.
Only £79.00 (D) castors arid floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
KME 10' 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28' dot cable / connector access etc. Supplied In excellent, slightly used

pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.

condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions

Operates from any 15.825 khz sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync

mm=1625H Sold5

x 603 W. ( 64"lix 25" D x 2314' W )
at LESS than a third of makers price

such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn

A superb buy at only £245.00 (G)

Archimedes 8 BBC. Measures only 1314' a 12" x
11'. Good used condition.

42U version of the above only £345 - CALL

Only £125 (E)

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

HARD DISK DRIVES

ly mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched

BATTERY SCOOP - 50% off !!

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors,
2W TOSHIBA.(19 mm H)) MK2101MAN 2.16 Gb. New
£199.00
A special bulk purchase from a cancelled export order brings you
214' TOSH.(12.5 mm H) MK1002MAV 1.1 Gb laptop. New £115.00 complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive the most amazing savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Ah
214' to 3W conversion kit for Pc's, complete with connectors £12.95 teak style case. Perfect for Schools. Shops, Disco. Clubs, etc.In rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ltd, type SBS15
EXCELLENT
little
used
condition
with
full
90
day
guarantee.
3W FUJI FK-309.26 20mb MFM I/F FIFE
£59.95
featuring pure lead plates which offer a far superior shelf & guaran3W CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE OF (or equiv.) RFE
£59.95
20"....£135
22"....£155 26"....£185(F)
teed 15 year service life. Fully BT 8 BS6290 approved. Supplied
3W CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE OF (or equiv.) RFE
£69.00
BRAND NEW and boxed. Dimensions 200 wide, 137 hi9h, 77 deep.
3W RODIME R03057S 45mb SCSI VF (Mac & Acorn)
£69.00
M6 bolt terminals. Fully guaranteed. Current makers price over £70
3W QUANTUM 40S Prodeve 42mb SCSI VF, New RFE
£49.00
each !Our Price £35 each (C) or 4 for £99 (0)
314' WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE OF New
£185.00
544' MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM OF (or equiv.) RFE
C49.95
SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb RLL OF Refurb
£69.95
514' CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F RFE tested
£69.95
Save EITE's by choosing your next relay from our Massive
5'4' HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI FIFE tested
£99.00
stocks covering types such as - Military, Octal, Cradle,
5'4' HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential PEE tested
£195.00
Hermetically Sealed, Contactors, Time Delay, Reed, Mercury
8' NEC 02246 85 Mb SMD interface, New
£199.00
Wetted, Solid State, Printed Circuit Mounting, CALL US WITH
8' FUJrTSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested
£195.00
YOUR NEEDS. Many obsolete types from stock Save EEEE's
8' FUJfTSU M2392K 2 Gb SMD I/F RFE tested

DC POWER SUPPLIES

Virtually every type of power
supply you can Imagln.Over
10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock
Call or see our web site.

LOW COST PC's
Always over 1000 PC's from stock.
1000's of spares end accessories.
Many other drives In stock - ShlippIng on all drives is code (0)
Call or see our web site for Info.
TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS

MITS.

FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors £245
lkW to 403 kW - 400 Ht 3 phase power sources -ex stock
POA
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver
£760
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser
2500
MA 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
£750
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
£95
AM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE
£550
ALLGON 8360.11805-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners
£250
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Vo
POA
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £ 6500
Marconi 2022C 1OKHz-1GHz RF signal generator
1550
marconl 2030 opt 03 10KHz-1.3 GHz signal generator,New 5150
r4P1650B Logic Analyser
3750
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP37112A Error Detector
£ POA
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts
£ 1800
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V 0 20A metered PSU
£875
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
POA
1411130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator, GPIB etc
8500
leP Al, AO 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotters from
£950
EGG Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
£650
view Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
POA
Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour T11 camera
£ 1100
aarthley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser
POA
cal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
3750
Fakers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batteries
9500
iCt R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system
POA
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
£2200
semi SBC 486/133SE Muttibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
£945
Manans K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demux analyser
2950

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S

INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC -XT
and PC -AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Intel SBC 4$61125C01 Enhanced Multlbus (MSA) NEW
£1450 Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (288 processor
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL fast drum plotters
£1150 and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied. FIFE.
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit
£1450 Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible.
E59.95
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL £POA Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands

Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
£550 memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
Fujitsu M3041R &X) LPM band pnnter
£1950 in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data.
Fu lieu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network Interlace
£1250 Order as: XT RAM uG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer A
£500
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer
£3500 1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chipMnal2Ons SPECIALS
Only
£6.50
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter
£3750 1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 chip 80 ns £10.50
£11.95
UghtBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495 1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns £10.50 or 7Ons
or
7Ons
£11.75
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995 4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM -with parity£35.00
Taylor Hobson Tallysurl amplifier / recorder
£750 INTEL 486-0X33 CPU £19.95 INTEL 486-DX66Only
CPU £59.00
ADC SB200 Carbon dioxide gas detector / monitor
£1450
FULL RANGE OF CO -PROCESSORS EX STOCK - CALL FOR fit
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor
£485
MOTOROLA 25 Mhz 68040 (XC68040RC25111) CPU'S £59.00
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC-2.SG/b waveform monitor
£5,650
ANRITSU MS900181 0.6-1.7 uM optical spectrum analyser £POA
shipping charges for RAM / CPU upgrades is code B
ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter
£990
ANRITSU Fibre optic chracateristic test set
£POA
VISION ENGINEERING TS3 Dynascopic microscope
£1850
R8S FTDZ Dual sound unit
£650 NT4 WorkStation, complete with service pack 3
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator
£775 and licence - OEM packaged.
WILTRON 86308 12.4 / 20GHz RF sweep generator
£5750
Special Price ONLY £99.00
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace oscilloscope
£1250 Microsoft - Windows for Workgroups 3.11 & DOS 6.22. Supplied
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz oscilloscope rack mount
£1955 ax 315' disks with licence & concise documentation.
E39.95
TEK 1502 Portable TDR (time domain reflectometer)
£600 DOS 5.0 on 3W disks with concise books c/w OBasic
PHIUPS PW1730/10 86KV XRAY generator & accessories £POA Wordperfect 6 for DOS supplied on 31/2' disks with manual £14.95
£24.95
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V single phase auto volt regs
£325
shipping charges for software is code B
CLAUDE LYONS 100A 240/415V 3 phase auto. volt. regs
£2900

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

DISTEL on the web II - Over 16,000,000 Items from stock - www.dIstel.co.uk
see
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What is presence?
Owning one of those low -bucks
microphones usually makes the
vocalist sound like someone
singing through a feather pillow.
By using the circuit in figure 1,
which incidentally has only five
components, you will not improve
the dynamic range, but you will
certainly boost the voice
frequencies without affecting the
bass and treble accompaniment.
The circuit is quite unusual, as it
uses a 1.5 -henry coil. The output is
actually a potential divider
determined by the ratio of R1 to
the sum of R2 and the total
impedance of Zc1, ZL1 and RV1
or, if you prefer:
Output

=

input x R2.
R2 + (Zc1//ZL1//RV1)

Where // means 'parallel with'

Figure 5: an internal layout for the Waa Waa in a traditional pedal housing

ZL1 = 21cf.L1

o GUITAR OUT
C

R4

Zc1 = 1/27rf.c1

-I

The Bode plot in figure 2 explains
the effect. By varying the pot RV1
from minimum to maximum, you
increase the vocal presence 0

47k

22k
I

I

S2

of o
R2
47k

factor. Try it!

OH

-

R7
56k

1

100n

sl

I --I

do
R6
1M

R3

220k
R5
47k

I
I

C2
100n

Hi I

C3

0.047p
01
2N2222

When to use it

C4

C5

3300p

3300p

B1

o GUITAR IN
If this old-fashioned circuit is used
9V
I
for mixing you will be surprised
R8
R9
how it makes a singer stand out
56k
56k
while keeping the rest of the
backing band in the background.
RV1
RV2
2k
Due to its simplicity, you can build it
100k/
'SET OSC'
C6
onto a piece of solder stripboard
'PEDAL'
and put it into a metal box with two
jack plugs, input and output. If it is
SCREEN CABLE
not being used for mixing, but live
Figure 6: the Waa Waa circuit
performance, put the mic straight in
and compensate for the
attenuation with your pre -amp or combo settings. It is best
more involved than the last design, due to the nature of the
used with a simple pre -amp stage.
parallel and serial components around the ganged pots (figure 4)
The formula is:

That singer again

Output =

Another presence control?
Unlike the presence enhancer at the beginning of this article,
which pin -points a narrow frequency band and dramatically
boosts the selected range, this design (figure 3) provides a
variable increase in accentuation of voice frequencies around
1 kHz and above about 6 dB.
As with the previous design, it can be used to bring out the
voice of a singer while keeping the orchestral accompaniment
in the background.
At its maximum setting, a vocalist sounds about half as far
away as with no accentuation. This potential divider is slightly

Input x (Zc2+RV1a+R4)//R3.
(Zc1 + RV1b//R 1 + (Zc2+RV1a+R4)//R3

Voodoo chile?
A One -transistor Waa-Waa unit
To be truthful, this is not exactly the same one that Jimi played,
but the following three circuits come in second place, because
all Waa-Waas work on the same principle.
The Waa-Waa is a selective amplifier not unlike a tone
booster but with one main difference - that the selected
frequency band can be moved up and down the frequency
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16dB

14dB GAIN (dB)

8dB -

4dB 0.25dB 130Hz

50Hz

415Hz

830Hz

FREQUENCY

Figure 7: mid -frequency Bode plot for the Waa Waa

Figure 9: the Waa Growler Bode plot

range by operation of the foot pedal. The mechanics of the
footpedal is at least as important as the electronics (figure 5),
which is very simple indeed.
All the following designs are variations on a theme, namely a
phase shift oscillator. Normally, due to positive feedback, the
circuit will oscillate at the resonant frequency chosen by a twin
T network of two capacitors and resistor or two resistors and a
capacitor; look at the first design in figure 6, which incidentally
fits into the type of box shown in figure 5. The circuit is tuned
with RV1 to the point just before a whistling oscillation starts.
The natural frequency can now be varied by changing RV2 via
the foot pedal. This effect can be second on the Bode plot in
figure 7. The natural frequency is determined by C4 and C5.
The Waa effect is most pronounced between 1 kHz to 2kHz in
the mid -range. Since we are feeding the guitar directly into a
oscillator, is sometimes necessary to have a buffer
network as shown by R1, R2, R3, R4 and R5. When building
this unit, try to get a high gain npn transistor such as a
BC109C or a 2N2926 green spot. These will give the most

effect. I simulated this circuit using a 2N2222, which worked
well.

A note about the box: if you take care and have a rigid
container and an older type brass pot, you can get very good
results. I made this mechanism in 1969 after I heard Electric
Ladyland. and it has stood the test of time ever since.

The waa growler
Low frequency waa-waa
In the design in figure 8, the phase shift oscillator based on
C4 and C5 are non -symmetrical and calculated to ring at a
much lower frequency, about 130Hz, as you can see from the
bode plot (figure 9). This is very effective for bass lines. Feel
free to experiment slightly with the symmetry and values of the
capacitors
When
up, make sure that RV1 is amplifying rather than oscillating.
Figure 10 shows an alternative box design using a linear
pot connected and damped to the foot pedal.

GUITAR OUT
R7
C1

R4
22k

56k

100n
C4
0.05p

I

R5

S2

S1

470k

R3

I

220k
BY-PASS

C5
0.02p

R5

22k

C2
100n
I

R8

56k
01

T

RV2
2k

R9

56k

'PEDAL' T

C3mim

0.01p

2N2924
B1

GUITAR IN

R:V1

1

900R

'SET OSC'
SCREEN CABLE

Figure 8: the Waa Growler circuit
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9V

C6

DAMPING SPRING
STOMP PLATE
HINGE

I

:

.n

---------,,
- CONNECTOR ARM

_ SLIDE POT
METAL BOX
0

Figure 10: an alternative casing design using a linear pot

At the bass frequencies between 50Hz and 1 kHz the
original tone and gain remains relatively unaffected. The Bode
plot depicts this phenomenon quite clearly.
To my ears, a low -quality pickup put through this miniature
box sounds not unlike my 325 Rickenbaker.

The Ricky Sound
An active tone booster
Do your pickups lack bite and only give you a muddy
output? Are you trying to get that old-fashioned crispy
sound like the Byrds? This little gem could help you by
emphasising some of the higher -order harmonics without
attenuating the bass. It enriches the treble harmonics
within the spectrum of 1 kHz to 10kHz, peaking at 5kHz
with a gain of 25dBs and - here's the important bit without distortion.

How it works
The circuit (figure 11) is a two -transistor complementary amp,
with a T -bridge formed by R4, R5, C3 and C2 feeding back
from 02 to 01. The lower the feedback impedance the higher
the gain. The peak frequency f is determined by the formula in
figure 12. C4 gives negative feedback to S2. Resistors R1 and
R2 bias the transistors for a correct dc operating point from

R3

+

1-106
mim

-

Al

4k7

300k

02

150p

ON/OFF

II

100n

GUITAR IN

\S1

2N3906

C4
100p

01
BC109

SKT-1

C2
B1

2200p

II
R2

820k

,

R4
2k2

R5

2k2
I

I.

mim 03

C5
1001 n

I
R6

2k2

GUITAR
OUT
S-K2

15-25V
SK2

SCREEN o

0
SCREEN

SK1

Figure 11: the Ricky Sound Simulator circuit
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9V

f=

1

21t J R4R5C2C3

24.6dB -

GAIN (dB)

Figure 12: peak frequency formula

the 9V battery. Capacitor C6 smooths the circuit from any
voltage blips. C1 and C5 together decouple the unit from your
guitar and the amplifier that you are going to use. If you are
using a bass guitar, reduce the value of C1 to 0.01
microfarads. This circuit has excellent dc stability and long
battery life. Just about any small pnp and npn transistors with
differing dc gains will work with this tone -enhancer, allowing
you to achieve that vintage jangling sound. The Bode plot for
the Ricky Sound is shown in figure 13. The component layout
on my pcb is shown in figure 14, and a suggested final layout
with box and 9V battery is shown in figure 15.
In the Parts List, note that the resistors are all 0.25 watt.
The capacitors can be anything small that you can find (usually
polyesters) and any range of small -signal high -gain npn and
pnp transistors can be used. To save battery power, you can
wire the battery switch via the switched jack plug terminal,
where the earth contact is normally open, and the signal
contact is normally closed.

5dB OdB I

1

1.8kHz

50Hz

I

5.5kHz

FREQUENCY (log)

Figure 13: the Ricky Sound Bode plot

In the next issue to ETI we will have a Bass/Treble boost and
two smooth distortion circuits to complete the collection.

NUT

SCREEN

ALTERNATIVE
JACK
SOCKET

CONTACT

Figure 14: the Ricky Sound component laynHt

GUITAR INPUT

Resistors
ON/OFF SWITCH

All 0.25 watt

R3

300k
820k
4.7k

R4, R5, R6

2.2k

R1

R2

Capacitors
C1,C3,C5

in

C2

2200p

C4

100p

C6

150u electrolytic 15-25V
(not critical)

Semiconductors
01

02
BATTERY -VE

BC109C, ZTX384 or any
good npn
2N3906, BC415P or any
good pnp

Miscellaneous
AMPLIFIER
CONNECTION

Figure 15: a case layout for the Ricky Sound. The author
eventually decided to use a jack socket (shown at the top of th,
diagram) at the output

SK1
jack socket
9V battery holder
9V battery
Box, pcb, solder, wire strain grommet etc.
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This month advice is given on choosing suitable power supplies for the system, and
any changes required to the display panels and control board.
Robert Coward
his is the second part of three parts describing
how to build a professional quality 24 -character by
4 -line dot matrix LED display system. In part 1 last
month the various system components were
described and detailed instructions were given on
constructing the QUICC-IDM control board. This month covers
suitable power supplies and any changes required to the
display panels and control board. I then describe the various
cable assemblies required, and how to connect up the system.
By the end of it, you should be able to construct a fully
working prototype system. Part 3 next month describes the
making of a suitable enclosure, and assembling the system
within it.

Logic supply
The logic supply needs to provide a minimum of 1A at 5V and
100mA at 24V, though significantly higher ratings would be
desirable, so that the system can be expanded in the future. A
supply providing 3A at 5Vand 500mA at 24V would be a
reasonable choice.
When in standby, the system consumes typically 400mA at
5V, and 20mA at 24V, though these are only approximate
figures. The chosen supply should ideally have no minimum
load requirements on 24V, and less than 300mA on 5V The
regulation on the 24V supply is less critical than 5V, though it
should not exceed 24V by more than 1V The 5V supply should
not deviate by more than 200mV or so.
Almost any type of fairly well regulated supply will suffice,
but a switch mode supply is recommended to minimise power
dissipation. Farnell Electronic Components sell a high quality
Astec unit (part number 863-350), which would be perfectly
suitable. Alternatively, you could design your own supply,
possibly using a DC -DC
converter to obtain the 5V supply
efficiently, with a small liner
regulator for the 24V supply. At
time of writing Greenweld are
selling a neat little Astec 5V 2A
DC -DC Converter (part number
Z660) for only £1.
The supply should ideally be
convection cooled, as the
system may be in standby for
extended periods, and a
continually running fan would be
undesirable under such
circumstances. Since the power
consumption in standby mode is

very low, any reasonably efficient supply should dissipate little
heat in this mode. When the system is running, additional
forced air-cooling will be provided by the main fan in the case
(cooling is covered in more detail in part 3).

Main 8V display power supply
This supply is the most tricky to provide, as it needs to provide
an unusual voltage at high current (around 15A continuous at
8V, though a higher rating of around 20A is desirable). This
precludes the use of a linear supply, which would be too heavy
and dissipate too much heat. Therefore, the only realistic
option is a switch mode supply.
As the display's LED power consumption can vary from
almost nothing (less than 50mA for a three -panel system) to
over 15A with all LEDs lit, the supply should have no minimum
load constraints. It must be able to cope with a rapidly and
widely varying load, since the display may be rapidly changing,
and have a significant number of flashing characters. In theory,
the entire display could be flashed on and off at a rapid rate,
and the supply should cope with this, but if it can't, at least it
must shut down gracefully, without damaging itself or the
display.

The supply needs to have some form of control input, so
that it can be switched on and off via a logic control signal
from the QUICC-IDM board. If this takes the form of an optoisolated input. it can be fed directly from PL2 on the QUICCIDM board. Alternatively, you could use the opto-isolated drive
circuit on the board to drive a relay input, or switch the supply
at the mains. More details are given later in this article.
Note that most supplies will have an integral fan, and ideally
this should shut down when the supply is turned off via remote
control. If the supply does not have its own fan, you may have

24 x 4 line

Mu

PC Controllable

Ey=i Robert Coward
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to add one yourself, since the overall system cooling fan may
not produce enough airflow for the PSU. If the fan is powered
from the output, it will automatically stop when the supply is

base of transistor 032 driving the monostable input. At 5V, the
signals will trip out, causing QUICC-IDM to report a fault.

In order to fix this problem, you only need to replace
D18 with a 2.7V device, or wire a 2.7V zener in parallel.

shut down (most 12V fans will run happily from 8V, though
at significantly reduced speed).

This is easily achieved due to the number of spare pads in the
vicinity of D18, and avoids any damage to the PCB pads due
to desoldering. Solder the cathode (banded end) to the JP4
pad nearest D3, and the anode to the third JP5 pad directly
opposite. Note that once you have performed this modification,
you can still run the display from 8V, but the protection circuit
will be much less effective, so this is not recommended.
The other problem with a PC or other computer supply is
that it will almost certainly have a minimum load requirement.
However, many supplies will not be damaged by low loading,
but may go out of tolerance, especially on the auxiliary outputs.
Since the auxiliary outputs are not being used, and the main
supply voltage is not so critical, this can probably be tolerated.
If not, then you will have to make up a load using power
resistors, but this is not a desirable solution.

The original supplies that came with the display system
were large switch mode units, providing 8V at 75A each,
and two were used to drive a 15 -panel system, providing
almost 100 percent surplus capacity. They have a simple
control input that can be driven directly from PL2 on the
QUICC-IDM board. Unfortunately, Greenweld had a few
of these at the last count (part number X9122), but they
have not been advertised for some time and you should
check with Greenweld to ascertain availability. If you do
obtain one of these units, check it over very thoroughly
before use, as screws have known to work loose in these

supplies. The consequence of a supply of this
capacity malfunctioning could be spectacular to
say the least!

PSU logic control

Note that I do not recommend using a higher voltage
supply such as 9V, unless it can be adjusted down to 8V,
as the extra voltage will significantly increase the panel's
power dissipation, and possibly cause damage.
Alternatively, you could use high current rectifiers in series
with each panel, but these will dissipate a lot of power at
full load.

If your supply does not have any form of control, or its control
is not a simple opto input, you will have to use the opto/relay
drive circuit on the QUICC-IDM board. For supplies without any
control signal, it is best to switch the supply at the mains,
using a suitable relay with a snubber network across the
contacts. The relay drive could be derived from the 5V or 24V
output of the logic supply, or another voltage if this is available.
In this case, you should fully construct the QUICC-IDM circuit,
and connect up the relay as shown in figure 3. Resistors R7
and R8 depend on the voltage being used, the transistor being
used, and the relay current, but are typically 3k3 for 12V
operation, 6k8 for 24V operation, and 1.5k for 5V operation.
If the PSU has a control signal with a relay input, then you
can simply connect the QUICC-IDM circuit to it in the same
way as for an external relay. If it has its own driver stage, but
this is not opto isolated, then you can simply feed the output of
the optoisolator directly to the control signal, as suggested in
figure 4. In this case, you would omit 03, D4, R7 and R8 from
the QUICC-IDM board. This drive configuration could also be
used for other active relay modules that have not got optoisolated inputs.
Note that many different kinds of opto-isolator can be fitted
in place of U4, provided the LED is connected to the correct
pins (pins 1, 2 for a 6 -pin device, and pins 2, 3 for an 8 -pin
device). All output pins are brought to PL6 for maximum
flexibility. You can use optos with logic or triac outputs, but
note that you should avoid feeding voltages of more than
about 50V to the board for safety reasons.

Using a 5V supply for the Display
You may find it almost impossible to obtain a suitable 8V
supply because it is an unusual voltage, but the surplus market
is flooded with high current 5V units, many of which are
designed for PCs and other computer equipment. While these
are not ideal, you may be able to adapt such a supply for use
with the display system, though there will be some
compromises.
The main issue is that 5V will result in a significantly dimmer
display than 8V, for obvious reasons. The peak LED current will
be halved, resulting in a corresponding drop in intensity. The
reason for choosing 8V originally seems to have been to
prevent excessive variation in brightness with supply voltage.
This will get worse as the supply voltage nears the LED
voltage, since the ballast resistors will need to be smaller. At
8V, the 39R ballast resistors give approximately 150mA peak
current through each LED, driving it efficiently but wasting most
of the power in the ballast resistors. At 5V the peak current
drops to 75mA, and the LED will run less efficiently, resulting in
a brightness which is probably less than half that at 8V
Unless you feel like changing every one of the 160 ballast
resistors on each panel, you will probably have to live with the
dimmer display. However, many supplies do have a voltage

Cable assemblies

adjustment, so if you crank this to maximum, you may be
able to get out 6V or even more. Remember that the supply

Having assembled the QUICC board, and chosen suitable
PSUs, you are now ready to start assembling an operational
system. To do this, you need to construct various cable
assemblies that will carry power and data between the various
system components. Figure 5 shows a top-level layout
diagram of the system, and reference should be made to this
when reading the assembly instructions below.

will have a constant rated maximum power, so the higher the
voltage, the less maximum current will be available. Also note
that the average LED current will of course be lower at
reduced voltage (around 2.5A per panel at 5V), but will rise
quite rapidly as the voltage increases.
The next issue is to do with the display watchdog signals,
which are used to inform the QUICC-IDM board that the
displays are operating normally. Each watchdog is driven from
a monostable on the display panel's transistor card, which is
triggered from all the row drive signals. This is optimised for 8V
operation, by use of 5.1V zener diode D18 in series with the

Display Data Cable (multidrop)
This cable consists of a 26 -way ribbon cable fitted with four
26 -way bump -polarised IDC connectors, and links the three
panels to the QUICC-IDM board. A 25 -way IDC female D type
is fitted to one end (nearest the QUICC-IDM connector), to
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8V cables, they should be fairly thick to
minimise volt drops. This also applies to the
0
12V
.12V
O 6
"tails" to the spade terminals, since the
ground return current flows through P13 and
LOGIC
RELAY COIL
8V PSU INPUT
LOGIC
PSU
s
P14. The 24V supply is very low current, so
PSU
DRIVE
much thinner cable can be used. Note that
4
0
OV
the AMP socket contacts should either be
OV
crimped (with the correct tool), or soldered.
In the latter case, one contact size should
Figure 3: using QUICC-IDM to drive
Figure 4: using QUICC-IDM to drive a PSU
suffice
for both sizes of cable used.
a relay
control signal
When the system is assembled in the
allow the data bus to be brought to the outside world. Note
case, the 8V cables will run to the PSU output on the left
that the 26th wire should be cropped just before entering this
(looking from the front of the system), and the 24V cables will
connector; alternatively you could use 25 -way ribbon cable
run to the logic PSU output on the right. The cable lengths for
throughout, since the 26th wire is not used.
each panel can be tailored to reflect this, though it's better to
make them overlength to be on the safe side. The "tails" to the
The parts required are:
spade terminals should be approximately 10cm long.
Greenweld have some original cable assemblies available,
4 x 26 -way bump -polarised IDC socket (RS 461-219 or Farnell
though the wires are quite short, as they were designed to
249-002)
connect to a bus bar. These assemblies are not advertised, so
1 x 26 -way IDC female D type (RS 470-847 or Farnell 460you will have to ask for them specifically. Last time I visited,
205)
they were in a big box near to where the display panels
1 x 26 -way IDC ribbon cable (RS 360-150 or Farnell 297-343)
themselves are stored.
PL6

PL6

When constructing this cable, leave about 40cm distance
between each of the display panel connectors, and
approximately 60cm between the last display panel and the
QUICC-IDM board. The remaining length to the D -type should
be approximately 30cm. It is a good idea to stand the three
panels side by side, and align the connectors before crimping
them on. Looking from the front, ensure that the cable starts at
the left hand panel, runs to the right hand panel, and from
there runs to the QUICC-IDM board.

5V Display/QUICC-1DM power cable (4 off required)
Each of these cables supplies 5V to a display panel (P16)
or QUICC-IDM board (PL3), and uses a standard 3 -way
Molex housing. The required pinout is:
1 - +5V connection
2 - OV connection
3 - NC

8V and 24V power cable assembly (3 required)

The cable should be moderately thick, to minimise
voltage drops (up to 400mA may flow down each cable).
Instructions for constructing such a cable were given in
part 1 of this series, to facilitate testing of the QUICCIDM board. The three remaining cables should be
constructed the same way, but the ones to the farthest
panels will need to be longer, as they have to run from
the display panels to the logic PSU on the left.

Each of these cables feeds 8V and 24V into the AMP
connector (P8) on the display panel's transistor card. In
addition, two spade receptacles provide OV to connectors P13
and P14 on the CPU card. The suggested pinout of the mating
AMP connector is as follows:
- OV wire to spade terminal mating with P13
2 - NC
3 - OV wire to spade terminal mating with P14
4 - +24V wire to logic PSU
5 - OV wire to 8V PSU
6 - NC
7 - NC
8 - OV wire to logic PSU
9 - +8V wire to 8V PSU
1

PSU Control Cable

Parts required (per display panel):

This depends on the type of PSU being used, and will either
connect to PL2 or PL6 on the QUICC-IDM board. For PL2, pin
is the positive connection and pin 2 the negative. For PL6,
the connections depend on how the opto drive circuit is being
used, and suggested connections are shown in figure 3 and
figure 4. Note that PL6 pins 1 and 2 are fed directly to optoisolator pins, and will only be used under special
circumstances.

1 x AMP 9 way socket housing - (RS 848-880 or Farnell 285-

Configuring the Display Panels

195)

Before a working system can be assembled, the display panels
need to be configured correctly. To do this, carefully remove
both LED boards from the front of the CPU card, and adjust
the links as follows:

1

1 x socket contact 24-18 AWG - (RS 849-091 or Farnell 285389 (bag of 100)
1 x socket contact 20-14 AWG - (RS 849-108 or Farnell 285390 (bag of 100)
2 x standard spade receptacle crimps - (RS 842-270 or Farnell
150-325)

All panels:
JP15 (refresh select) - link the middle pins (3 and 4) only,
ensuring others clear.

Since up to 5A average current could be flowing through the
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(A) SMD Transistors Kits - 7 types.
10 of each BC 807v40. BC 817v40, BC 8468.
BC 850C, BC 856B, BC 8608. IN 414B.
Order Code: KIT08. Price £7.85.
(B) SMD 0.2W Preset Kits - 13 valves,
5 of each 100R, 220R, 470R 1K, 2K2, 4K7,
10K, 22K, 47K. 100K. 220K, 470K. 1M.
Order Code: SMOPreset. Price £32.50.

(C) SMD Electrolytics 105 PSG Kit - 15
valves of 5 each 22/47/100 at 6.3V,
10%22/471470 at 16V, 33/100 at 25V,

1/2.2/4.7/10/22/47 at 50V.

335 PAGES A4 SIZE
AVAILABLE FROM
SEPTEMBER 1998

To secure your copy please send
£3 p&p and is refundable after
purchase of £100 within
3 months

Order Code: KIT20. Price: £20/25

HURRY, HURRY,
FOR REMOTE
CONTROLS
DUE TO LARGE QUANTITY
PURCHASE. PRICES HAVE BEEN
DROPPED TO:

£4.50 + p&p + VAT
Ring for makes and
models while the stocks lasts.

Order your copy by
Post/Fax/Phone

FOR MORE BARGAINS AND
NEW PRODUCTS PLEASE USE
OUR 1998/1999 CATALOGUE
IT'S A MONEY -SAVER...
Access
1111

KONIG
TRANSFORMERS
AND VIDEO HEADS
AT VERY COMPETITIVE
PRICES

\ El.
iron

Please phone us for the types not listed.
Please add £1 p&p for orders over £3 and £2.50 for
orders under £3 plus p&p and VAT at 17.5% on the total.

Trade counter now open:
Mon -Fri 9am-5.30pm. Sat 9am-3pm

-models

J.J. COMPONENTS

KONIG FOR QUALITY
AND REPUTATION FOR
THE LAST 35 YEARS

Rear of 243/247 EDGWARE ROAD.
COLINDALE. NW9 6LU
Sales Hotlines" 0181 205 9055
Fax Admin: 0181 205 2053
Free Fax Order Line: 0800 318 498

Please ring for makes and
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REVERSED SERIAL CABLE

System
assembly

26 -WAY IDC DATA CABLE

Having constructed the
required cable
CONN1
PL1
COM1,2
P5
P5
P5
assemblies, and
QUICC
IDM
DISP1
DISP2
DISP3
PC
configured the panels
PL3
PL2
P16
P8
P16
F8N4
correctly, you are ready
to assemble the system
8V AND 24V
(refer to figure 5 for the
CABLE ASSY.
5V
layout of the system)
P6
:8
LOGIC
Firstly, wire properly
PSU
insulated mains leads to
24V
the two power supplies,
and fit correctly fused
5V CABLE ASSEMBLY
plugs. If you are unsure
about the condition of
the PSUs, then inspect
8V DISPLAY PSU
them thoroughly and test
PSU CONTROL CABLE
them before connecting
them to the system. If
there are minimum load
requirements, use low Figure 5: the overall system layout
voltage light bulbs as
JP4 (diagnostics/runtime) - ensure all pins clear (no links).
loads, and check that the output voltages are within tolerance.
JP39 (DMA finish out) - ensure all pins clear (no links).
The 8V PSU will need the control signal to be activated to bring
* P3 (on rear near IDC) - ensure all pins clear (no links).
it on; you can either wait until you are using the QUICC-IDM
board, or build your own simple control circuit to test it out.
Panel 1 (left hand side):
Next, stand the three panels side by side on a solid surface,
and connect all the cable assemblies to them, remembering to
* P4 (tile select) - all four links should be made (pins 1, 2 and 3,
connect the earth tags to P13 and P14 on the panels. Run the
.

4 and 5, 6 and 7, 8)
JP38 (watchdog out) - link pins 1, 2 and 7, 8 only

8V cables to the left and connect them to the output of the 8V
PSU. Run the other cables to the right and connect to the 5V
and 24V outputs of the logic PSU. Run the ribbon cable along
the back of the system, connecting to all the panels and the
QUICC-IDM board. Connect the QUICC-IDM power to the 5V
supply, and connect the 8V PSU control signal to the
appropriate connector (PL2 or PL6 depending on the PSU).
Finally, connect the PC serial cable (described in part 1 last
month) to the QUICC-IDM board.
Note that the QUICC-IDM protection circuit should guard
against short circuits to the 8V PSU, because it will trip off
within 100ms of detecting a voltage drop to the displays.
However, with very high current PSUs (such as the original 75A
units), a lot of short circuit current could flow before the voltage
drops adequately to trip the system. In this case, you may feel
safer adding extra output fuses in line with each display panel;
these should be rated at approximately 10A, and should be
within enclosed in -line fuseholders.

Panel 2 (middle position):
* P4 (tile select) - three links between pins 1, 2 and 3, 4 and 5,
6

* JP38 (watchdog out) - link pins 3, 4 and 9, 10 only

Panel 3 (right hand side):
P4 (tile select) - three links between pins 1, 2 and 3, 4 and 7,
8

JP38 (watchdog out) - link pins 5, 6 and 11, 12 only
IMPORTANT SAFETY ADVICE

Like all mains powered equipment, this system can be
highly dangerous or even fatal if not handled properly.
Ensure that all mains connections are sound and well
insulated, using adequately rated cable and the correct

Testing the system

fusing. Always turn off all power at the mains before
working on the equipment, and beware that power
supplies can retain charge for long periods after
being switched off.

Ensure that the QUICC-IDM standby switch (DIL position 4) is
open, all other DIL switches are closed, and apply power to
just the logic PSU. Observe that the system attempts to boot
but fails, flashing LED1 (Fault) at approximately 1Hz. If this
does not occur, and LED3 (Run) remains on, there is a big
problem with the display panel wiring, watchdog selects, or the
QUICC-IDM board. Turn off the power and check everything

The high current display power supply can be
particularly hazardous if the output is short circuited,
because enough current could flow to cause burns or
even set the system on fire. The original 75A PSUs are
highly dangerous if mistreated, because an enormous
short circuit current could flow, enough to weld metal
and cause severe injury. Therefore, you must ensure that
all connections are sound and well insulated, and that
the protection system offered by QUICC-IDM is not
defeated.

thoroughly.

Next open all the watchdog switches (DIL positions 1-3),
and press reset. This time the system should remain running.
Close switch SW1, and check that it changes to fault reporting
mode. Open the switch and repeat the operation for the other
two switches in turn. This fully checks out the watchdog
signals from the three panels.
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meantime, have a look at the text files that accompany the
software and have a go at writing your own scripts.

Now close all three watchdog switches and apply power
to the 8V PSU and check that it does not output any
voltage, while QUICC-IDM is still indicating a fault (note that
on some supplies, the fan may start running, even when the
output is disabled). If it does output a voltage, there is
something wrong with the control signal or the PSU itself.
Turn off and check the connections carefully. For your own
safety, you must ensure the protection system works before

ModsMods
We have some small errors reported from Part 1 last month.
Most important, in Figure 1, page 42, the QUICC-10M circuit
diagram, resistor R18 (330R)should be shown on the line
between pin 2 of PL10 (bottom centre) and LED4. The Reset
switch SW2 (botton left hand corner) should go to ground
between the switch and PL4 pin 2. These are shown correctly
on the overlay in figure 2. In figure 2, page 44, Pin 1 of
connectors PL2, PL3 and J1-4 should be marked on the left
hand end in each case. In the case of J104, pin 1 goes to the
anodes of the LEDs connected. Also in figure 2. the
annotations intended for PL4 have migrated in order but in
error to the adjacent IC4. The caption says IDM instead of 10M
(and has sprouted a clone under the photo of the display on
page 41) but is otherwise correct.

proceeding any further.
Now push the reset button, and check that the system
starts up and stays running, with all panels displaying a
colourful "sign on" message. If it trips off due to a fault, there
could be a genuine fault in the system, or the QUICC-IDM
PSU override timer is too short. Try lengthening it using the
IDMUTIL program with the /p option. If this still doesn't work,
check that the PSU starts outputting a voltage before it
shuts down, and if this is the case, suspect a display panel
fault. Run the QDSL program with a test script (see below),
and when it reports a failure, check which panel(s) it
reported as causing the fault. Depower the system and
check the watchdog link settings on the affected panel(s).
Once you have got this far, you can now start using
QDSL to check that the PC can drive the displays. Run it
with the TEST.DSL script file, and check that a display
appears on all three panels, correctly identifying them as

Hardware
As described last month, the Display Panels can be
purchased from myself or Greenweld Electronics as surplus

items (Greenweld Electronic Components, 27E Park
Road, Southampton, S015 3U0. Tel 01703 236363 Fax
01703 236307), and currently cost £15 each inclusive.
Some units suffered minor damage while being removed
from the original system, so it is a good idea to request
panels in good condition. I have also found manufacturing
faults in a few of them, including unsoldered joints, an
eprom leg bent under the device, and a reversed polarity
reset capacitor that was causing the panel to shut down
intermittently. Inspect each panel carefully for this type of
fault before using it in this system.
The double -sided Controller PCB currently costs £40:
the price includes the pre-programmed PIC (not copy
protected), and a disk containing all the PC software,
documentation, and the PIC hex files. The PIC source code
is not included, though you can buy it directly from myself please enquire. If you intend to make your own board, I can
supply the PIC and software for £20. If you wish to obtain
display panels and/or QUICC-IDM controller PCBs from
myself, please write to: R. A. Coward, 22 Alexandra Park,

panels 1, 2 and 3 from left to right. Also check that the two
"flash" messages are correctly toggling in antiphase on all
the panels (if not then check the PL8 links, or the DTR signal
from the PC). If you don't get anything, then there could be
a fault in the serial cable to the PC, or the DTE/DCE links on
PL7. If only some panels are updating, then there could be a
fault in the ribbon cable to the affected panels.
Close the standby switch (DIL position 4) or short pins 1
and 2 of PL4 if this is not connected. Check that the system
shuts down approximately 42 seconds after you stop the PC
software, and that it starts up smoothly when QDSL is
restarted. Also check that QDSL displays all three panels as
being fitted, and then turn off the 8V supply while it is
running; shortly after this, QDSL should exit, and display a
message indicating all panels as showing the fault, both
currently and when the system tripped. If it does not do this,
there could be a problem with the DSR line to the PC, either
in the serial cable or the PL7 links.
As long as the system is working smoothly, you could
open each watchdog switch in turn, and check that with the
8V PSU off, QDSL reports the corresponding panel as not
being present, and not reporting the fault. If you want to
simulate panel faults, you could disconnect the AMP
connector from P8 on the rear of one panel, apply 8V and
start the system; QDSL should then display a message
indicating all panels currently showing a fault, but only the
affected panel as showing the fault when the system tripped.
If you've got to this point, then you have a fully working
system. Next month I will describe how to construct a
suitable enclosure and build the system into it. In the

Queen Alexandra Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP11
2HJ or email enquiries to rcoward@dev.madge.com.
Service by mail order only; please do not telephone or call.
Please make cheques payable to R A. Coward and add £9
postage and packaging to any order that includes, or £5 if
you are only buying boards and software. Display panels
have not been inspected or tested. While I would attempt to
ship the order as quickly as possible once payment has
been received, please allow up to 28 days for delivery.
Other details are given in the Parts List in last month's
issue.

Farnell Electronic Components: Canal Road, Leeds
LS12 2TU Tel 0113 2636311. Tel 0113 279 0101.

TELL THEM YOU SAW IT HERE...
Readers: Please mention ETI
when replying to advertisements
WA
1t

To advertise in ETI, call Mark Colyer on 01322 660070
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CROWNHILL ASSOCIATES LIMITED

£2.50
Mega genSoth pcb (uncased) for tiding videos 1 has a 23pin Sub C rnth solder tags
£1.75
D lead to plug into the computer and pcb pins to composite MA (HP16) 18OrnAH
£1.95
video in and out When no video input is connected the 1/3 AA with lags (philpsCTV)
Nickel
Metal
Hydryde
AA
coos
high
capacrty
with no memory
normal computer display Is shown on the composite video out
when the video input is added the white areas on the screen if charged at 100ma and diSCharged at 250Ma or iess
are reptaced by the video image, The pcb e powered from the 13000rAH capacity (lower capacity for high discharge rate,
£2.95
computer C19.98
Special Offers please check for availability
adds of 4 42 x 1 eintrn raced batteries 171mmal6mm die web
WATCH SLIDES ON TV
06.95
"Lersgang date automatic slide viewer with bolt in high red & black Weds 4.60
quality 001001 to camera. 0001905110 video output with a BNC 5 button cell 6V 280mAh battery with eves (Vane 5x25000
02.45
plug. In very good condreon with few signs of use £108.00
Orbital 866 battery pack 120 1 flOAH contains to sue C
Board catharsis al with 5120582 pixels 4.403 3rnrn sensor with solder legs (the size most commonly teed in cordless
with composite video out All need to to housed in your own screwdrivers and dree 22 dot x 42mm tall)it is easy to crack
enclosure and have fragile expOSed surface Mount parts and open and was manufactured in 1994, £9.77 each or 11050
require 10 to 12v00 power supply 47MIR size 60536,27mm per cox of 14BCI box 190xl 3645Ornm with slots to house a
with 6 infra red leds (gives the same leurninadon as a max pith the SO contains an edge oonneotor 112 way Eirrini rstChl
and screw terminals to connect in wires and 5 slide in cable
torch would) £50.004val = £68.75
Menke. £2.96
40MP size 39x38x23mrn spy camera with a fixed locus per 7 segment common anode led display 12mm £0.45
hole lens for riding behind a very entail hoe C574val = GaAs FET low leakage current 58873 C12.95 each C9.95 10.
7.95 100.BC547A transistor 20 for C1.00
£56.98

The Old Bakery. New Barns Road,
Ely Cambs. CB4 7PW
Tel: +44 (0)1353 666709 Fax: +44 (0) 1353 666710

Low cost professional quality Smart Card Systems

CHIPDRIVE EXTERN
Intelligent programmer for Smart Cards using the International Standard
T=.0 or T=1 protocols also Memory and Secure Memory using 1°C. 2 -wire 8.
3 -wire interfaces

Supplied with software to read and write to most popular
secure smart cards , inc GSM, PAY PHONE and
ACCESS CONTROL cards.
T=0 or T=1 00 3.579MHz
RS232 88 9600 -11500 bps
£7.50 P&P
Internal Supply / Ni-MH
Size: 100x70x80 mm
Weight 660 Gram
Supplied with CardServer API for easy
development of SmartCard Applications
using Visual Basic, Delphi or C++
Supplied with Sample Memory cards 8
Secure Smart cards

£69 + VAT

SL952 LIMP Limiting amplifier LC 16 surtece mounting

C1.95
4.0MC size 39038028rnm camera for C. mourn lens this gives package with data sheet
DC -DC convenor Reliability model V12P5 12v in 5v 200rth
a much clearer picture than with the small lenses £118.79

out 300v Input to Output Isotation with data £4.95 each o,
C31.06

pack of 10 £39-50
Alibax A82903 -C large stepping motor 14v 7 5' step 27onrc
68nirn da body 6 3men shaft £8.95 or 0200.00 bra box of 30

waterproof camera with 51510010 hit Lk Swivel thse
£92.76 vat 7 2109.00 or 10. £89.32 4 vat r £104.95

Polyester capacitths box type 22 5riun lead pitch 0.901
250vdc lap each 14p 100. 9p 1000+101 250Vdc 20p

DTA30 Hand held transistor analyser it tells you which lead e
the base, the collector and emitter and 0 It is NPN or PNP or
faulty HMA20 hand held MOSFET analyser identifies gate
Main and source and 11 P a N channel DTA30 & HMA20

MKPIO) 27.5thr pitch 32x29017rnin case 75p each HOP

standard C' mount lens Fl .6 16mrn for 40MC £26.41.vat

each.15p 1000.109 1000.Polypropylene 1 of 400vdc (W000

100.Phiaps 123 series solid aluminium axial leads 33ir1 rho
& 2 2uf 40v 40p each. 25p 100. Solid carbon reSetths vets
low inductance ideal for RF circuits 27onrn 2W, &Bohm 2W
238.34 each DCA50 component analyser with kit readout 25p each 15p each 1004 we have a range of 0.25w 0.5w 1 w

CE Compliant

identifies transistors rnoefets diodes & LEDs lead connections and 2w solid carbon resistors please Send SAE for lest MX 060
Digital multimeter 17 ranges 10000th 750vac 2Notim 200mA
£69.95

transLsta Hfe 9v and 1Sv battery test £995 Hand held

Speaker cabinets 2 way speaker systems wan rrIC40091 ultrasonic remote control £3.95
CV2486 gas relay 30 x lOrnm da *eh 3 wire terminals sv*1
tweeters
speaker Ora

IF

12"

8"

175WRMS
100WRMS
250WRMS
power rating
Bohm
Bohm
impedance
kRAM
6062.2010u
frequency range 40rtz.201thz 4502.201chz
92dB
9706
94de
sensrbvity(lWil M)
50007200340 45066400345 315x460x230
sue in nun
16.8kg
7.4kg
21.1kg
weight

price each to black
£139.95
£99.99
T54.94
vinyl coating
£119.97064.99
grey felt coaling £159.97'.
(** = not nonhaly In amok allow 1 week to delivery)
Power amplifiers 19' rack mount with gain controls

STA150 2x160Wri1s (4ohm load) 14kg
£202.11
£339.00
STA300 2x190Wrms (4ohm lead) i 1 kg
£585.00
STA900 2x490Wrms (Sohn load) 'Siva
LEDs 31nin or 5min red or green 7p each yellow lip each
cable Iles tp each £5.96 per 1000 £49.50 per 10.030
Recharqabie Beneath
AA(HP7) 500mAH
AA 500rnAH with sailer tag

£0.99

AA 95000811

£1.75
£2.20
£3.50
C2.50
£4.95
£4.95
£1.55

C(HP1111 2AH
C 2.411 with solder tags
D(HP21 1 2AH

D 4AH with sther WS
PP3 8 4V 110mAH
1.2AA with solder tags

Most popular smart

Chip Drive Intern

3.5" floppy bay version of the CHIPDRIVE.
Applications are available to provide SmartCard con-

also work as a neon light 20p each or £11.50 Per 100 Wither,R300NH Streamer tape ccmenceily used on nc machines and
printing presses etc it looks like a normal cassette with a slot
cut out of the top C4.95 each (£3.75 100.1
Heinsink compound tube £0.95
HV3-2405-E5 5-24v 50m./1 regulator Ic 116264vac mad 8 pm

trolled access of data on Hard drives or "PC -LOCK", to
control access to the whole PC Fully Compatible with

TOOLBOX for systems development. Supplied with

OIL thckage £3.49 each (100. 2251

cardserver.d11 AP) £85 + £5 P&P

all products advertised are new and unused unless Memel00

-'111111=1-1;;111.4

overseas may to Sub)eCt to higher P&P for heavy meow
vat needed in all pnces
JPG Electronics 276.278 Chatsworth Road Chesterfield S40

Vaixt&fifasultsiaiiiitSW

2E91

NEW CHIPDRIVE - micro

Mastercard'Vith Orders (01246) 211202 fax 550950
ceders welcome 9-30am bc 5-30pm Monday to Saturda

01 .55

Fully Compatible with TOOLBOX for

JPG ELECTRONICS
5

11

27,2 '8

application development. Featuring the
same functionality as Chip Drive Extern

but in a small neat low cost package,

Road

similar in size to a smart card. Supplied
with cardservercIll

Chesterkekl 540 2611
Access Visa Orders 101246) 211202 fax 550959
Callers Welcome 9 30anr5.30pm Monday-Satt,H,,

£65 + £5 P&P

ating system and
Physical protection
against unautho-

always in stock

Please add £1 95 towards P&P (orders from the Scolish
Highlands. Northam Ireland Isle of Man. Isle of Wight and

ded microprocessor
containing an opermemory.

CitriT

Transistors kits rechargable batteries capacitors tools etc

the size of a credit

card, with an embed-

erasable non-volatile

- VA

4111111110wwwww.../

stated wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC 74F Linear

cards are plastic.

rized tampering with
the card is provided
through the following
scheme
The microprocessor
and memory are created as a single chip. This ensures there are no
data paths that can be monitored
or probed. This chip is connected
to a thin circuit board and encapsulated with an epoxy. The
"module" is then glued within a well

milled into the plastic card. This
prohibits physical access to the
microprocessor and provides a
more durable medium than mag

tre,'\-

+ VAT

netic stripe cards.

from

CONTROL &

ChipDrive Developer Kit
micro, sample cards and Toolbox
£'99.95 P&P + VAT

ROBOTICS

http://www_towitoko.co.uk
http://www.crownhill.co.uk

Instruments

BASIC Stamps-

Scenix

Re -Programmable
BASIC language
RS232 Serial ports

Fastest 8 -bit micro

8 or 16 I/O lines
SPI/DTMF
Fast development

18/28 pins
PIC16C5x

http://edsim.cambs.net
The microprocessor operates
under control of a "built in" program called an operating system. A serial interface - which
makes it impossible to access
the memory directly - is
employed to communicate with
the card. An ISO (International
Standards Organization) protocol is used to exchange com-

5OMIPS
Flash Eprom

pin replacement

mands and data with the card.

Serial LCDs

Finally, Holograms. signature

RS232 Serial interface

2x16 to 4x40

11119.0

litt4.111.9

Driver and application software is available for
the CHIPDRIVE family of terminals including
the command set DLL for Windows 3.11/95/NT,
easy to use 16 and 32 Bit DLLs with just one
function call to the "CardServer", a powerful
Background task which relieves the application
programmer from device and card administra-

Suri,ei.tuist 2+16,

Simple 3 -pin connection
Integral Keypad option
Large Numerics option
Driver chips available for OEM use

Robotics
Humanoid
5 -Axis Arm
Walking Insect

tion. Featuring automatic protocol and card

Stamp 2 based

type detection. Allowing several applications to
access one terminal dependent on the type of
card inserted. Supplied on CD ROM containing

Drills PCBs

examples

3 -Axis Machine

3 -Axis movement
Stepper drive
4 thou resolution

Win 3.1
software

cardserver.dll, applications and source code

£29.95 + £5 P&P +

VAT

stripes, photos. etc can be
applied to the card for additional

security. And the card can be
custom printed with your artwork.

Crownhill can supply OPEN
ARCHITECTURE cards, that
will allow you, the end user to
create your own operating systen). to control access to the

EEprom memory of up to
64Kbits (8Kbytes) in size.
Crownhill have off the shelf

operating systems for Control
access. Electronic purse and
Portable Document applications. Others can be written to
your specification.

Servo Controller

SMARTCARDS Available from Stock:

Control up

GemPlus. Atmel, Xicor, Siemens. SGS Crownhill and more
SLE4442,4432,4418.4428,4404 AT88SCxx. AT24c01-16.
GPA4103.GFM1K,2K,4K,GPM416 Phone Cards, Loyalty Cards

to 8 servos

RS232
Commands

IR Decoder
Uses any remote

THE SMARTEST SOLUTION

Crownhill can offer a broad range of smart cards from Just £1.00. and
Smart Card sockets for lust £1.45 ea. PIC Microchip based Smart Cards

7 digital outputs
Toggle/momentary
Re -Programmable

now available at just £4.50 ea

DEVELOP YOUR OWN SMART CARD I

Crownhill can supply over 150 different types of IC from more than 12
silicon suppliers, which can all be incorporated into smart card format.
Some cards are available from stock, most are manufactured to the
customers' specification.

Milford Instruments 01977 683665 www.milinst.demon.co.uk
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etting MORE
out of PICs
Part 6
Robin Abbott
The sixth and last part: Arithmetic Routines
n this month's article shall take a look at
a number of routines which may be used
for arithmetic on 32 bit numbers. There
are relatively few applications for micro
controllers which require a wide range of
arithmetic routines, however typical applications
include processing of real world input information,
calibration, and simple signal processing. The
routines are intended to be as simple to use as
possible. For example the code to evaluate the
expression y/100000+x*45 where x and y are 32
bit variables in memory is accomplished in just 16
words of program memory as follows:

Although all of the routines shown operates with 32 bits
accuracy, in practice it is straightforward to operate at 16 bit or
8 bit resolution. Please note that 32 bit operation is necessary
when performing calculations which produce an intermediate
results which overflows with 16 bit precision. For example in
signed arithmetic the equation y=3x/2 requires 32 bit precision
for all values of x greater than 10922 even if the result fits into
16 bits. It is also possible with 32 bit operation to emulate
floating point routines, for example multiplying by a 0.0062 is
equivalent to multiplying by 62 and dividing by 10000, and with
32 bits this calculation can be reliably performed for all 16 bit
numbers.
As is usual in Intel and Zilog processors, data is represented
in the memory with the lowest significant byte at the lowest
address in the memory. The most significant bit of the integer
is used to indicate a negative value. It is possible to achieve
greater precision with unsigned values by changing the
routines so that the top bit is the most significant bit of the

I

movlw k100
call Load32
call CopyAccAcc2
movlw y
call LoadAccMem
call Divide
PushAcc
movlw x
call LoadAccMem
call CopyAccAcc2
movlw .45
call Load8
call Multiply
call PopAcc2
call Add

Constant 100000
Load into accumulator
Copy to 2nd accumulator
Load y into accumulator
divide y by 100000
Save y/100

unsigned integer.

The stack
It is possible to undertake arithmetic on a micro controller
using a number of utility functions, and to move data around
memory between variables and accumulator as required.
However. complex arithmetic routines normally require
intermediate results to be held, which results in having to store
values in a number of temporary registers. It is much more
straightforward to operate using a stack, where intermediate
results may be stored and recalled as required. Unfortunately
the PIC series of micro controllers have (at least the
16Cxxseries) no software accessible stack. This implies that
the user must set up such a stack using software routines.
This slows the operation of the program. but is essential to
implement a stack. Stack manipulation routines are quite
simple to write, and once written may be included in any
programs, and find use in normal PIC applications whether
they use arithmetic routines or not.
Listing 1 shows the stack manipulation routines. There is a

Load x into accumulator
Copy into 2nd accumulator
; Load 45 into accumulator
; Accumulator holds 45*x
; Accumulator 2 holds y/100000
; Accumulator holds 45*x+y/100000

The arithmetic routines that shall present operate using a
stack, a main accumulator, and a secondary accumulator. As 4
byte variables are used there is quite a high impact on RAM
usage, for this reason the routines have all been tested on a
16C74.
To assist in understanding the documentation of the
program, all call labels are shown in bold, and program
variables are shown in italics.
I
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single variable called sp which acts as the stack pointer, it
should be initialised to a value at the top of RAM. sp always
points to the first unused byte on the stack, a byte is written to
its value and then it is decremented when pushing information
and vice versa to pop information. PushAcc and PopAcc push
and pop the accumulator. PushW and PopW operate on the W
register and are useable by any routine. Note that if PushW
and PopW are to be used in interrupt routines then interrupts
should be disabled at the entry and exit points of the routines.

sp

equ
equ
equ

x
y

Acc2+WordSize ; Stack pointer
; 32 bit variables
sp+WordSize
x+WordSize

cblock y+WordSize+1
spTemp
Temp ; Temporary registers
Temp1

Temp2

Tempi

Listing 1

Temp4
Temp5
Temp6
Temp7
Temp8

Maths routines
Defines

Tem p9

WordSize

equ 4

; Size of integer in bytes

Tempi 0
Temp11

Macros to increment and decrement memory pointers past
configuration memory
implemented as macros for speed
; These routines must be modified to suit the processor in use

Temp12
Divindex
endc

: Routines for the stack
labcnt=0
labcnta=0
INCMEM
MACRO freg
pointing at memory
btfsc freg,7
goto uppr#v(labcnt)
incf freg

; Label counters for macro

: Push and pop the W register to the stack

; Increment register

PushW

movwf spTemp
movfw sp
movwf FSR
Indirect access
movfw spTemp
movwf 0
; Write Value
DECMEM sp

; No effect if bit 7 set

;

; Hop from 7F to AO on
incrementing

btfsc freg,7
bsf freg,5
goto endi#v(labcnta)
uppr#v(labcnt) incf freg
labcnt=labcnt+1
endi#v(labcnta)
labcnta=labcnta+1

return

; Pop W
PopW
INCMEM sp
movfw sp
movwf FSR
movfw 0
return

ENDM

DECMEM MACRO freg
LOCAL

endec
decf freg
btfss freg,7
goto endec
btfsc freg,6

; Macro to decrement reg.
pointing at memory

; Push Accumulator
PushAcc

;

If bit 7 set and

movfw Acc+3

...

; Simply push 4 bytes
from accumulator
address

call PushW
movfw Acc+2
call PushW
movfw Acc+1
call PushW
movfw Acc
goto PushW

goto endec
btfsc freg,5

; Next value

bit 5 reset then hop
down to 7f
;

goto endec
incf freg
bcf freg,5
decf freg
endec

; Push Accumulator 2
ENDM

PushAcc2

movfw Acc2+3

; Variables

Acc

equ

0x20

Acc2

equ

Acc+WordSize

; Start of memory area
for '74
; Secondary
Accumulator

call PushW
movfw Acc2+2
call PushW
movfw Acc2+1
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; Simply push 4 bytes
from accumulator
address

call PushW
movfw Acc2
goto PushW

SwapAcc

call PushAcc
call CopyAcc2Acc
goto PopAcc2

, Pop Accumulator
; Copy accumulator to memory address
PopAcc

call PopW

; Pop 4 bytes from
stack.

movwf Temp
movlw Acc
movwf FSR
movfw Temp
goto CopyData

LoadMemAcc

movwf Acc
call PopW
movwf Acc+1
call PopW
movwf Acc+2
call PopW
movwf Acc+3
return

; Load Accumulator from memory address in W
movwf FSR
movlw Acc
goto CopyData

LoadAccMem

; Pop Accumulator 2
PopAcc2

call PopW

; Copy accumulators

; Pop 4 bytes from
stack.

movwf Acc2
call PopW
movwf Acc2+1
call PopW
movwf Acc2+2
call PopW
movwf Acc2+3
return

movlw Acc

CopyAccAcc2

; Copy accumulator to
Acc2

movwf FSR
movlw Acc2
goto CopyData

movlw Acc2

CopyAcc2Acc

; Copy Acc2 to
Accumulator

movwf FSR
movlw Acc
goto CopyData

Listing 1 includes the header information to define variables
and registers in RAM, note that a large number of temporary
registers are defined for use in the later routines - division in
particular requires large temporary store. The macros INCMEM
and DECMEM are shown for the 16C74, they should be
written so that unusable areas of RAM may be skipped, for
example in the 16C74 then memory from 80H to 9FH is
configuration variables and therefore if sp is at address AOH
then when DECMEM is called it will set sp to 7FH skipping the
configuration area. This is illustrated in figure 1.

; Copy data from address in FSR to address in W
movwf Temp
movlw WordSize
movwf Tempi
; byte counter
movfw 0
movwf Temp2
; Data byte to copy
movfw FSR
movwf Temp3
; Save Destination
address
movfw Temp
movwf FSR
movfw Temp2
movwf 0
incf Temp
incf Temp3
movfw Temp3
movwf FSR
decfsz Tempi
goto CDLoop
return

CopyData

CDLoop

Arithmetic accumulators
The main accumulator is called Acc, and the secondary
accumulator is called Acc2. All binary arithmetic operations
apply to both accumulators and leave the result in Acc, unary
operations simply apply to Acc.
To manipulate the data, We shall write a number of simple
routines to move data between the memory and the
accumulators, and between the accumulators and the stack.
Listing 2 shows these routines. At the heart of these routines
is a general purpose module which copies 4 bytes of data
(which is an arithmetic word) from the address held in FSR to
the address held in the W register. This is called CopyData.
The routine called SwapAcc swaps the two accumulators
by making use of the stack. The two other routines copy one
accumulator to the other, CopyAccAcc2 moves Acc to Acc2,
and CopyAcc2Acc moves data from Acc2 to Acc.

; Other useful routines
; Clear Accumulator

Listing 2

ClrAcc
C1r3

; Routines to move data around

C1r2

; Swap accumulators

clrf Acc
clrf Acc+1
clrf Acc+2
clrf Acc+3
return
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; Load 32 or 16 bit value from program memory in W to RAM
address in FSR

; Clear Accumulator2

ClrAcc2 clrf Acc2
Load32W

clrf Acc2+1
clrf Acc2+2
clrf Acc2+3
return

Load16W

There are two routines to copy data between RAM variables
and the main accumulator Acc. LoadAccMem and
LoadMemAcc are called with a label address in W, and they
then move values to the main accumulator from a memory
address, or back in the other direction.

LoadLoop
movlw ConsTab»8
constant table
movwf PCLATH
movfw Temp
LL1
call GetDataVal
memory
movwf 0
incf Temp
incf FSR
decfsz Tempi
goto LL1
return

Loading constants
The constant functions will place a constant value into the
main accumulator. A simple eight bit value may be loaded into
W and sign extended into the main accumulator using routine
Load8. Sex8 sign extends from Acc into the higher order
registers.

In other processors it is possible to include a data byte in
program memory following a call instruction, and this may be
used to include data in the program area. However in the PIC it
is not possible to do this (again due to stack limitations). For
this reason our other two routines to load 16 and 32 bit values
into the accumulator rely on a data table being set up which
contains the 16 and 32 bits of values which are accessed as
required. Listing 3 shows the routines which load constant
values, and also an example of a data table.

GetDataVal
ConsTab
TestValue

; Get value from program

; Next address

movwf PCL

;

Indirect call

retlw 0x78
retlw 0x56
retlw 0x34
retlw 0x12

; Test value 0x12345678

TestValue2

retlw Oxff
retlw Oxff
retlw Oxff
retlw Oxff

; Test value Ox12345678

k100

retlw .100000

; This is the value 100000
decimal

movwf Acc

Call here to sign extend an 8 bit value across Acc

SexAcc

; Byte counter
; Upper address of

org 0x700

; Load an 8 bit value in W into the main accumulator

;

; Byte counter

; This is the constant table placed at a high memory address
to avoid ; problems with crossing page boundaries

Listing 3 - loading constant values

Load8

movwf Temp
movlw 4
movwf Templ
goto LoadLoop
movwf Temp
movlw 2
movwf Temp1

call C1r3

btfss Acc,7
return
decf Acc+1

retlw .100000»8
retlw .100000».16
retlw .100000».24

decf Acc+2
decf Acc+3
return

; Load a 16 or 32 bit value from data address in W to
Accumulator
Load32

movwf Temp
movlw Acc
movwf FSR
movfw Temp
goto Load32W

Load16

call C1r2

Arithmetic operations -,+,*,/
Listing 4 shows the addition and subtraction routines. The first
routine negates either the main accumulator, or the secondary
accumulator. As we shall see, this routine allows us to
undertake subtraction, multiplication, and division more
straightforwardly than if we had to undertake these operations
on signed values. Addition is straightforward and is shown in
Add. Subtraction (Subtract) is achieved by negating the value
in the secondary accumulator, and then flowing down into the
addition routine.

movwf Temp
movlw Acc
movwf FSR
movfw Temp
goto Load16W

Listing 4 - Addition and subtraction

; Routine to negate Acc
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NegAcc

comf Acc

integer result of the division, and the modulus of the result
which is stored in Temp7 to Temp10, this value may be
moved back to memory or an accumulator using CopyData if
a modulus routine is required.

; Negate by Complement
& Increment

comf Acc+1
comf Acc+2
comf Acc+3
goto IncAcc

Listing 5 - Multiplication and Division

NegAcc2

call SwapAcc
call NegAcc
goto SwapAcc

; Negate Acc2 and
;

; Signed Divide : Acc/Acc2 result in Acc, remainder in Temp7Tempi 0

; Routine to increment Acc
IncAcc

Subtract
Add

na32

incfsz Acc
return
incfsz Acc+2
return
incf Acc+3
return
incf Acc+4
return
call NegAcc2
movfw Acc2
addwf Acc
skpnc
call CAH
movfw Acc2+1
addwf Acc+1
skpnc
call CA32
movfw Acc2+2
addwf Acc+2
skpnc
incf Acc+3
movfw Acc2+3
addwf Acc+3
return

Multiply and divide routines

Divide
Divi1

dloop

; Acc=Acc+(-Acc2)

; Ripple carry add on Accumulator
CAH

CA32

CA32H

nochk

incfsz Acc+1
return
incfsz Acc+2
return
incf Acc+3
return

Listing 5 shows the multiplication routine Multiply. This
routine first checks to see if either the values have the same
sign, if they do then they are both converted to a positive
integers, and then multiplied. If either value is negative, whilst
the other is positive, then the negative value is converted to a
positive value, both values are multiplied, and finally the result
is converted back to a negative integer. The multiplication
routine operates by undertaking a continued shift and
conditional add sequence, the binary equivalent of long
multiplication as readers may recall from their early school

nogo

days!

The division routine - Divide - operates in exactly the same
way as the multiplication routine to convert values to positive
integers for the division, correcting the sign after the
operation. Note that the division routine contains both the

call prepmd
clrf Temp7
clrf Temp8
clrf Temp9
clrf Temp10
clrc
rlf Temp3
rlf Temp4
rlf Temp5
rlf Temp6
rlf Temp7
rlf Temp8
rlf Temp9
rlf Temp10
movfw Acc2+3
subwf Temp10,w
skpz
goto nochk
movfw Acc2+2
subwf Temp9,w
skpz
goto nochk
movfw Acc2+1
subwf Temp8,w
skpz
goto nochk
movfw Acc2
subwf Temp7,w
skpc
goto nogo
movf Acc2,w
subwf Temp7
btfss STATUS,C
call CA8
movf Acc2+1,w
subwf Temp8
btfss STATUS,C
call CA9
movf Acc2+2,w
subwf Temp9
btfss STATUS,C
decf Temp10
movf Acc2+3,w
subwf Temp10
bsf STATUS,C
rlf Acc
rlf Acc+1
rlf Acc+2
rlf Acc+3
decfsz Divindex
goto dloop
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; Prepare for Mul/Div

; Carry over to Temp8

goto postmd
; Handle rippling carry for subtraction
CA8

CA9

CA10

movfw Temp6
addwf Acc+3
rlf Temp3
rlf Temp4
rlf Temp5
rlf Temp6
bcf Temp3,0
rrf Acc2+3
rrf Acc2+2
rrf Acc2+1
rrf Acc2
decfsz DivIndex
goto mulloop
goto postmd

noadd

movlw Oxff
addwf Ternp8
skpnc
return
movlw Oxff
addwf Temp9
skpnc
return
decf Temp10
return

; Temp 3/4 *= 2

; multiply AritAcc*Temp

; Routine to negate arguments for multiplication or division
Multiply
mulloop

nm1

nm2

call prepmd
btfss Acc2,0
goto noadd
movfw Temp3
addwf Acc
skpnc
call CAH
movfw Temp4
addwf Acc+1
skpnc
call CA32
movfw Temp5
addwf Acc+2
skpnc
incf Acc+3

prepmd

EndPre

movfw Acc+3

xorwf Acc2+3,w
movwf Temp12
btfsc Acc+3,7
call NegAcc
btfsc Acc2+3,7
call NegAcc2
movlw WordSize*8
movwf Divindex
movfw Acc
movwf Temp3
movfw Acc+1
movwf Temp4

: check if signs are
different
; Temp12 holds the sign

; Number of bits

Table 1 - Complete list of arithmetic routines

Routine

Add
ClrAcc
ClrAcc2
CopyAcc2Acc
CopyAccAcc2
CopyData

Call Parameters

FSR holds source address
W holds destination
Address

Divide

IncAcc
Load16

Load32

Load8

Notes
Accumulator=Accumulator+Accumulator2
Clear Accumulator
Clear Accumulator 2
Copy Accumulator2 to Accumulator
Copy Accumulator to Accumulator2
Copy 4 bytes from FSR to W

ccumulator=Accumulator/Accumulator2
Temp7-Temp10= Accumulator%Accumulator2
Increment the accumulator
Load a 16 bit value from program memory
into the accumulator

W holds address of
constant data in
program memory
W holds address of
constant data in
program memory
W holds constant value

Load a 32 bit value from program memory
into the accumulator
Load an 8 bit value and sign extend
into the accumulator
Load Accumulator from memory location
Save Accumulator to memory location
Accumulator=AccumulatorAccumulator2
Negate the accumulator
Negate accumulator 2
Accumulator=Accumulator-Accumulator2
Swap Acc and Acc2

LoadAccMem W holds memory address
LoadMemAcc W holds memory address
Multiply
NegAcc
NegAcc2
Subtract
SwapAcc
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postmd

Obtaining code

movfw Acc+2
movwf Temp5
movfw Acc+3
movwf Temp6
goto ClrAcc
btfss Ternp12,7

At the end of this series a disk with all the examples shown in
the series will be available, the programs may also be
downloaded from the web at www.aaelectron.co.uk/eti
The author is a happy to answer questions on the series by
email. Write to him at robin.abbott@dial.pipex.com.

; check sign bit

return

goto NegAcc
4- SP

We now have the basis of a useful arithmetic module.
Table 1 shows all the routines and their calling methods within
the arithmetic routines.

aOh

Enhancing the routines

80h

RAM
sp

INCMEM AND DECMEM
MACROS JUMP HERE

CONFIG
VARIABLES

The routines shown form the basis of an arithmetic package
which may be of use for a wide number of applications. It
would be preferable to enhance the 8 and 16 bit load and
save capabilities to enable variables to be stored in less bytes
in memory but still use the full 32 bit precision shown, and
further routines to allow data to be moved between Acc2 and
memory would make manipulation of data and equations
more straightforward.

RAM
20h

CONFIG
VARIABLES
Oh

Figure 1: 16C74 memory map and operation of stack pointer (sp)
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The Versatile Diode
Diodes do other things besides rectifying. Keith Garwell sketches applications for
temperature reading, current sensing and mains switching
lodes invariably end up as rectifiers, whether it be
for the mains in power supplies or at higher
frequencies for AM detection and suchlike.
However they do have characteristics which make
them very useful for other tasks.
I am going to look at these diode characteristics, in
particular characteristics of silicon diodes. There can be
simplified as in Figure 1, which shows an equivalent circuit to
a diode as being a resistor in series with a rectifier in series
with a voltage source while in parallel with a capacitor. (They
used to be called condensers in my day!) This is an
approximation: the actual characteristic of a diode is
exponential, so that even if the resistance were zero, the
current would not be 0 below 0.6V and unlimited above 0.6V
However, this simplification is sufficient for the present
purpose.
In the equivalent circuit the rectifier is perfect, that is, with a
potential applied in one direction it conducts electricity with no
losses, and with a potential applied in the other direction it is a
perfect insulator.
The voltage source Vs for a silicon diode is around 0.6V at
room temperature, but varies inversely at a rate close to 2mV
per degree C. As the temperature rises so the voltage will fall.
The resistance R is dependent upon the physical dimensions
of the diode, It is considerably less than 1 ohm for diodes in
power supplies and around 200 ohms for small signal diodes.
The capacitance also is dependent upon the physical
dimensions, and has the effect of apparently slowing down the
turn-off/turn-on time of the rectifier. This will not affect the
applications which follow.
These circuits are applications rather than projects, with the
mains applications for more experienced constructors looking
for handy ideas. The thermometer however can be built by
anyone

useful temperature probes.
For the very best accuracy, a
constant current source
must be used to eliminate
the effect of series resistance
which, with a variable
current, would alter the
change in voltage with
change in temperature.
If you have a DVM with a
diode test facility which gives
the voltage across the diode,
all it needs is calibration
which we will consider
shortly.

+5V

R1

47k

DVM+

DVM -

Failing the availability of a
OV
ready-made diode test, the
circuit in figure 2 can be
pressed into use with a
Figure 2: a circuit which can be
DVM. R1 is not critical, but if
used with a DVM to employ a
it is too low the current
small -package diode as a
temperature probe
through the diode will be
sufficient to heat it, and if it is too high the input resistance of
the DVM will be a consideration. A value of 47k works well with
a 5V supply. The 5 volts must be regulated, or any change in
the current through the diode will cause a change in voltage
due to its internal resistance (R in figure 1). The simplest
answer is a 5 -volt regulator and a 9 -volt battery.
If you have not got a DVM you can use, then you can use
the circuit in figure 3, as this will supply sufficient output
current to drive a moving coil meter. It is a fairly simple DC
amplifier with a means of setting two temperatures, for
example 0 degrees C and 100 degrees C. As I do not know
what moving coil meter you have, I can only suggest example
values for R5 and R6. Suppose it has a 1 -volt range and you
Application 1
wish to make this cover 0 to 100 degrees C. The variation in
One of the simplest applications of the silicon diode is as a
diode voltage will be about 200 millivolts and this must be
thermometer. The voltage across it is dependent upon
amplified to 1 volt, that is by five. At the same time it must be
temperature, and small diodes like the 1N4148 size make very
possible to set the output voltage to zero at 0 degrees C.
As an example, let's take R5 as 100k. R6 must
then be 500k to give the required gain, so a 1M pot
or preset will do for the first trial calibration.
Vs
For the circuit in figure 3 the 5 volts can be
Rec.
obtained via a 9V battery and a 5V regulator as
mentioned before. The IC (pin 7) should be supplied
with 9V from the battery. This will allow the ouput to be
driven up to 5 volts. The point here is that the ic used
here is a CA3140. This ic will operate down to a OV
output. The highest output voltage obtainable from the
ic is about 2.25 less than the voltage at pin 7. To allow
the battery voltage to fall by, say, 1.5 volts during its
life, a maximum output of 5V is a reasonable
expectation. To achieve more than 5V the supply
voltage must be increased by the required amount.
Figure 1: a diode is roughly equivalent to a resistor in series with a rectifier in
Both the ic and the regulator will tolerate up to 30V.
series with a voltage source and in parallel with a capacitor
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Calibration
To be really scientific some distilled water is required for
this step, but for the accuracy we have, normally tap water
will do, unless it is very heavily loaded with salts.
The process is quite simple. First put a few lumps of ice
in a cup and stir until the ice just starts to melt. Once
there is sufficient liquid present (not much), just dip the
probe into the water and, if using a DVM and figure 2,
note the voltage reading. If using figure 3 and a meter,
adjust R3 until the meter reads zero. Be careful not to
touch the ice during this step as it will be noticeably below

+5V
R2

-0-

47k

+5V
R1

47k

1R3

500R
1

R5 (see text)

--{

R4
470R

zero.

R6 (see text)

For the other end of the scale, boiling water is needed.
Now is a good time to be careful: not only is boiling water
hot, but the steam is too. I found it was most easily done
by boiling up an electric kettle and then lowering the probe
by means of its (long) lead so that it just dips into the
water. But is this means removing the kettle lid when it has
just boiled - be careful, or you will end up with scalded
fingertips! Again, if using figure 2 and the DVM, note the
reading. For figure 3, adjust R6 until the meter just reads

Figure 3: a DC amplifier circuit giving sufficient output current to
drive a moving coil meter

Construction
There are no special requirements for application 1. The circuit
in figure 2 can be built into a small plastic box large enough to
accommodate R1, the regulator, battery, an on/off switch, and
two pairs of sockets: one for the DVM and one to connect the
diode probe. It's a good idea to make them coloured sockets
for easy identification. It hardly needs saying that correct
polarity is vital where diodes are concerned.
More or less the same approach applies to the circuit in
figure 3, except that the box will need to be larger, and access
will be required to both R3 and R6 for calibration.
The probe requires a bit more thought, as it is fairly fragile.
It must be possible to bring the diode itself into contact with
the object under test. Figure 4 shows the arrangement I
used, but this does depend on having a piece of quarter -inch
dowel and an odd bit of rigid plastic tube (the classic one is
the body of a used coloured felt-tip marker) that is just a
snug fit on the dowel.
Cut two shallow grooves on opposite sides of the dowel,
just deep enough to accommodate the wires from the diode.
These should be bent at right angles to the diode body as
shown in figure 4. Solder a length of flexible twisted pair (it will
be necessary to make little dents or notches in the dowel to
take the soldered joints). It should then be possible to slide the
tube over the assembly as shown, leaving an inch or so of
dowel protruding.
The advantage of this arrangement is that the plastic tubing
can be slid down over the diode when the device is not in use.

full scale.
The rest is straightforward: for figure 2 and the DVM.
draw a graph for temperature against voltage, which
should be a straight line, and then in future any
temperature can be read off from the graph given the
voltage.
For figure 3, the temperature is directly proportional to
the scale reading: zero degrees C at one end and 100
degrees C at full scale.

Application 2
The previous application used the variability of the voltage
across the diode with temperature. This application
contrarywise looks upon the voltage as fixed, providing
that the series resistance R in figure 1 is small.
We can use this feature to build a device which will
indicate whether a current flow is present or not, and this
in turn leads to a device which will confirm that everything
is switched off, for example, on leaving the shack at night
before locking up. The problem here is to get a "detector"
which will on the one hand detect currents down to a few
milliamps, to tell whether anything is still switched on, but
at the other extreme will not be upset by large currents
taken by heating appliances or similar. There is a further
complication, known as "inrush current". Assuming a 240
volt mains supply (for instance), a 100 -watt bulb by
definition will take 100/240 = 0.42 amps in the steady
state. However, the resistance of the cold bulb will be
around 40 ohms, so the starting current will be 6 amps.
The resistance of a 150 -watt bulb is about 25 ohms,
giving nearly 10 amps! The simple answer - to put a
resistance in series with either the live or neutral, and
measure the voltage across it - it not sufficient in this
case, because of the wide variation in current. What is
required is a constant voltage device so that, whatever
current is flowing through it, the voltage across it does not
vary by much. This brings us back to the diode.
Returning to figure 1, Vs is around 600mV and varies by
about 2mV per degree Centigrade, so for temperatures
from say -10 to +35 degrees C this is a change of only
90mV, which is too small to affect this application.
Consequently in the configuration in figure 5, providing
that a load is connected, about 600 mVAC peak would

TWISTED PAIR
TO PLUGS

PLASTIC TUBE

iii0riviwmili If
DOWEL
DIODE

SOLDERED
CONNECTIONS

Figure 4: the arrangement of a small diode, 0.25 -in diameter
dowel and recycled plastic tubing to make up a probe tip
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circuits and must be built and installed by a person
with the required experience.

LOAD

SUPPLY

No

oN

Eo

of

Figure 5: about 600 millivolts AC would appear between points A
and B

appear between points A and B. We must of course use
two parallel diodes in opposition to allow for the
alternating voltage, and the plan will be easier to
implement if we could allow a bit more than 600 mV, so
we can double up on the diodes as in figure 6. The next
step in the argument is to use a bridge rectifier (in effect,
four silicon diodes in one moulding. It is cheaper that way,
too) as shown in figure 7. The positive and negative
terminals are connected together and the AC terminals
used as the external connections.
Figure 8 shows a circuit for the device which will tell
whether current is being consumed, and would be useful
for the shack or workshop, with appropriately coloured
LEDs, to indicate whether anything may have been left
switched on. It could also be useful in a different situation
as a warning device, for instance in an electrically heated
greenhouse. Reversing the LED colours and arranging the
device so that the LEDs are visible from the outside, the
green light would indicate that all is well, a red light would
indicate that the heating is on and will be expected to go
off after a while, and no light at all says 'panic, the mains
has gone off'.
The first important point is that the bridge rectifier must
be related to the likely maximum current consumption,
including the likely maximum fault current. If it is to handle
all the shack load, then probably diodes of 25 amps
minimum will be best. They will tolerate any fault condition
that will rupture the standard in -plug 13 amp fuse, as well
as supporting a heater, lights and equipment.
If a high current is to be used, the dissipation of the
diodes must be accounted for. If 25A is flowing, the bridge
rectifier may dissipate around 35W. A large heatsink may
be required.

In figure 8, the earth and neutral connections go
straight through from supply to load while the live is
interrupted by the bridge rectifier BR1. I feel that it is
intrinsically safer to have the bridge in the live, so that if
for any reason it does fail the load is left with the live

disconnected. There must be a fuse between this
device and the mains supply. Whether this is in the
workshop or elsewhere
doesn't really matter, so
long as it exists. In my
case it is in the house
prior to the feeder
across to the shack.

Figure 6: to allow a little more than
600 mV, the diodes are doubled up

For my convenience, I have drawn the circuit with the
common line for the electronics at the bottom, apparently
upside down, that is, with the live at the bottom and the
neutral at the top, because to me it seems easier to
understand this way.
Now back to the beginning of the circuit. C1 operates
as a voltage dropper. Being reactive, this consumes no
power. The two resistors R1 and R2 limit the peak current
at switch -on as follows: imagine, as a worst case, the unit
being connected to the supply at the instant in time when
the voltage was at a maximum of 350 volts (the peak
voltage of a 240 volt supply). There is as yet no voltage
across C1, so without R1 and R2 the current would only
be limited by the forward resistance of the diodes which
would almost certainly finish them off! R1 and R2 in
parallel are 2350 ohms and so the mains voltage (350) will
appear across them, which will limit the current to
350/2350 amps, or about 150 mA. This current only lasts
for the odd few microseconds while C1 charges, so
preventing any damage to the other components.
Thereafter an alternating current of approximately 16 mA
flows through the capacitor.
During the half -cycle when the live is positive, D1
conducts and neither of the LEDs are lit as they are
reverse biased. D1 is necessary to prevent a large voltage
appearing which would cause break -down of the reverse
biased components. During the other half -cycle (the
neutral is positive) and without any load connected, LED1
and D2 conduct so LED1 is lit. If now a load is connected,
current will flow through BR1 at about 1.5 volts AC will
appear across it. This is half -wave rectified by D3 and C2
so that about 2 volts are applied to R3 and Ql. Q1 turns
on and current now flows through LED2 which will light.
However, the voltage across the LED2/Q1 combination will
be less than the forward voltage required by LED1 and D1,
so LED1 goes out again. So the red LED2 is lit and the
green LED1 is dark so long as there is a load connected.
Upon disconnection (switch off) of the load Q1 turns off
and the green LED comes on again.

Components
R1, R2
R3

4k7 0.5 watt or metal
watt
1k any type

C1

0.22u must be X type, rated at
240 VAC continuous

C2

47u 12V

Q1

NPN BC547 or similar

D1 - 3

1N4001

BR1

25 -amp bridge rectifier.
2 x standard LEDs, green and
red

LED1, LED2

This and the
following application
are mains -operated
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Construction

It is a very
good idea to
space the box
away from the
wall so that the
rear is ventilated.

The circuit in figure 8 can probably be built from ready -to hand components, apart from BR1. One or two reminders
may not come amiss. The box must ensure that heat from
the rectifier is dissipated, and it must be electrically safe.
Assuming that it will be mounted on a wall near where a
mains outlet is available, preferably fairly high up, at eye
level or higher, then a strong metal box is the most

attractive solution, but the box MUST be earthed. The
earth wire should be connected to the metal case

Figure 7: a bridge rectifier: a four -diode
configuration

firmly, using an earth bolt not used for any other
purpose. The lid of the case should be grounded
similarly, using a wire attached to the same bolt

The spacing can
be quite small,
something like half
an inch at the
most.

The electronics can be built on matrix board (such as
Veroboard) and mounted inside the box along with two
three -terminal choc-blocks, one for supply and one for
load. Provide holes and grommets for the input and output
cables, and fit the bridge in such a way as to allow for the
addition of a heat -sink outside the box if necessary. It

using a second nut. The box must be large enough so
that the works are not cramped up inside, causing a
danger of overheating or short circuit in the future. It is

always good practice with mains to install a sheet of
strong plastic between the underside of the circuit
board and the surface it is mounted on as further
insulation, and doubly important to make sure that
the board is mounted such that no component leads
or solder joints or other live item can touch or
puncture the plastic or contact the box.

goes without saying that any metal bolts used to support
heavy components must be double-checked to make sure
that they cannot contact any live part inside the box under
any circumstances, including the unit being inadvertently
disturbed or dropped. Figure 9 suggests a possible
layout, but variation is possible so long as safety and heat
dissipation are satisfied. It is probably best to construct
the Veroboard/PCB first and then arrange the rest of the
components to establish the size of box required.
It is envisaged that this unit will be fitted in a permanent
position, for example connected to a freezer or plug
distribution board. In that case, the unit should be fitted in
series with the power lead of the appliance. The fuse in
the unit's mains plug will prevent the current from
exceeding 13A for long. It is not designed to be wired
permanently to a 30A ring main, and such use would be

The heat from the rectifier can easily be calculated, as
there will be about 2 volts across the bridge rectifier BR1
when on load. Allow for your expected highest total load,
and multiply the current it represents by two to get the
power to be dissipated by the bridge. As an example,
allowing 2 kilowatts for heating and half a kilowatt for
instruments, lights and so on, the total load would be 2.5
kilowatts. Represented by a current of 2500/240 amps,
giving 10.4 x 2, near enough 21 watts. A substantial
diecast box will be capable of getting rid of most of this if
the bridge rectifier is bolted to the box with a smear of
heat sink compound between them.

unsafe.

Figure 8: the circuit of a load -on indicator. Note that this circuit is drawn with the Neutral (N) line at the top. See the text for parts list and
component values
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Application 3
This is a variation on the previous theme such that a red
LED is ON while the supply is on, and when a load is
applied the mains is switched on to an auxiliary pair of
terminals, instead of a green LED being lit.
For example, switching on one piece of kit can
automatically switch on others. Or a mains -driven hour
meter could be connected to the auxiliary terminals with
the result that whenever the load is applied (switched on),
the hour meter will run. This enables the time for which the
load has been connected to be recorded in hours (usually
in tenths of an hour as well). The device can be made up
in a box with a 13 -amp plug and lead for connection to
the supply and a 13 -amp socket for the connection of the
load. An hour recorder may be built into the box or kept as
a separate unit and connected by plug to a socket on the
box. Mains operated hour recorders can be obtained in
various forms from components suppliers such as RS,
Electromail or Maplin, and usually have 6 or 7 digits plus
tenths of an hour. Alternatively, they can be constructed
from appropriate slow speed motors driving mechanical
counters obtained from other equipment. Or you can use
an ordinary clock to record up to 12 hours.
In this application the bridge rectifier doesn't have to be
quite so beefy, with size depending on use. For instance, a
2 -kilowatt heater takes about 8 amps and so in this case a
10 -amp bridge would be adequate. Some major mods to
the circuit in figure 8 will give the circuit in figure 10,
which will achieve this objective. The arrangement on the
right hand side of the figure is the same as before. The
voltage across BR1 when a load is connected turns on a
transistor, now 02, via D3, C2 and R4. However, the left
hand side is different. C1, R1, R2 and D1 are the same as
before and serve the same purpose. With no load
connected, Q2 is off and D2 operates as a rectifier

Figure 9: a suggested case layout for load -on indicator. See the
text for box and connection information

keeping C2 charged. This positive charge via R3 keeps 01
turned on which effectively shorts out pins 1 and 2 of 101.
LED1 is lit via 01.101 is an opto-triac and since the opto
bit (pins 1 and 2) is shorted out, the triac between pins 4
and 6 is non -conducting and no voltage appears at the
auxiliary terminals. If the load is switched ON, the situation
is reversed. Q2 is turned ON by the voltage across BR1,
which in turn bypasses the base current of 01. Thus Q1 is
now OFF and the current through the LED1 also passes
through the led within 101. The triac portion thus
conducts, connecting the live line to the auxiliary terminal.
The full mains voltage therefore appears at the auxiliary
terminal, and the hour meter, or whatever is connected,
will operate.

AUXILIARY TERMINALS
OR HOUR RECORDER

Ri

R2

y D2

A Di

SUPPLY

LED1Y

LOAD>
R3

R4

D3

C2

01
IC1

02
C3

AE+4AC
oL
BR1

>TO BOX

of

Eo

Figure 10: the circuit of an indicator for load -on time. Note that this circuit is drawn with the Neutral (N) line at the top. See the text for
parts list and component values
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Construction
The circuit in figure 8 was intended for permanent
mounting, whereas the circuit in figure 10 is really
intended to be mobile and fitted with a plug and lead for
connection to the supply and a socket for the connection
of the appliance (load). It may also be designed with a
built-in hour meter or with the hour meter as a separate
item, in which case a connection socket will be required.
If a connection socket is used, I would suggest that it is
NOT a 13 amp socket, so that there is no chance of a
heater being plugged in to the output of 101 - which
definitely wouldn't stand it. The maximum current is 100
mA. If this is not sufficient. then a relief triac must be
added to IC1 to handle higher currents. The hole for the

Components
4k7 0.5 watt or metal film
watt
10k any type
1k any type
0.22u must be X type, rated at
240 VAC continuous

R1, R2
R3
R4
C1

C2

100u 12V

C3

47u 12V

IC1

01, 02

MC3020 opto triac
NPN BC547 or similar

D1-3

1N4001

BR1

Bridge rectifier. See text.
Standard LED red

incoming cable must be fitted with a strain relief and
protective sleeve for the incoming cable rather than
just a grommet. Figure 11 suggests a possible layout,
though again there may be personal variations as
necessary again so long as the heat dissipation and
safety factors are looked after. Again build up the
Veroboard/PCB and assemble the other components to
assess the size of the box. Because this box will be larger
than the one described
previously, to allow for the 13 amp socket, it is unlikely to
need a heat sink, but it would
be a good idea to calculate
the heat dissipated. The box

STRAIN RELIEF
AND SLEEVE

must be earthed as before,
using earth bolt
connections on the box and
lid.

!HOUR
METER

GROUND
BOLT

25A BRIDGE
RECTIFIER

LID VIEW
EXTERNAL

BASE VIEW
INTERNAL

Figure 11: a suggested case layout for load -on time indicator. See the text for box and connection
information
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Finally, a reminder. Mains
projects must be made
electrically and thermally safe
- safe from touch, and safe
from overheating. Make sure
your mains constructions are
suitably earthed, and that you
have used heatsinks where
required. Check solder joints
with the greatest care, use
strain relief grommets on
mains -carrying cables, and

solid connector blocks, and
make sure that there is no
strain on the Earth line where
it is connected. Always mount
your Veroboards/PCBs in the
casing with insulating
materials such as nylon bolts
or standoff pillars, not metal
bolts. Any metal bolts used to
support heavy offboard
components such as
heatsinks must not be close to
any live areas in the box, and
the box must be large enough
to allow for this. Remember
that you may be using the
device for many years to
come, and its construction
must be such as to stand the
test of time. Safety first!

Timing in

lectronics
4ari 5 - Starting and Stopping
Owen Bishop

This month we concentrate on starting and stopping the clock, both in theory and
by way of two practical timing projects.
Table 1: Truth table for 2 -input NAND logic

do not usually start and stop the clock itself.
This is allowed to 'tick' steadily on, perhaps at
one pulse per second. Its signal goes to a gating
circuit, and we either open or shut the gate to let
the signal through or to prevent it from going any
further. Figure 1 is one of the simplest gating circuits, using a
NAND gate. Reference to the truth table for NAND (table 1)
shows that the gate is enabled (passes the signal) when the
enable input is made high. The gate inverts the clock signal.
This is a fact that may make no difference to the operation of a
timing circuit, but should be borne in mind, just in case it does.
It is possible to build a similar circuit based on a NOR gate.
e

Inputs

Output

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

A

Gating can be done also with AND gates. OR gates, and
transmission gates, none of which invert the signal. Most
often we use NAND or NOR for gating because there are
often spare gates of these types left over from other
sections of the circuit.
Figure 2 illustrates a disadvantage of the single -gate
enable. This applies whatever gate type is used, but we use
an AND gate in this example to avoid confusing the
description by having the signal inverted. An AND gate
receives a clock input (top line) and an enable input (second
line) and produces a gated signal. In Figure 2 the gated
signal (third line) follows the clock when the enable is high.
Usually the enable signal is triggered by an event in the
outside world. Its timing bears no fixed relationship to that of
the clock. We say that it is asynchronous. A problem arises if
the enable goes low while the clock is high. This can be
seen at the count of 5.
A short pulse is
produced because the

Figure 1: using a NAND gate to enable the clock signal

CLOCK

TOTALS
ENABLE

4.2 CLOCK PERIODS

2.5 CLOCK PERIODS

6.7

AND
OUTPUT

8

COUNTER
WITH
ENABLE
INPUT

7

Figure 2: a single -gate enable circuit can generate an extra pulse
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gated signal inevitably
goes low when the
enable goes low. In our
example there are two
enabled periods, one
lasting 4.2 clock periods
and one lasting 2.5
clock periods. There is
another short pulse at
the beginning of the
second period. The
same problem arises
with all single -gate
circuits.

8-2 LOW 3 0.16

1 -to -2 Bus Cr
1 -to -3 Bus Cr
1 -to -4 Bus Cr
1-10-0 Bus Cc 2 -to -1 Bus Cr
3 -to -1 Bus Cc

pal

SOON

I.000N

110-1 Bus Cr
8 -to -1 Bus Cr

Bidirectional
Buffer [Delay

-

Clock
Clocked SR I
D Flip Flop
Decoder
Ground
High Voltage
JK Flip Flop

Net Connect,.
1/117.1E3

ij

Cik0

}:Crkr
005.0

Figure 3: a latch is does not generate an extra pulse when disabled

enable the counting. The 4042 has a polarity
input which is wired to high or low. If the
enable (store) input is set to the same logic
level as the polarity input, the data is latched
(disabled), but it is enabled if the enable input
is set to the inverse level. In the simulation the
clock (CIkO) runs at 1 MHz (period 1000 ns),
while the gating signal runs at 122.7 kHz. For
this demonstration we have set the period of
the enable signal (C1k1) so that it is not a
multiple of the clock. This makes the phase
relationship between them change, so that the
enable goes low sometimes when the clock is
low and sometimes when it is high. In the
display at the bottom there are two instances
in which the enable goes low while the clock
is high. The output stays high. On the right,
the enable goes low when the clock is low.
The output stays low. No extra counts are
generated.
To reset the counter to zero every time it is

enabled, use the circuit of figure 4. The
signal from the clock is fed to a 4026 decade counter.
This is the kind that we used last month to drive a seven segment numeric display. Its clock -enable input is
controlled by a push-button. The input is normally held
high by the pull-up resistor, but goes low and enables
counting when the button is pressed. Figure 4 also has
a pulse generator, built from two more NOR gates. The
output of this is normally low, but goes high for about
100us whenever it receives a falling input. This occurs
when SW1 is pressed. The low output pulse resets the
counter ready for timing to begin.
When operating the circuit of figure 4, SW1 is held
pressed to enable counting. When SW1 is released,
counting is disabled. But the pulse -generator is
unaffected by a falling input, no pulse is generated and
the counter is not reset at the end of the timing period.
Having to hold the button pressed is a disadvantage if
the period lasts for more than a few minutes. An easy
solution is to use a toggle switch instead of a push

Suppose that the signal is next fed to the beginning of
a counting chain, which is incremented on the positive going edges. The total enabled period is 6.7 s, and the
clock has 7 positive -going edges during that period. The
count is a good approximation to the actual total timed
period, since the resolution of the circuit is 1 s. But the
output from the AND gate has 8 positive -going edges. A
counter connected to the AND gate counts 8 instead of 7.
The AND gate has inserted an extra count because it had
to go low at the end of the first enabled period. An extra
count does not make much significant difference if there is
a single long enable period of, say 200 s or more. For a
shorter period the error is proportionately greater. Also, if
we are totalling the counts for many short periods there is
a progressive accumulation of false counts.

Unforced enable
What is needed is an enable circuit that does not force a
change of state at the beginning or end of the enable
period. Some counter ics (but not many) have a
built-in enable function that is easy to use and
produces no extra counts. The 4026 counter in last
month's LED display is one such device, though
we did not make use of its enable input at the
time. The 4026 is enabled when there is a low level
on its enable input and last month we wired this
permanently to the OV line. The bottom line in
Figure 2 shows the signal passed on to the
counter from its enabling circuit (this assumes that
the enable signal is the inverse of that shown in
line 2). At the end of the first enable period, the
signal is high and stays high. There is no short
pulse. The signal goes low again on the first
negative -going edge of the clock after the second
enable period has begun. The total count is 7, as
required.

Figure 3 shows how to use a data latch for
enabling a counter without inserting extra counts.
This is a run on the B2Logic simulator. In the
figure, the data latch is a 74LS75 quad data latch,
but the 74HC75 or the 4042 can be used instead.
The 74LS75 and 74HC75 require a high input to

Figure 4: a circuit for resetting a counter and enabling the clock
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Figure 5: this circuit combines versions of several of our modules into a reaction timer and stopwatch

Practical stop -watch and reaction timer

button. A toggle switch is just a plain on -off switch with a
lever, which goes one way for 'on', and the other way for
'off'. Another solution is to use a push-button with a
toggle action (push to turn on, push to turn off). This
type is often found on table -lamps. There are many
applications in which we want to time a period
electronically instead of using a switch or button. An
example of this kind of gating is given as the second
practical project below.

mate=
.

.

This is a clock which times events lasting up to 10 s with a
precision of 1/100 s. It is built up of several of the circuits
we have studied in previous parts of this series. Here we
put them together on the same board to make a complete
timer. It is just one example of the way that the basic circuit
modules can be combined into a dedicated circuit. It can be
either assembled by wiring together the individual modules
or built on a single board.
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Figure 6: stripboard layout of the reaction timer and stopwatch
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The clock is the crystal clock
described in Part 2 (En 7/1998). To
adapt it to driving a stop -watch we
have made it run faster by using a
3.2768 MHz crystal instead of the
32.768 kHz crystal used in the
earlier version. Dividing this count
by 215 (as before) gives a 100 Hz
signal from IC2. The LED is omitted
because it would be flashing too
fast to be of any use. The clock
signal goes to a 2 -stage counting
chain with two LED displays. This is
almost the same circuit as was
used in Part 4 (ETI 9/1998). Now
the clock signal is gated by a
version of the circuit of figure 4. As
in figure 4, there is a pulse
generator to reset the counter at
the beginning of the period.
Because of the high clock rate,
which makes it pointless to display
the count while timing is in
progress, the output from the gating
circuit goes to both the clock
enable and the display enable
inputs. The inputs operate with
opposite polarity. When the inputs
are low, counting is enabled but the
display is disabled. When timing

*****

.

TO TEST
POINT

************

*****
******
******

*

....................
Figure 7: using an earpiece to check the
output from the 100 Hz clock. The
capacitor can have any convenient value

......

....
......

being pressed (LED comes on) and SW2
being pressed. In other words, this is the
subject's reaction time in hundredths of a
second.
The same gating arrangement can be
used when operating the circuit as a
stopwatch. For short periods, the operator
presses and holds SW1, releasing it at the
end of the period. For longer periods it
may be more convenient to fit a toggle
switch instead of the push-button. SW2 is
not used in the stopwatch and may be
omitted. It may also be worth while to
extend the counting chain and the display
to three digits, enabling periods up to 9.99 s to be timed. Space
has been left on the board (figure 6) to accommodate the extra
4026 and display.

......
.......
......
.....

........

Figure 6F: the back of the stripboard showing cutouts

ends the inputs are made high to disable the clock and enable
the display.

The input to the gating circuit is designed for a reaction timer.
There are two buttons, SW1 being operated by the person
running the test and SW2 being operated by the subject of the
tests. Normally, the low and high inputs to IC5a make its output
low, and the output of IC5d is therefore high. Counting is
disabled, the display enabled and the indicator LED is on. When
the operator presses and holds SW1, gate 5a has two high
inputs and changes state. The clock is enabled, the display
disabled and the LED goes out. The subject has been told to
press SW2 as soon as they see the LED go out. When the
subject presses SW2, gate IC5a changes state again, counting
stops, the display comes on and the LED comes on too. The
display shows the time in hundredths of a second between Si

Construction
Build the clock first (101 and IC2), and wire the 100uF electrolytic
capacitor C4 across the power rails. Use an oscilloscope to
check that the clock is working. Alternatively, connect an earplug
temporarily to the outputs of IC1 or IC2 (figure 7) and listen to
the 200Hz or 100Hz signal. Next, assemble the gating circuit
(IC5) and check its operation. The switches shown are described
as 'click -effect' because of the positive feel of their action. Any
other type of switch may be used and you may decide to mount
SW1 off -board so that the subject can not see when it is about to
be pressed. Finally wire up the counting chain and displays. The
wires joining the counter ics to the displays are marked by their
ends (a to g) in figure 6. IC3 switches the least significant digit

Figure 8: an electronic gating circuit deriving its action from a
light -dependent resistor
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There are many ways of using light to trigger a circuit into
action, so this circuit has many applications. You could use other
sensors in place of the LDR, modifying the circuit accordingly.
Examples are a photodiode. a thermistor, a Hall effect device, and
a microswitch.
The circuit of figure 8 has three outputs, two of which gate
the clock directly. Output A produces the clock signal for as long
as the LDR is shaded. Output B has the opposite action. There is
also an output though a 4013 wired as a divide -by -2 flip-flop. The
output of this is used to drive a resetting/enabling circuit such as
that in figure 5, being connected in place of gates IC5a and d
and the components to their left. The output changes state each
time the LDR is shaded, even if only for an instant. As the output
goes low it resets the counter and enables counting. At the next
shading, the output goes high, counting ends and the time is
displayed. This circuit can be used as a lap timer, particularly for
model racing cars. A beam of light is aimed across the track at
the LDR. Timing begins when a car passes between the source
of light and the LDR, and ends the next time it passes the same

Figure 9: stripboard layout of the photosensitive gating circuit

point.

Practical lap timer
The LDR may be of any type, and the values of R2 and RV1
chosen to give an adjustable output between about 4V and 5V
under average operating conditions. Omit any outputs you do
not need, but remember to connect all unused inputs of the
4093 either to +9V or to OV. If this is built as part of another
circuit, only the gate connected to the sensor need be a 4093.
The rest can be 4011s.
(LSD). The displays are low -current types so that they can be
driven directly from the 4026s. They must be common -cathode
displays.

Reaction Timer and Stopwatch
Circuit

cfprtrnri7.4-:
Figure 8 is an example of the ways in which a stopwatch or
other timing circuit may be gated as a result of an external event.
The sensor is a light -dependent resistor. In average daylight its
resistance is about 1 kilohms, and increases when it is shaded.
Current flows through the resistor chain generating a potential
difference across R2 and RV1. This voltage becomes the input
of the NAND gate. We adjust RV1 so that the input voltage is a
little more than 5V This counts as a high input making the
output go low. This NAND gate is special because, unlike the
usual NAND gate of the 4011, this one has Schmitt trigger
inputs. They have a rapid 'snap' action and, once the voltage
has fallen sufficiently to change the state of the gate (at about
4.1V), the voltage must rise appreciably (to about 4.9V) before
the gate changes back again. A slowly and erratically changing
light level causes one and only one change of state, not a series
of 'ons' and 'offs'. The result is a single well-defined timing
period, with no false starts.

Passive Components
R1

R2

R3, R4, R5, R6
R7
C1

C2
C3
Xtal 1
SW1

SW2

10M
3k9
10k
330R
15p
33p
10n

3.2768 MHz

Pushbutton or toggle
See text

Semiconductors
IC1

IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
Q1
D1

4060
4013
4026
4026
4001

BC108
LED

2 x LCD displays

.....

Gating Circuit

......

All Components

0

R1

Light -dependent resistor

R2
RV1
IC1

1k8
1k
4093
4013

IC2

Figure 9F: the back of the stripboard showing cutouts
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Using an everyday spreadsheet to simulate component interactions in a circuit
design, using the spreadsheet's ability to do instant calculations.
John Howden
ircuits that I design at home usually start on the
I think that a spreadsheet could be useful for designing any
back of an envelope and are developed on a
circuit that involves interaction between component values.
solderless breadboard. My latest project, a
Operational amplifier circuits, audio circuits, binary logic, filters
temperature meter, needed more powerful
and oscillators would be some examples. The spreadsheet
support tools.
could also be extremely effective for teaching. The ability to plot
The thermistor sensor that I planned to use had a nonone parameter against another or to plot parameters against
linear response. I expected that this could be corrected, but I
time and show an instant result should be especially helpful.
did not know what the correction circuit was, or how to
calculate its component values. It was tedious to repeat
A
B
C
D
E
F
i
G
H
Spreadsheet simulation of inverting operational amplifier circuit
"cut and try" resistor value calculations with a calculator.
2
The breadboard was not much help, as I would need a
3
set of reference temperatures to test every adjustment of
4
-------__
5
450
the circuit.
6
The ideal solution, of course, would be to have a
7
___
Computer Aided Design package on my home
9
_______
computer. That way I could draw the circuit, simulate it
_-_____
10
10.20_
and even produce the printed circuit pattern with a few
clicks of my mouse. Back to the real world! The number
13
of projects I undertake at home couldn't justify the cost
14
15
at the time I was working on this, although I notice that
16
the price of some packages have come down a great
deal in the last year or so ... However, it gave me
18 Vin
4
41
-3
-11- _____ --11- ___ -----+
31
5
---------- ---------another idea.
19 Vout
10.001
9.00
3.001
-3.00i
-0.00.f_
-10.00
.
20
I did have a computer with some general-purpose
21
___-_ ___
software packages: a word processor, a spreadsheet,
Output vs Input
22
....--23
__
----t
and a desktop publisher - the same software that many
24
15.00
--computer users have. Maybe I could use these tools to
25
10 00
---26
do the job I needed? That was how it turned out.
5 00

C

I

I

1

1

I

1

,

-

.

I

-

1

Computer spreadsheets
First, I had to have a circuit design that worked. The

spreadsheet was the obvious solution. You do not need
an advanced spreadsheet to do complex linked
calculations and plot graphs of sections of data. Even
basic spreadsheets are particularly good at "what if"
calculations, where the result of varying a data item can
be seen instantly.

____t_
4

27
28
29
30
31

----- -----4

33
34

-----14

3635

s

#

0.00

0

-5.00

i

-

-

5-

.-

-'---

-1000

1

-__-_
___ _

-4__

Input

-----

41

Figure 1: a straightforward inverting DC op -amp circuit drawn with the
spreadsheet's drawing tools
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Spreadsheet simulation of logic circuit
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Figure 2: plotting changes with time

Vout = - V n * Rf / Ri

There are naturally some limitations in using a spreadsheet
to model an electronic circuit, and they are, indeed, much the
same limitations as a dedicated circuit simulation package.
Real components in the real world, even high -tolerance ones,
rarely exhibit the ideal and sometimes over -simplified behavior
expected by simulators. They have non-linearities, time delays,
parasitic oscillations and other features that need to be dealt
with if a circuit is to work. Prototyping still has an important role
to play. Even so, a spreadsheet model could save a great deal
of trial and error and increase understanding of the way a
circuit is likely to behave.
Preliminary experiments were encouraging. I found,
however, that it is easy to get confused when circuit values are
represented by spreadsheet cells. As a minimum, the circuit
needs to be drawn on paper, labels added and these labels
used next to the appropriate cells. With the more advanced
spreadsheets, such as Excel (the one I use myself), you can
draw or import diagrams, and then enter data into the cells
underlying the drawing. It is much easier to see what is going
on when using a circuit diagram combined with spreadsheet
cells in this way.

or in spreadsheet terms (Excel format) the cell contains ". B7*E5/C7".
We can now manually vary the value of Vin to see what Vout
should result or vary the resistor values to find a required Vout
for a given Vin. For simplicity, the effect of saturating the
amplifier output is ignored here.
This calculating facility can be useful in itself as a teaching
aid or when designing circuits with more complex
mathematics. It is even better to use the spreadsheet plotter,
perhaps to plot Vout against Vin.
This looks messier on the spreadsheet, since we need to
set up a cell for each input value and another for the
corresponding output value. Fortunately it is not as difficult as it
seems, since it is easy to copy cells on a spreadsheet.
Formulae are automatically varied according to grid position.
We just need to ensure that the formula in the first cell of the
row is correct. It must reference the other cells by absolute
location or relative location as appropriate.
In the example, cells B18 to G18 have been loaded with the
input voltage values to be displayed. For plotting purposes it is
important that the steps should be regular if a "line" graph is
used, else use an "X -Y" plot style. Cell B19 contains a
modification of the formula in cell G10. The output is limited to
the rail voltage, here assumed to be plus and minus 10 Volts.
The input voltage must be taken from the cell above. So the
formula is:

Applying a spreadsheet
A couple of simple examples will show how the spreadsheet
might be used in practice.
Figure 1 shows a straightforward inverting DC operational
amplifier circuit. The circuit was drawn using the spreadsheet's
drawing tools. Some text was added with the drawing tool to
identify the components, etc., but the actual values have been
entered into cells on the spreadsheet. Thus "Ri" is a label but
"150" is a constant in cell C7.
The spreadsheet cell G10, representing the output voltage
Vout, is loaded with the formula for an inverting operational
amplifier configuration:

--MIN(MAX(B18*SE$5/$C$7,10), -10)

Once the formula is satisfactory it can be copied to cells C19
to G19. The reference to B18 is automatically updated by the
spreadsheet to C18 and so on. Absolute references, signaled
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spreadsheet plot will simply connect one
point to the next. To display a vertical
edge we have to plot two Y points at the
same, or nearly the same, X point. So
instead of time points 0,1,2,3 etc. we
need 0, 0.99, 1, 1.99 and so on.
Each signal is to be plotted against the
time value on the x-axis. To separate the
traces we need to set up yet another set
of data cells which I have called "offset
clock", "offset divide by 2", and so on.
These contain the value of the
appropriate signal plus a fixed offset. This
offset is fairly arbitrary and is merely used
to position the trace on the plot.
All this would seem to need a lot of
effort. In fact, once the formulae in cells
B12 to B20 have been set up, they are
easily copied to the remaining cells to the
right using the in-built power of the
spreadsheet.
The formulae in the key cells are as
follows:

-6- Output -9-Erro-ri
--

'

-

B12 (clock)
=1NT(MOD(B$11,2))
B13 (divide by 2)
=1NT(MOD(B$11/2,2))
B14 (divide by 4)
=1NT(MOD(B$11/4,2))
B15 ("and" gate)
=AND(B14,NOT(B13),NOT(B12))
B17 (offset clock)

12,00
10.00

7,

Z

8.00

>

6.00

S
c,
S

4 00

0

200
0.00
-2.00
20

25

30

35

40

Temperature

Figure 3: a practical thermistor example, but with the power rails offset to refer the non inverting input to OV to simplify the spreadsheet

by dollar signs, remain unchanged.
It can often help to do steps such as output limiting in
stages. So we could have had two rows for Vout, the first
containing the simple formula and the second applying the
limits. This reduces the chances of making a mistake in the
formula.
It remains to tell the spreadsheet to plot cells B18 to G18
as the x-axis and cells B19 to G19 as the y-axis of a suitable
graph. Note that such graphs can be a little misleading; in this
case the "3" and "5" points are linked with a straight line,
which is incorrect. Plotting more points would make the graph
more accurate.

=B12+4.5
B18 (offset div by 2)
B19 (offset div by 4)
B20 (offset "and")
=B15+0.1

=B13+3
=B14+1.5

The main signals are derived by suitable division of the time.
followed by modulo two conversion (the remainder after
division by two). The result is transformed into an integer,
which should be either zero or one. These values are suitable
inputs for the "and" function.

Design example: a temperature meter
Now for a more practical example based on my original
problem (figure 3). For this article, I have modified the power
rails of the circuit to make the spreadsheet easier to
understand. In the real circuit, the operational amplifier supplies
were OV and 5V, with the non -inverting input and meter taken
to a stabilised reference voltage of 1.2V The thermistor was
taken to OV, which effectively put -1.2V across the thermistor.
As the temperature of the thermistor probe increases, its
resistance decreases. This increases the current through the
probe and hence the amplifier output voltage.
The adjustable bias voltage sets the meter to zero at the
lowest temperature to be indicated. The maximum meter
reading is assumed to occur at an amplifier output of 10V.
Initially the bias voltage (cell A8) is adjusted by trial and error to
obtain zero output when the temperature is 20 degrees.
Resistance R2 (cell C7) is then adjusted to give Vout of 10V for
a temperature of 40 degrees.
The thermistor is a miniature bead type from RS/Electromail.

A logical approach
Figure 2 demonstrates how changes with time can be plotted.
The simple logic circuit shown comprises a regular clock pulse
feeding a divider circuit. The divider has divide by two and
divide by four outputs. The divide by two signal and the clock
are inverted and fed together with the divide by four output into
a logical "and" gate. We are interested in the behaviour of the
output with time, which we can see by using the X -Y plotting
facility on the spreadsheet.
One row of spreadsheet cells is set up to indicate time.
Below the time cells we can place rows of the outputs from
various parts of the circuit. There is a slight snag. The
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This is modified slightly for cells B24 to F24, so that the t2
values are taken from cells B23 to F23 respectively. The cell
that represents amplifier output voltage (D11) contains:

designs initially, then copying these to build up more complex
component pads.
If you don't have a desktop publishing package, you may
be able to manage with a drawing package or even the
drawing tools provided in a good word processor. Work with a
high magnification to reduce errors. Tracks can be drawn
directly by setting up a suitable line width. It's a good idea to
save many file copies regularly under different names. That way
you can recover the situation when you make the inevitable
fatal mistake.
Of course there is no output from this system other than a
print of the layout so how can this be turned into a printed
circuit? I printed the final layout onto transparency film using a
laser printer. The film can be used to "contact print" the circuit
layout onto photographically sensitised printed circuit board
(available from Maplins and other suppliers) if you have the
necessary equipment. If you don't, then people who can make
up a one-off board or small run can often be found in the
classified ads section of ETI.

= -(($B$19*$C$7/SAS15)+SAS8*$C$7/$B$7)

A final thought

According to a datasheet its temperature characteristic is
represented by the equation:
R2 = R1

e(B/t2 - B/t1)

Where:

R2 is the resistance at temperature t2
R1 is the resistance at temperature t1
B is the characteristic constant for the thermistor
t1 and t2 are the thermistor temperature in Kelvin
or in spreadsheet terms (cell A15):
= $C$4*EXP(SC$5/(SES4+273)-(SC$5/(25+273)))

When you next have a problem it is worth looking at whatever
facilities you already have. The answer may lie under your nose
and it may even be more fun than taking the obvious
approach.

Again, this is modified slightly for cells B25 to F25, taking the
probe resistance from the cell above instead of from A15.
This time we plot two parameters on the graph: the output
voltage and the output linearity error, both
F
against thermistor temperature. The output
C
A
Temperature meter simulation - with linearity correction
is seen to be significantly non-linear. The
L
2
challenge is to correct this.
,
I-4
-4
3
1...1.
I had a hunch that introducing a series
;temperature 30
:4700
thermistor resistance at 25C = .
4
resistor (R3) might have the desired effect.
thermistor "B" constant
5
-I!:3390
6
Figure 4 shows the much -improved
127,400
15,000
7
linearity after a period of trial and error
1
2.141
8
-------------- ------R2
changes to the value of R3. For each trial
9
bias voltage
FRill
15V
____
10
value the bias voltage and feedback
4.99
II
resistance had to be re -balanced. Excel has
2,700
IVou11
12
a "goal -seeking" utility which makes this
13
Ili]
-1.2V
operation easier. It sets a cell value by
14
3,896
15
dragging a graph point with the mouse.
16
OV
thermistor
later refined the circuit by adding
17
another resistor in parallel with the probe.
18
ov
_L
i-1.2
19
r
The aim was to decrease the effective
i
20
-- -.voltage across the thermistor and reduce
variation with temperature
21
i;Output
self -heating effects. It was easy to
22
--.
4-40
35
30
25
20
23 ambient temperatureI
demonstrate that this circuit change could
-i
2725
3249
t
3896
4700
5707
probe
resistance
24
be made without upsetting the linearity
.i 7.52 '_ 10.00
4.99
0.00
T 2.48
25 amplifier output
correction. The performance of the final
10.00
7.50
5.00
2.50
0.00
26 ideal
i_. 0.00
0.02
T
-0.01
-0.02
i
0.00
design was confirmed by breadboard tests.
27 error
i
"i"
7
-1--28
This example shows how a spreadsheet
1
-I1-29
is much easier to use than a breadboard to
1 --Output -0-Error I
30
find critical values in a circuit with
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interacting components.
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Cheap PC layouts
Now that I had a suitable design, I wanted
to prepare a printed circuit layout for the
meter. A few experiments convinced me
that I could use the drawing tools provided
by a Desktop Publishing package to plot a
single -sided track pattern.
Careful use of rulers and guidelines was
required when laying out the tracks. This
was tedious but not as bad as I anticipated
The secret lies in doing a few careful pad
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Figure 4: the much -improved linearity after trial and error changes to R3
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ETI can supply printed circuit boards for most of our
current projects - see the list below for boards
available. For recent boards not listed, check the
constructional article for an alternative supplier.

units you are ordering. Make cheques/POs/money
orders, in £ sterling only, payable to Nexus Special
Interest Limited. Please allow 28 days for delivery.
Access/Visa orders may be made on 01442 266551
(ask for Readers Services).

Please use this order form or a copy of it. Check
that all relevant information is filled in, including the
Unit Order Code, and that you have signed the form
if sending a credit card number. Overseas customers
please add postage appropriate to the number of
Name and issue of project

Unit code

Price

Eli PCB Serviceiseme 11 1998
Loop Alarm
Ricky Sound (Music Lovers)

E/1198/1

£5.09
£5.09

E/1198/2

Only boards listed here are available from our
PCB Service. For past issues of magazines, or
binders, please see page 74 or contact Readers
Services for i formation.
AA Cell Eliminator
PIC Based Double Bass Tuner
5 Range Capacitor Meter
MIDI Drum Pads

Ionisation Chamber
Ionisation Chamber (SMD)
E/
PIC Development Board: see also issue 6 E/698/1

Smartcam main board
Smartcam opto-sensor board
Both smartcam boards
Switched Mode Internal Power Supply
Auto Cupboard Light

£5.09
£5.09

below.

EILPCB Service Issue 9 1998

0 Meter
Bath Duck

E/998/2
E/998/3

£5.09
£5.09

E/898/1
E/898/2
E/898/3
E/898/4
E/898/5
E/898/6
E/898/7

£5.09
£5.09
£5.09
£6.77
£5.09
£5.09
£5.50

E/798/1

£5.09
£5.09
£5.09
£12.33
£5.50

Control Centre Desk -Top Unit
Control Centre Main Section

E77 Issue 13 1997
4 -Go Rocket Launcher - main board
4, -Go Rocket Launcher - relay board
Mighty Midget

E77 Issue 6 1998
PIC Development Board
Signal Generator
Headlight Delay Unit
6 -Interval Games Timer

£5.09
£5.09
£7.00
£7.87
£5.64

E/0198/1
E/0198/2

£8.99
£7.87

E/1397/1
E/1397/2
E/1397/3

£5.64
£6.22
£9.54

r

Please supply:

E77 ISSUG 7 1998

PIC 16C74 Development Board
Surface Mount Diagnostic interface
Surface Mount Logic Probe
Mains Monitor
Aquaprobe

E/298/1
E/298/2
E/29811&2
E/298/5
E/298/3

E77 Issue 1 1998

E71 PCB Service issue 8 1998

PIC Electronics Security Switch
PIC Multiplexed LED Display
PIC Non -multiplexed LED Display
Easy Parker
Tiny Traffic Lights
Q Meter
Bath Duck

£7.32
£5.64
£6.77
£5.64

E77 Issue 2 1998

4111411111W'

E77 PCB Service issue 10 1998

E/398/2
E/398/3
E/398/4
E/398/5

E/798/2
E/798/3
E/798/4
E/798/5

E/698/1
E/69812

E/898/3
E/69614

Quantity Project Unit Order Code Price Total price

Prices are inclusive of post and packing in the UK. Overseas Post and
Packing (if applicable): Add £1 per unit

£5.50
£8.99
£5.50
£5.09

Name

E77 Issue 5 1998

UHF Transmitter (DS)
UHF Transmitter Encoder
UHF Receiver Front End (DS)
UHF Receiver IF stage (DS)
Fridge Thermometer
AVR Controller
27C16 Eprom Programmer
Guardian Light

E/598/1

E/598/2
E/598/3
E/598/4
E/598/5
E/598/6
E/598/7
E1598/9

£5.07
£5.09
£5.07
£5.07
£5.50
£5.50
£7.87
£6.22

Address

I enclose payment of £
Sterling only) to:

(cheque/PO/money order in £

PCB Service, READERS SERVICES DEPARTMENT. Nexus Special Interests Ltd..

E77 Issue 4 1998

LED Voltmeter
BB Ranger Control Board
BB Ranger Score Board
Line -Up Oscillator with Glitch
Tic Tac Toe

9JJssite119911
Medium Wave Loop

E/498/1

E/498/2
E/498/3
E/498/4
E/498/5

£5.64
£6.22
£22.89
£8.99
£8.44

E/398/1

£5.64

Nexus House, Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU

nn
Signature:

Card expiry date:
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ETI Issue 7 1997

ETI Issue 12 1997

PC Phonecard Reader: ITT Cannon onlyE/1297/1
Minute Minder
E/1297/2
Medium Wave Receiver - RF board
E/1297/3
Medium Wave Receiver - Tuning board E/1297/4
Medium Wave Receiver - Audio board E/1297/5
Medium Wave Receiver - PSU board
E/1297/6

Eprommer: main board (double sided)
E797/1
£13.32
Eprommer: PSU board
E797/2
£5.64
Eprommer: personality modules (double sided):
E797/3
Any ONE module board: £5.09; two modules: £7.90; three modules:
£11.85; four modules; £15.80: five modules: £19.75; All six modules:

£6.22
£13.98
£11.76
£5.09
£5.09
£6.77

£23.70

ETI Issue 11 1997

Total Harmonic Distortion Meter
Alphanumeric Morse Touchkey

E/1197/1
E11197/2

£13.43
£5.09

E/1097/1
E/1097/2
E/1097/3
E/109714
E/1097/5
E/1097/6

£5.64
£5.09
£6.77
£21.22
£5.09
£5.09
£30.30
£5.64

Please specify which Eprom modules you require. Modules are for 2716,
2732. 2764, 27128, 27256 or 27512. One order code/overseas postal
charge applies whether a selection or all six personality module boards are
ordered.
Are Your Lights On?
E/797/4
£5.09
Peak Reading VU Meter
E1197/5

ETI Issue 10 1997

The I0 Tester
Fake Flasher
DC Motors (Part 2)
Valve Tester - Main Board
Valve Tester - Socket Board
Valve Tester - Heater Regulator
All three Valve Tester boards
The IQ Tester (previously E/897/2

E/1097/4/5/6
E/1097/7

Terms of trade
Terms strictly payment with order, We cannot supply credit
orders, but will supply a proforma invoice if requested.
Proforma orders will not be processed until payment is
received. All boards are manufactured from the foils that
appear in the ETI Foils Pages for the appropriate issue. Please
check that our foils are suitable for the component packages
you intend to use before ordering as we cannot supply
modified boards or replace boards that have been modified or
soldered. Boards are only supplied in the listed units. Sorry, we
cannot break units. Prices and stock may be altered without
prior notice. Prices and stock listed in this issue supersede
prices and stock appearing in any previous issue. ETI, Nexus
Special Interests and their representatives shall not be liable for
any loss or damage suffered howsoever arising out of or in
connection with the supply of printed circuit boards or other
goods or services by ETI, Nexus Special Interests or their
representatives other than to supply goods or services offered
or refund the purchaser any money paid in respect of goods
not supplied.

ETI Issue 9 1997

Eprom Emulator
The Power Supply
Electronic Door Chimes
Digital Power Supply

E/997/1

E/997/2
E/997/3
E/997/4

£16.49
£5.09
£5.09
£10.11

ETI Issue 8 1997

The Brake Light Tester
DC Motors (3 experimental boards)
DC Motors: The first Control Unit
DC Motors: The 4046 Circuit
DC Motors: The Crystal Drive Circuit
All three DC Motors boards

E/897/1

£5.09

E/897/3
E/897/4
E/897/5
E/897/3/4/5

£5.09
£5.09
£5.09
£11.50

The International Model Show and The
Model Engineer Exhibition 1997/1998
was a record breaker, attracting over 50,000 visitors.

Following this outstanding success
The International Model Show and The Model Engineer Exhibition
1998/1999

(29th December 1998 - 3rd January 1999)
- the last to be held in the Grand Hall, Olympia promises to be an even more spectacular event. Visitors at last year's
show were unanimous in praising the exhibition for providing a great
day out for all the family, and the Show's clear and easy -to -follow layout
also attracted positive comment.

Manufacturers and suppliers who had stands at the show reported a
busy exhibition, with sales well up on the previous year, and in general a
much improved event.

r

Between now and the Show's opening, Nexus organisers will be striving
to make further improvements to its layout and format and are working
hard to ensure that the 1998/1999 exhibition will be even more
attractive to traders who exhibit, and even more memorable for visitors.

Yes, I would like to receive further information about the The
International Model Show and The Model Engineer Exhibition
1997/1998. ETI reader:
Name

Nexus publications such as Radio and Control Models and Electronics,
Model Boats. Model Engineer, Model Engineer Workshop, Scale
Models, Radio Modeller, Aero Modeller and many more will be exhibiting
and introducing live displays to the public.

Address

Please send for the attention of The Editor, ETI, Nexus
House, Azalea Drive, Swanley BR8 8HU.

To book your company a stand at the exhibition, contact John Furlong,
Sales Manager at Nexus Media. Tel: 01322 660070 Fax: 01322
667633.

L
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Versatile

Alarm

Terry Balbirnie

This general-purpose alarm uses the well -tried "broken loop" principle. This type of
alarm is virtually immune from false triggering and inexpensive to construct.
t is also very
versatile - it can
even be used to
protect several items
around the house
and garden at the same time.

BATTERY

4 cm

R6

am

R4
RR7

R98

sv
SW2
SW3
SW4

A bit loopy
The Loop Alarm was originally
developed to protect a caravan
against theft and entry when left
in storage. It could just as easily
be used for bicycles, boats and
camping equipment, not to
mention garden tools such as
lawn mowers and chainsaws.

R3

SOUNDER

LOOP

Figure 2: the component layout of the Loop Alarm

Overview

switches or micro -switches. These could be used to detect
when doors or windows are opened. Some readers may wish
to use this kind of switch as an anti -tamper measure so that
the alarm will be triggered if anyone attempts to move the box,
however, this should not normally be necessary if the unit is
placed out of reach.
The loop wire may be of any reasonable length so that it
can be used to protect items over a wide area. Line
connectors can be included at intervals along the wire so that
items can be added or removed easily. You could make up
several loops of different lengths so that you can select one to
suit your current application. Please note, however, that the
unit and any connectors must be kept dry. Any plugs, sockets
and switches used outdoors must be of waterproof types or
be suitably protected. Any corrosion could result in poor
contact which the circuit would interpret as a break in the loop.

The alarm comprises one unit in a metal box containing the
circuit panel, battery pack and a loud "yelping" sounder. (But
you could also site the sounder remotely).
In use, two sockets on the side of the unit are
interconnected by piece of flexible wire with a plug on each
end. This is passed through any parts of the item(s) to be
protected that it cannot be removed from without first
unplugging it. For example, it could be run between the holes
in a car or trailer wheel, the spokes of a bicycle wheel or the
handle of a lawnmower (as long as it is not the type that
unscrews quickly with a wingnut!) Before the item can be
removed, the wire must be cut or unplugged, and this will
trigger the alarm.
Switches with normally closed contacts could also be
included in the loop - for example, magnetically operated reed

D1

1N4001

R9

.I.
R1

10M

R2
10M

R8

5M6- 10M

220k

D1

R12
10M

1R11

C1

680R

47n
IC2
7555

\30s

120s

O
6

SW1 - SW4
LOOP

kSW5

LED1

1 OM

R7

R6

R4
1M

R3
10M

116

mm C2

11C3

C4
T2p2

T471

Figure 1: the circuit of the Loop Alarm
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either C3 or the appropriate timing resistor will increase these
operating periods.
While IC2 output is high, current flows to the base of
transistor Q1 via R10 and turns it on. Collector current then
operates the audible warning device (piezo siren) WD1, and
also LED1, which is current -limited by R11 to a suitable
working value. The LED will be useful for testing the circuit
before connecting the sounder.
C2 maintains IC2 reset input (pin 4) low for a short time
after switching on so that it will not trigger on power -up.
Following that, R5 makes pin 4 high and enables the device.
R4 maintains IC2 trigger input in a normally high condition. This
prevents any false triggering which could occur without it.

Construction
The Loop Alarm uses a single -sided PCB (figure 2). Begin by
drilling the three mounting holes. Solder the is sockets, the
piece of screw terminal block TB1 and the dip switches in
position.
Follow with all resistors and capacitors. In the prototype, R9
and R12 are two 10M units because this is the highest value
easily available. You could use a single 22M resistor in the
place of R9 and short-circuit R12 with a wire link. C3 in the
prototype is two 2.2uF capacitors in parallel (C3 and C4), but a
single 4.7uF capacitor could be used instead (the C4 position
would be left unconnected). I have avoided electrolytic
capacitors in this circuit to improve reliability.
Solder D1 and the LED in position observing their polarity.
Finish with transistor Q1 taking care over orientation because it
is "upside down" compared with usual practice - that is, the
emitter is at the top. The tag on the transistor body is closest
to the emitter. Solder 10cm pieces of stranded connecting wire
to the points labelled "loop". Solder the negative wire of the
PP3-type battery snap to the "battery -" point, and a 10cm
piece of stranded wire to the "battery +" one.

Once triggered, the alarm will sound for a preset time from
about one second (for testing purposes) up to nearly two
minutes, and the sound will continue even if the loop is remade. The only way to silence it prior to time-out is to cancel it
using the key -operated switch that the owner will also use
before removing an item.
The circuit requires a standby current of 100 to 150uA. The
specified battery pack of eight M alkaline cells could maintain
this for two years or more. However, the alarm will need to
sound occasionally (if only for testing purposes) so the
batteries are best replaced every year, more frequently if the
alarm has sounded for long periods.
It is important to remember that no alarm is completely
foolproof. To prevent the theft of valuable items, more than one
means of protection should be used. For example, a caravan
could be fitted with this alarm and a good -quality wheel clamp.
You should also check their requirements with your insurance
company, as this may affect a claim if you have one.

How it works
Figure 1 shows circuit. If the key -operated switch SW5 is in the
on position, battery pack B1 provides its 12V supply through
diode Dl. The diode gives reverse -polarity protection.
While the loop (on the left of figure 1) is unbroken, the
non -inverting input (pin 3) of micropower op -amp 101 is
maintained at half the supply voltage (nominally 6V) by the
potential divider, R2 and R3. The inverting input is kept low by
the loop. The voltage at the non -inverting input is therefore
greater than that at the inverting one, so the op -amp is on and
its output, pin 6, is high.
If the loop is broken, R1 causes the inverting input to go
high and exceed the voltage at the non -inverting one. The op amp switches off sending pin 6 low. A low pulse will be sent to
IC2 trigger input (pin 2) via C1.
Note that resistors R1, R2 and R3 have a very high value to
minimise the continuous current flowing through them. 101 has
been set for minimum current requirement by making pin 8 (the
program pin) high.

Insider dealing
Check the inside of the box to work out the best layout for the
components, and whether the sounder is to be mounted inside
the box (as in the prototype) or externally. At this point, it would
also be a good idea to decide how you want to secure the
unit, so that any fixing holes needed can be drilled in the back.
It might also be a good idea to connect the sounder direct to
the battery pack to check that it will be loud enough for your
applications.
In the prototype, the battery holder was attached to the
base next to the circuit panel (see photograph). The switch and

What's the time?
IC2 is a timer is configured as a monostable, triggered by the
low pulse from 101. Its output pin 3 goes high for a given time
and then reverts to low. The time is chosen from one of four
preset values via one of four dip switches (SW1 to SW4). Each
switches into the circuit a resistor (R6 to R9), which with C3
fixes the monostable time period. The lowest resistor (R6) in
the circuit gives about one second. This is handy for testing
and setting -up. R7 gives about 30 seconds, R8 gives about 50
seconds and R9 about 100 seconds. Raising the value of
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shortest timing by connecting its wires (extended as
necessary) to TB1, in the right polarity or it will not
work. Use one of the dip switches to set the
required time-out period, and set the key -operated
switch to OFF.
Secure the unit in position. It will be best if it is
made as difficult as possible for a potential thief to
reach. If you decide to mount the sounder remotely,
the wires should be routed carefully to make them
difficult (and better still, difficult to see). Wherever
the main unit is placed, it must not be possible for
rain spray to reach it. When you are satisfied with
the arrangement, fit the lid using anti -tamper
screws if this is thought necessary. Carry out a test
under real conditions. If possible, display a
professional -looking alarm sticker on the property.

Choice of sounder
The piezo sounder combined loudness, low current
requirement and small size. It should draw no more
than 300mA from the supply. The one used in the
prototype required only 150mA, but a larger one
could be used if a larger box was used, or the
sounder was mounted externally.
Every few weeks, the alarm should be triggered for a few
seconds to make sure everything is working. If the sounder
lacks power, replace the batteries.

loop sockets were mounted on the side, with the sounder on
the lid section. All this will depend to some extent on the box
being used.
Mark the positions of the PCB and other mounting holes,
drill these and attach them. When mounting the PCB, use
short plastic stand-off insulators on the bolt shanks - this will
ensure that all copper tracks on the underside remain clear of
the bottom of the box. Make a bracket to hold the battery
holder but do not fix it in place yet.
Connect the centre (pin) connection of each phono socket
to the "loop" wires leading from the PCB. If the key -operated
switch is of the SPST type. there will be only two tags so
connecting it will be straightforward. If it has a more complex
contact pattern, use a multi -tester set to a low resistance
range to identify the normally open contacts if necessary.
Connect one tag to the positive battery snap wire and the
other to the "battery +" wire leading from the PCB. Do not
connect the sounder wires yet (so that it will not operate during

Resistors
R1, R2, R3, R8,R9, R12
R4, R5
R6
R7

R10
R11

10M
1M
220k
5M6
2k2
680R

Capacitors

testing).
Insert 101 and IC2 into their sockets the right way round.

Cl, C2

47n metallised polyester

C3, C4

(2.5mm pin spacing)
2.2u metallised polyester
(5mm pin spacing)

Semiconductors

These are CMOS components, so touch something earthed
(such as a water tap) before inserting them to protect them
from static. Set dip switch SW1 ON and the other three OFF
(to give the shortest timing).

ICI
01

ICL7611
ICM7555IPA
BFY51

LED1

3 -mm red LED

1C2

Miscellaneous

Adjustment and testing

Key -operated switch
Piezo sounder, 12V dc
operation at 300mA
maximum - see text
TB1
2 -way screw terminal
block, 10mm pin spacing
PCB; 8 x AA size alkaline cells and holder; PP3
battery connector; 2 x single -hole mounting phono
sockets; 2 x 8 -pin dii sockets; aluminium box for
project.
SW1
WD1

Set the key -operated switch OFF. Insert eight alkaline AA cells
in the battery holder and connect it. Secure it with the bracket
ensuring there are no short-circuits with the case. Insulate it
using a piece of cardboard if necessary. Cut a piece of wire of
suitable length to make the loop and solder the pin connection
of a phono plug to each end. Extra -flexible wire is best for the
job. Do not use single -strand wire which is likely to break in
service ( and trigger the alarm). Insert the plugs into the
sockets on the unit.
Switch on and check that the LED does not light. Remove a
plug to break the loop - the LED should operate and go off
again about one second later. Check the other timings by
operating dip switches SW2 to SW4 in turn. Note that only one
switch should be on at a time. Test the sounder on the

All components are available from Maplin. The
sounder used in the prototype was order code
JK42V.
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ETI
Classified

MarkCollier

01322 660070

Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, Nexus, Nexus House.
Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent BR8 8HY
Lineage: 85p per word (+VAT) (minimum 20 words)
Semi display: (minimum 3cms)
£12.50 + VAT per single column centimetre
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be pre -paid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

PLANS

FOR SALE

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS
I

PUT 220/240V AC 50/60
OUTPUT 0-260V
Price

P&P

PANEL. MOUNTING
£6.00 (C45.83 Inc VAT)
0.5KVA 2.5 amp max £33.00
£45.25
£7.00 (f61.39 inc VAT)
1KVA 5 amp max

SHROUDED
0.510(A 2.5 amp max £34.00

£5.00 1047.00 inc VAT)
£49.25
£700 (£62.57 inc VAT)
1KVA 5 amp max
£65.00
£8.50 (£86.36 inc VAT)
2INA 10 amp max
016.50
£3.50 (£1'1.63 inc VAT)
3KVA 15 amp max
£150.00 PIUS Carriage & VAT
5KVA 25 amp max
EXTOL'S Pl. Carnage & VAT
10KVA 45 amp max
£205.00 Plus Carriage & VAT
8KVA 3 PHASE Star
Buy direct horn the unpoinerS. Keenest prices
the country

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION & AUTO
(110240v Auto trans* otter cased Ma Arnencan socket and
mare lead of open frame type. Available for immediate delvery

500VA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
Nee n`anx. curia 'C Ore crscartec sit" too cant or. sot*

5KVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
As New Ex -equipment fully shrouded Line Norse
Suppression, Ultra Isolation Transformer with terminal
covers end Kncck-out cable entries. Pnmary 120/240V
Secondary 120/240V 50/60 Hz 005 pF Capacitance.
Size L.37 x W.19 x H.16cm Werght 42 Kilos PRICE
E120.00 VAT

SWC SCIENTIFIC
WIRE COMPANY
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WIRE
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIRE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 0181 559 1114

es.waronouse. Carnage on request

24V DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR

Type 3TH8022 DB 2 x NO and 2 x NC 230V AC 10A
contacts Screw or Din Rail fixing. Size H 120 x W 45 x
0.75mm. Brand New Pone £7.63 net P&P and VAT.
240V AC WESTOOL SOLENIODS
112 Mod 1 flat. 1 MAx shake 114 in. Base mounting 1/2in.
stroke 51bs Dull approx. 1T6 Mod 1 Rat, 2 Max stroke 119

Front mounting 1/2in Front mountmg 112 M. stroke
15Ibs pull appmx Price incl. p&p & VAT. 112 £5.88. 'ITS
£881. SERIES 400 07.64.
In.

RANGE OF XENON FLASNTUBES

Write/Phone your enquires
ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE
FLUORESCENT TUBES
(E18.45 Inc VAT)
411 40 watt £14.00 (caters any(
211 20 watt £9.00 (Cadets onty)
(£10.58 me VAT)
12n El weft £4.001.r. 75p p&p
(00.52 Inc VAT
(C524 inc VAT)
Sin 8 matt £3.96 Sop P&P
(£524 mc VAT)
eon 4 *aft £3.96 50p P&P
230V AC BALLAST KIT
For either 6in, Sin or 1210 rubes £6.05 £1 .40
VAT)

The above Tubes are 3500'4000 angst. (350403ton) deal hor detecting security nwrIongs, effects

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS
500 GPH 15It head 3 amp £19.98
1750 OPH 156 NNW 9 erns £34.55
Also nee ss-MaNe 240 D C. 1750 GPM 156 heed 5 .rro £35.55

Co mooned to be ...submerged PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT

SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE KIT
Deelged for Disco. Theatrical uses etc.
Approx 16 pules. Adjustable speed £50.00 £1.00 pap

enquiries,

INSTRUMENT CASE
1,not L31 x H18 x 19cm deep.
Brand new Manuf.
Removeable front and rear panel to easy assembly of
components. Grey fins complete carol case feet.
PRICE £16.45 INCL. P&P &VAT 2 off £28.20

Variable Voltage
Technology Ltd

surveillance devices, pyrotechnics
and com-puter graphics tablet. 150

Plancentre Publications, Unit 7,
Old Wharf Industrial Estate,
Ledbury,
Dymock Road,
Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

available and technical advice.

0 -Electronic Design Associates.
Tel: 0181-391-0545. Fax: 0181391-5258.

ELECTRONIC

TRANSFORMERS

50mm deep. Price 1.9.93 rid p&p & VAT. 2 off £17.80

MANUFACTURING

For valve and transistor circuits
230V AC SYNCHRONOUS GEARED MOTORS

HT Filament chokes high & low voltage
Standard and custom design
large and small quantities

Brand new Ovoid Gearbox Crouzet type motors
H 65mm x W 55mm x 0 35mm 4mm die shaft x
10mm long. 6 RPM anti cw £9.99 InCI p&p & VAT.
20 RPM anti cw Depth 40mm £11.16 Ind p&p &VAT

Unit 24E, Samuel Whites Estate, Medina
Road. Cowes. Isle of Wight P031 7LP

SCUD STATE ENT UNIT
Input 230/2400 AC. Output approx 1 5KV Producing 0mm
spark. Boa -lo 10 sec Omer Easily modffed for 20sec. 30
sec to continuous. Designed for baler t6wliOn Dozens Cl
uses m the field of physics and seecironics, eg simplying
neon or argon tubes etc. Price less case

Tel 01983 280592 Fax 01983 280593

£8.50 £2.40 pip (£12.81 Illc VAT) NMS

SOFTWARE

EPROM ERASURE KIT

LTD STEVENAGE
Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing
and Suppliers to the Electronics Industry.

Phone Steve on (01438) 360406 or fax
details of your requirements to us on
(01438) 352742.
EOT LTD.. UNIT 5, First Floor, Caxton Point,
Bessemer Drive. Stevenage HERTS SG1 2XT

Build your own EPROM ERASURE to a fraction of the
since of a made-up unit kit of parts less case includes 1201

PIC Principles software

8 watt 2537 Angst Tube Ballast unn. pair of bi-pm leads,
neon Indicator,, cmroff switch. safety microskretch and
drain C15.00 £2.00 pap (£19.98 Inc VAT)

Now available as a separate module of Electronics Principles 5.0.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

Provides a thorough introduction
and understanding of the PIC
devices and contains a huge
amount of additional information.

SERVICE TRADING CO
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CH SWICK, LONDON W4 5BB
TEL 0181-995 1560 FAX 0181-995 0549
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN, ORDER £10

For catalogue, SAE to

projects.

DIE CAST ALUMINIUM BOX

with internal PC8 guides. !Memel size 265 x 165 x

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
(62.28 Oc VAT)
Case and reflector £24.00 C3.00 p&p (C31.73 Inc VAT) Brand new 2405 AC, far cooled Can be used for a vanety
outlet 1 m. dm. Price Includes p&p &
of
purposes.
Inlet
SAE for further details including Hy -Light and InVAT 011.20 each or 2 for £20.50 induSNe
duenal Strobe Kits.

ManclaiNFridAy

generators, high voltage teslas,

100 MHZ at low cost. Full list

TRANSFORMERS

and sizes avaiiatve born stock_ Please telephone yo,,

righting & Chem.: applaabcce

Other Wave Lengths of U.V TIME avertable
for Germicidal & Photo Sensitive appecabons.
Please telephone pair enquines
400 WATT BLACK LIGHT BLUE UV LAMP
GES Mercury Vapour lamp suitable for use
verth 0 400W PE. Balast
C39.95 INC, P&P & VAT

laser
wind

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 100 KHz -

AXIAL COOLING FAN
230V AC 120min scuare x 38mm 3 bMide 10 watt Low
Noise fan. Price £729 incl. P&P and VAT Other voltages

a1necrens 0 2140 AC F, 5 -1t06.1,0 -12n, & Sorrel Sr -.W110 5K
Sae 4195 x155 x 135syn P.cs E11.5 CC. Ca, £100 E.09.30 50.1

ELECTRONIC PLANS,
and
designs,
solar

Amp.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED
PROTOTYPE OR PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
FAST TURNROUND AVAILABLE
PCBs DESIGNED FROM CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
ALMOST ALL COMPUTER FILES ACCEPTED
EasyPC / An. / VuTrax 1 CadStar
Gerber / HPGL I (Draw and many others
ASSEMBLY & TEST AVAILABLE

See inside front cover for details.

Perking Space

TELEPHONE 01232 738897
iNTERIVAVONAL

Broadcast
-1,1/aitiCouse

TRANSMITTERS , AMPLIFIERS, STEREO, R.D.S., ANTENNA'S & MUCH MORE

LCD P L.L TRANSMITTEr,

ONLY £84.99 (KIT FORM )

I

nu agar

!!!..CICCUBS

1232 73Apsr

FAX 01292 7388E7

49., 4, .90"e
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FM TRANSMITTERS 8 ACCESSORIES

FM radio kits, Prebuilt kits. Custom built and Professional
FM broadcast equipment. In use by broadcasters worldwide.
We also ship worldwide and accept maior credit cards.
Equipment hire and R.S.L. consultation service available.
All equipment is fully guaranteed for 12 months.

G.C.L. BUBBLE ETCH TANKS
MANUFACTURE. SUPPLY.
SERVICE + REPAIR OF PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARD EQUIPMENT

check out our products online

call for your free brochure. 44*
VISA
mom PHONE / FAX: 0181 2880192 V.

www.broadcast-warehouse.com
HOBBY, COLLEGE, HOSPITAL AND PROFESSIONAL RADIO

TEL / FAX 01388 601582
P.C.B. PROCESSING TANKS
1) DEVELOP TANK (HEATED)
SPRAY WASH TANK
BUBBLE ETCH TANK (HEATEDI
TIN TANK (HEATED)
(ALL SEPARATE UNITS)

To Advertise in the next available issue of ETI
call Mark Colyer

2) MB PROCESSOR
DEVELOP TANK
SPRAY WASH TANK
BUBBLE ETCH TANK

01322 660070

3) ma PROCESSOR
DEVELOP TANK
SPRAY WASH TANK
BUBBLE ETCH TANK
TIN TANK
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NEW FROM NEXUS!
An Introduction to Robotics
A fascinating and unique book that
breaks new ground by exploring the
exciting world of robotics in a clear
and concise way. Both the theoretical and practical aspects are presented in an uncomplicated fashion using
everyday English, which makes this
an ideal book for the amateur.
Divided into two sections, the first
part explains how and why robots
work and are controlled, while the

second shows you how to make a
simple two legged humanoid robot
that can be programmed to walk.
There are no complicated formulas

or equations to grapple with or
incomprehensible circuit diagrams to
decipher, - this robot can be built on
your kitchen table and can be run
from any personal computer! All you
need are model aeroplane servos, a
controller, a power supply and some

plywood - and all parts are easily
available in the UK and the USA.
This is a book that will be of interest
to modellers and everyone with a
fascination for things mechanical and
electronic.
This is the way of the future, stay one
step ahead and order your copy
today!
Only El 1.50 UK & f 12.50 Overseas
(Includes Postage & Packing).

Telephone orders: 01322 616300 and ask for Nexus Direct
Please send me
I enclose my cheque/PO for f
please debit my Access/ Visa.

Expiry date

copies of NB299

4.\,:IXTROM'illON TO

ROBOTICS

made payable to Nexus Special Interests OR

ow

Name

Signature

Address

Telephone No

Post code

Complete details and return coupon to: Nexus Direct, Nexus House, Azalea Drive,
Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU.

tf you do not wish to receive mailing from other companies, please tick box.

All adverts must be prepaid.
Cheques payable to:

Nexus Media Ltd.
Name

Address

Daytime Tel: No:

ETI
20 words lineage

£19.97inc vat

Signature
Date

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD No.

3x1

£44.06Inc
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PLANS

OTHER-PLEASE STATE

Please ring the required heading.
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NEXUS HOUSE, AZALEA DRIVE, SWANLEY, KENT BR8 8HU
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ATTENTION ALL

CHELMER VALVE COMPANY

NORTH AMERICAN

If you need Valves/Tubes or RF
Power Transistors etc. ...then try us!

READERS!

We have vast stocks, widespread sources
and 35 years specialist experience in meeting our
customers requirements.
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Did you know that you can
order an annual subscription
to this magazine direct from
our official U.S. subscription
representative?
For more information and
rates contact:
Wise Owl Worldwide
Publications
4314 West 238th Street,

thirf

Tuned to the needs of the Radio Amateur

Torrance, CA 90505 4509
Tel: (310) 375 6258

Chelmer Valve Company, 130 New London Road,
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG England

Tel: 44-01245-355296,265865
Fax 44-01245-490064

SQUIRES

STEVENAGE

Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry

MODEL AND CRAFT TOOLS

Do you have a requirement for any of the following services:
PCB Assembly (Conventional and
Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 31/2" disc
Cable Harness Assembly/loom
Manufacture
Card Cage and Module Wiring
Full Inspection

A comprehensive range of Miniature Hand and Power Tool
and now an extensive range of

Electronic Components

featured in a fully illustrated

336 -page Mail Order Catalogue

1999 Issue

Product Design/Consultation
Full Procurement Service
PCB Test & "Bum in" Facilities
Enclosure Design & Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Drawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Quality Work at Reasonable
Rates

Phone Steve on (01438) 360406 or fax details of your requirements to us
on (01438) 352742
EQT LTD. UNIT 5, First Floor, Caxton Point. Bessemer Drive. Stevenage HERTS SG1 2XT

SAME DAY DESPATCH

ADVERTISERS INDEX

FREE POST & PACKING
For your free copy of our catalogue
write, telephone or fax to:

Squires, 100 London Road,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex
P021 1DD
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PRACTICALLY SPEAKING
By Terry Balbirnie
ast month we saw how the operating range of a
potentiometer may be reduced by connecting
resistors in series with its track. This time, we shall
look at how the required value of a variable resistor
may be fabricated using one of a higher value.

L

Making up
Suppose the designer of a circuit specifies a value of 47k for a
variable resistor (to make things easier we shall regard this as
50k). A potentiometer would then be used as shown in figure 1
with one of its track tags left unconnected. By rotating the
sliding contact (the wiper), the resistance appearing between
points A and B may be varied from zero to 50k as required.
Suppose you want to build such a circuit but when you look
in your box of components, you find that you only have a 100k
potentiometer. You could simply substitute the 100k
potentiometer and hope for the best. In many cases this will be
entirely satisfactory but, unless you have a pretty good
knowledge of electronics, you may find that the circuit does not
work properly or at all. If, for example, the variable resistor was
used in a timing circuit, the maximum operating period would
be "out" by a factor of two.
There is a better way to tackle this situation, and this is to
connect a fixed resistor with a value of 100k across the

potentiometer track connections as shown in figure 2a. This is
how it works. When the sliding contact is at the bottom of the
track, there will obviously be a resistance of zero ohms between
the points A and B (figure 2b). When the sliding contact is at the
top (figure 2c), the whole arrangement is equivalent to two 100k
fixed resistors connected in parallel giving 50k as required?

Not what it seems
However, if we look more closely we find that this arrangement
has a certain twist to it. We can see this most easily if we
consider the sliding contact to be at the centre of the track. If
the potentiometer was a single 50k component (assuming it
was of the linear kind) we would expect the resistance between
points A and B to be 25k.
Look at figure 3, which shows the equivalent circuit. Here,
the lower half of the potentiometer track (50k) appears between
points A and B. However, the top half of the track, connected in
series with the fixed resistor also appear between the points A
and B (that is, 150k). The combined effect is therefore one of a
150k resistor connected in parallel with a 50k one. Using the
formula for the result of connecting resistors in parallel
discussed in a previous part of this series (and working in
kilohms instead of ohms):

Figure 1

50k

I- A
B

Figure 2c

100k

100k

= 1/50 + 1/150
= 0.02 + 0.0067
= 0.0267
so R = 1/0.0267k
= 37.4kilohms.

B

Figure 3
UPPER HALF
OF TRACK
(50k)

(remember, this is the resistance appearing between points A and B
and with the spindle "half way"). If we had used a single 50k linear
potentiometer, we would have expected the result to be 25 kilohms.

It seems that the characteristics of the equivalent variable
resistor are no longer linear (where equal degrees of rotation of
the sliding contact provide equal changes in resistance). It now
seems that there is a larger variation in the lower half of the
track than the upper one. However, there are few cases where
this would matter in a practical circuit.
Next month we shall look at some aspects of practical
circuit -building.

LOWER HALF
OF TRACK
(50k)

FIXED RESISTOR
(100k)

B
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nergy for the Future
The main story in this issue
features a solar -powered
catamaran. Everyone agrees
that solar power will be very
necessary in the future, but who is sticking
their neck out to test it in the field? This is a
good example of a way to test how practical
it is to put solar power, the greatest source of
renewable energy, to use. Another example is
an architect in Oxford who has designed (and
lives in) an energy efficient house, with all the
electricity provided by solar panels. There is
even enough to charge the batteries in a
small car converted to run on electricity.
It is important for everyone that
experimenters carry out projects like this,

both to show what can be done. and to
assess the further limits of the approach.
However, these two examples share one
necessity: a very significant amount of energy
storage must be available in rechargeable
batteries. For tens of years we have been
waiting for a breakthrough in rechargeable
battery technology, so that, for example, we
can store enough energy to power an electric
car for 300 miles in something not too much
heavier or larger than a tank of fuel.
But this has not arrived. There have been
incremental improvements in battery
technology which add up to a significant

Published by

amount over a decade, but even more is
needed to make electric transport easy to
run. When economic energy storage with the
required energy -to -bulk ratios becomes
available, we will see big steps forward in the
use of solar power.
However, if this does not happen soon,
my guess is that we will have to begin
investigating the supply of electricity from
solar power satellites, which will generate
microwaves from sunlight, and then beam
the microwaves to rectenna farms on the
earth's surface. This will provide electricity
during the night, or when there is heavy
cloud cover, so will not require so much
storage. The energy density in space is
greater than the maximum of about 1 kW per
square meter at the equator on a clear day
arriving on Earth.
In Britain we receive more like
500W/square metre on a sunny day, and lass
if it is cloudy. In round figures, for affordable
systems, conversion efficiency of 10 percent
is realistic, so the peak power output of a 1
square metre of solar panel would be about
50W. This is not available all day every day,
so a 1 square metre of solar panel might give
you 10W average power over the year.
This figure should increase in the next few
years. If it does - watch houses with a large
area of south facing roof increase in value!
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Jenny con often help with other queries about this issue
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Volume 27 No 12 of Electronics Today international will be in your newsagents on 6th
November 1998. Douglas Clarkeson dives into the difficult world of electronic filters and
comes up with some straightforward, software -aided approaches to filter design ... Martin
Smith addresses the basic maths ... Pei An's temperature and humidity logger operates from
the Centronics port of a PC and stores data for future analysis, as well as displaying the
measurements on LCD readouts ... Store your beer at absolutely the right temperature with
the Beerstat temperature control ... and much more.
Contents are in preparation but are subject to space and availability.
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WINBOARD

DESIGN
INTERNATIONA7

PCB Layout
Easily create designs up to 200 pins.
Compatible with industry standard formats.
Expand the capacity at any time.
IVEX Products are also available from,
Henry's Audio Electronics - London
Peats The world of Electronics - Dublin

J

Compatibility
from the 3uDi
-rn Start

The complete, powerful schematic and PCB layout tools for Windows.
0 Design your schematic with WinDraft...
-Choose from over 10.000 parts in WinDraft's
complete library of components.
- All the utilities you need are included in the
package from an Electrical Rules Checker to
netlist output to printing and plotting outputs- Cut and Paste into other Windows applications
such as Microsoft Word. Makes it easy to
document your projects!

0 Create the artwork for the PCB with WinBoard...
- Quickly route boards or up to 16 layers.

- Use SMD or through -hole components - or mix them
for maximum flexibility.
- Unique pad -stack editor can create pads of virtually
any size or shape.

0 New IvexView Gerber viewer...
-Save time by produc.ng manufacturable boards
first timel.
- Print photo -positive or photo -negative artwork on
your printer.

- Rotate components in 0.01' increments.

- View over 20 formats from most PCB layout
programs.

- Create a Gerber photoplot. NC Drill. pick and
place, and other manufacturing outputs!.

Tel 0181 926 1161

WinDraft and WinBoard come complete with reference manuals and tutorial guide. Price includes delivery.
24 hour unlimited technical support is available, free of charge simply by visiting http://thepcsol.demon.co.uk
The PC SolutiOn, 2a High Road Leyton, London, E15 2BP.

Fax 0181 926 1160

http://www.thepcsol.demon.co.uk

Professional Electronics Design
You can't sell it

Electronics Design

for that!

. Genuine, professional EDA software with no limitations! - and you can afford it!
. EDWin NC comes from Visionics: one of the longest established, most experienced producers
of professional EDA systems, so it's fully proven in professional work.
Yes We
. Now you can have this best-selling non-commercial version of the software at just
Can
10% of the normal price, with no limits in its capabilities.
It does just about everything you could want!
Schematics, simulation, PCB layout, autorouting, manufacturing outputs, EMC and Thermal Analysis.
Many more advanced features are available and it runs in Windows 3.x, 95 or NT.
. Where's the catch? It's for non-commercial use,
but companies may order for evaluation purposes.
Prices start from just £49.00 for the basic system,
up to only £235.00 for the full system
including all available modules!
Order and information hotline: 01992 570006
Fax 01992 570220
E-mail: swift.eu@dial.pipex.com

Swift Eurotech Ltd., Twankhams Alley,
160 High Street, Epping, Essex, CM16 9AQ
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Don't forget - Phone Today for Your 90% Discount!
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Order your catalogue now

on 01702 554000

ELECTRONICS

or visit and collect from one
of our 48 stores nationwide.
You can also purchase your
catalogue from your local
Maplin store. WH Smith and
John Menzies.

Over 1,000 new pr
Includes over £50 wo
discount vouchers
Order code CA18

THE NEW
CATALOGUE
OUT NOW

Includes FREE datasheet CD -Rom
FREE McAfee anti -virus software

FREE 30 day Demon Internet trial
Order code CQ02

£3.99
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17,000
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to
better selection and service
Telephone 01702 554000 with your enquiry
The catalogue costs just £3.99 plus p+p* and the CD Rom is available at just £1.95 plus p+p' including free datasheet CD Rom.
"(Add 50p for P&P). Orders outside the UK please send £8.99 or 21 IRCs for Airmail in Europe or surface mail outside Europe. Send £16.04or 37 IRCs for Airmail outside Europe to:
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